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1 Introduction

Technopolis Group has been commissioned by the Ministry of Education and Culture in Finland to undertake a study of the functionality of the Finnish system for higher education and research; its performance and standing of today, and its readiness for the future, including identification of areas for improvement. The background is a growing perception in Finland that the country is losing ground, in international comparison, when it comes to its knowledge producing capacity.

The following set of questions of study has guided our work:

1. What are the main characteristics of the Finnish Higher Education (HE) system and how has the system developed over the last decade? How has the system dealt with the major policy trends? How does the Finnish HE system compare to other European systems? Are there differences in operating conditions and profiles of institutions depending on location (capital, regional, rural)?
2. How does the Finnish HE system perform in terms of the three missions (education, research and utilisation)? How does the Finnish system score compared to other European countries? In which domains it is leading and in which domains it is under-performing?
3. What are the (perceived) bottlenecks in the system? What are the (perceived) strengths of the system?
4. Is the Finnish HE system ‘future proof’? What are the major trends and (internal and external) developments that will influence the Finnish HE system? In which way will it influence the system? What is the appropriate way to react to these developments?
5. What is the way forward for the Finnish HE system? Which development proposals should be implemented?

The Ministry, as well as the study team, have used the term ‘higher education (HE) system’ throughout the study, meaning the whole system formed by the universities and the universities of applied sciences and their operations including research and cooperation with the surrounding society, not only higher education.

The study has taken a mix method approach. To begin with, we have studied the past years’ reports and evaluations that deal with the Finnish higher education and research system. In that respect, it has been valuable to have two Finnish-speaking experts within our team. We have also looked into national education and research statistics, and international statistics, mainly from Eurostat and OECD.
A survey has been sent out to all higher education institutions in Finland; the universities and the universities of applied sciences. We have also conducted interviews with high representatives (rectors, vice rectors, presidents, director generals, and other appointed senior specialists) throughout the Finnish system; the higher education institutions, governmental representatives, national agencies and other relevant organisations. Most interviews have been conducted over the telephone, but face-to-face interviews have been made during visits to Oulu and Tampere. Altogether 29 interviews have been conducted with 32 individuals. A list of the interviewed organisations are provided in Appendix F.

An international benchmark has also been conducted. Four benchmark countries were selected as especially interesting to compare with: Denmark, Ireland, The Netherlands and Switzerland. This resulted in a country report for each country, to be found in the appendices. A synthesis of the international benchmark forms a chapter in the main report.

Last, an international expert panel was appointed, to provide an external scholarly expert view besides our own. The panel consisted of internationally highly reputed scholars in the higher education and research policy field, both Finnish and non-Finnish. The panel was chaired by Professor Ellen Hazelkorn, and besides her comprised the following members: Professor Claire Callender, Dr Manja Klemenčič, Mr Valto Loikkanen, Professor Ulrich Teichler, and Dr Jani Ursin. During a three day visit to Finland, the panel met with and interviewed a large number of key individuals. The panel authored a report of its own, which contributed to the conclusions and recommendations by Technopolis Group. The international panel’s report can be found in Appendix A.

The Ministry set up a Support Group that advised us through the work. It contained representatives from higher education institutions, ministries, the research institutes, student unions and other stakeholder organisations.

A team from Technopolis Group with consultants of seven nationalities from four of our offices has worked with the study between September 2014 and March 2015. Dr Göran Melin has been the project manager, and Dr Frank Zuijdam has organised the international panel and its visit.

We sincerely wish to thank the international panel for its commitment to the work. We also wish to thank all the people who have taken their time and participated in the interviews, filled out the survey and assisted us in organising meetings and visits. Last, we wish to thank the members of the Support Group who has generously advised us and guided us in the Finnish academic landscape.

The Ministry kindly agreed to undertake a factual review of a draft of the empirical chapters; we are grateful for the comments and corrections that we got. Technopolis Director Rebecca Allinson has made a final quality control. The authors are still fully responsible for all the content of the report.

The report reflects the opinions and conclusions of the authors.
2 The Finnish higher education system at a glance

2.1 A higher education system under reform

Finland’s dual system of higher education\(^1\) has been undergoing a significant structural reform since 2005, affecting both universities and polytechnics, also known as universities of applied sciences. The aim of this reform is to ensure that by 2020 Finland is the most competent country in the world.

The new Universities Act,\(^2\) which came into force in 2010, set out to ensure that Finnish universities have equal operational conditions with world class universities. Universities became independent legal persons separated from the state – either as autonomous public institutions or as private foundations as is the case with two universities out of the total of fourteen.\(^3\) Universities gained financial autonomy with greater flexibility in the acquisition of external funding and utilisation of the capital and financial assets. They are now also responsible for their human resources. Universities’ public accountability has been enhanced through the mandatory inclusion of non-university representatives in the governance (at least 40% of the members).\(^4\)

In the polytechnic sector, a two-stage reform began in 2011, about 20 years after the establishment of polytechnic sector.\(^5\) In 2013, regulatory amendments were made to the Polytechnics Act\(^6\) in order to accelerate the pace of the reform. The second stage took effect in January 2015 with The New Polytechnics Act. The universities of applied sciences (UAS) as we will call them henceforth in this report, have become independent legal entities and the responsibility of their core funding is transferred from local authorities to the state. Currently, all 24 UAS are non-profit registered limited companies.

---

1 The Finnish higher education system consists of 14 universities, 24 universities of applied sciences as well as six university centres, which pool together higher education services in areas which do not have their own universities. In addition, there is Åland University of Applied Sciences in the region of Åland, the Police College which is under the steering of the Ministry of Interior, and the National Defence University which is under the steering of the Ministry of Defence.


3 Aalto University and Tampere University of Technology.

4 The University Reform will be evaluated in 2015–2016 and Polytechnics reform will be evaluated in 2017–2018.

5 The first UAS began their operations on a trial basis in 1991–1992; in 2000, all UAS were operating on a permanent basis.


7 It was established in 2014 on the basis of a merger of two polytechnics, namely Kemi-Tornio and Rovaniemi.
2.1.1 Institutional mergers and collaboration across the dual divide

Between 2009 and 2014, the number of higher education institutions (HEI) declined from 48 to 38 through mergers. The number of universities went down from 20 to 14 (with four new universities), while the number of UAS declined from 28 to 24, Lapland Polytechnic being the most recent merger in the polytechnic sector. The size of UAS vary from 1 200 to 16 000 students. The pressure for further consolidation is likely to continue in the polytechnic sector in order to guarantee better quality and cost effectiveness and to offer students greater opportunities for diverse studies. Kymenlaakso and Mikkeli UAS are expected to merge by 2017. So far the structural reform has been based on the institutions’ own plans.

While the recent reforms have focused on the discrete roles, missions and responsibilities of the universities and UAS, they have also highlighted the need for enhanced collaboration across the dual divide. Currently, administrative and legal barriers remain, reducing collaborative action between universities and UAS in terms of shared use of support services and infrastructure as well as shared provision of education. Bottom-up efforts have emerged, for instance in Lappeenranta, looking for new collaborative models, and in Tampere, looking for solutions for a joint vision between different types of HEIs.

2.1.2 Funding of higher education institutions

Finland has traditionally made substantial investments in education and research. In 2011, Finland invested 1.9% of GDP on tertiary education institutions, compared with the OECD average of 1.6% and the EU21 average of 1.4%. Due to the public spending cuts, the spending on education and research has been cut by 10% between 2011 and 2014, amounting to 450 million Euros for the higher education sector.

Currently the state funding for higher education represents 4.2% of state budget appropriations. In 2015, the direct state funding for higher education institutions amounts to 2.7 billion Euros, while the state’s competitive public research funding adds about another 590 million Euros.

Diversification of funding streams is necessary for both sectors. Private contribution to tertiary education is limited to industry and foundation funding given that Finland’s constitution guarantees tuition free education for all students (apart from student union membership fees), based on the idea of higher education as a right rather than a privilege, and a generous student support system, supported by a progressive tax structures.

2.1.3 Steering higher education institutions

The higher education sector is steered through higher education legislation, national development plans for education and research, performance-based funding, performance agreements and quality assurance measures:

- Higher education legislation has a strong steering impact on the structure of the higher education system as well as the provision of education in each institution. The legislation determines what the higher education system looks like and what fields are offered. For instance a university must offer a full spectrum of higher education provision stretching
from bachelors to doctoral degrees in every field which belongs to its educational portfolio. Combined with the historical and political accumulation of higher education development, the result has been a fragmentation of the offer into small subject fields, particularly in humanities and social sciences, which constrains the development of institution-specific clear profiles.

- The national development plan for education and research is adopted every four years by the Finnish government. The development plan, which is based on an elaborate system of forecasting future demand for occupations and skills, outlines the education and research policy for the forthcoming five years, covering goals, development measures and funding. The current development plan for 2011–2016 was adopted in late 2011.

- The performance-based funding formula is the means to allocate the state funding as a lump sum to institutions in both sectors. Since 2014, performance-based funding formula has been implemented also for UAS based on indicators such as the share of completed degrees and credits as well as R&D for local and regional needs. During 2015 the funding formulas for universities and UAS are being updated in close cooperation with the HEIs in order to address the needs of the coming years 2017–2020. While efforts have been made to develop a more transparent and clearer funding formula in order to increase its steering effect, the elaborate indicator-based system, particularly in the case of universities, has over the years become increasingly complex because of the tendency of each government to bring new elements to the formula.

- The performance agreements between the Ministry of Education and Culture and each HEI set operational and qualitative goals for the institution and determine the resources required to reach these targets. The influence of performance agreements has been diminished due to the indicator-driven performance-based funding system for both universities and UAS.

- Thematic system-based evaluations form the basis of the national evaluation and quality assurance system. Finland has no higher education accreditation system. The Universities Act lists all universities entitled to public funding, whereas UAS are required to have a government-granted operating licence.9 Finnish universities and UAS were audited for the first time during the period from 2005 to 2012. The second round of audits is currently being undertaken by FINEEC and will be completed in 2018.10 Contrary to the systems that evaluate all degree programmes in the same field (e.g. the Dutch), in Finland, each institution has created its own system and is responsible for the quality and continuous development of its education provision and other operations. The evaluations are developmental in nature and aim to help institutions improve their operation. Institutions are required to perform external evaluations of their operations and quality systems on a regular basis and publish the results.11

---

9 The operating licences of all 24 UAS were renewed in 2014.
10 FINEEC was established in 2014, on the basis of a merger of three institutions, with the aim to offer a more efficient, effective and consistent evaluation of education institutions at all levels.
11 It is worth noting that Finnish HEIs themselves have conducted various evaluations. Parallel processes have recently begun in the university sector. The Academy of Finland has also had a tradition of discipline-based evaluations.
2.2 Performance

2.2.1 Education

2.2.1.1 Tertiary education student entry, participation and attainment

In 2012, there were 308,900 tertiary education students in Finland. The entry rate to tertiary education (type 5A) was 66%, showing a declining trend from 2005 (73%).

In 2013, Finland’s tertiary education attainment rate among the population aged 30-34 years was 45% compared to an EU average of 37%. In 2005, Finland ranked sixth among the OECD countries in terms of the proportion of the tertiary educated adult population (25-64 years), whereas in 2012 Finland had dropped to tenth place. The tertiary education attainment rate shows a modest 1 percentage point decline, reflecting the fact that Finland’s 30-34 age cohort is slightly higher around the years 2012–2015. Finland’s national EU2020 target was 42% compared to the EU target of 40%. There is a significant disparity between tertiary education attainment level of people born outside Finland and those born in the country, respectively 33% and 47% in 2012.

2.2.1.2 Tertiary education degree production, dropout, duration of studies

From 2012 to 2013, the number of completed university master’s degrees (14,444 in total) and doctoral degrees (1,700) increased by 4.4% and 5% respectively, whereas completed bachelor’s degrees remained at the same level (13,000).

During the same time period, the number of completed bachelor level polytechnic degrees increased by 3% (from 22,123 to 22,800), when adult education (4,011 degrees in 2013) is included. Master level polytechnic degrees increased by 14% (from 1,708 to 1,948). The increase in polytechnic degrees extends the upward trend seen in the previous four years.

In 2011, the higher education dropout rate was about 24%, compared to the OECD average of nearly 32%. Women outperform men in graduation and completion rates in all fields.

The duration of higher education studies in Finland is among the longest in the OECD countries. In 2013, the median time to Master’s degree completion at universities was 6.5 years. In Finland, 40% of 20-29-year-olds are enrolled in higher education, which is the second highest rate after Denmark and significantly above the average rate of 25% for OECD countries. Young people graduate later than in other OECD countries and enter the labour market at an older age. Over-extended studies are attributable to the matriculation backlog, combination of work and study, inadequate career and study advisory services, and inflexible teaching arrangements. It is also noteworthy that the university bachelor’s degree is still not recognised in the labour market which may have an impact on universities which enrol students at the master level.

Recently, measures have been taken to improve the throughput and transition from secondary education to higher education and to the labour market. For instance: i) New entry rules have been introduced to favour first-time applicants to higher education;

---

12 OECD, Education at a glance, 2014.

13 Of the total of nearly 30,000 university degrees in 2013, 6% were completed by foreigners (9% of Master’s degrees and 18% of Doctoral degrees). Bachelor’s degrees are mostly provided in Finnish/Swedish only and as such are not aimed to foreign students.

14 Statistics Finland: Women have distinctly higher pass rates (59% vs. 37% at universities and 56% vs. 28% at UAS in 2012.
ii) The higher education selection system has been reformed with a national online application system, including a common admission system for both university and UAS programmes; iii) The funding models for both universities and UAS have been reformed (in 2013 and 2014, respectively) in order to improve completion rates and to accelerate the transition into working life; iv) The students’ financial support system has been reformed in order to promote full-time studies and faster completion of studies.

The government has also reduced the study provision in a number of fields in UAS due to the shrinking age cohorts, reducing demand for labour in engineering, tourism and culture and increasing need for high-skilled workforce in the healthcare sector because of demographic changes. On the other hand, the study provision of the university and the UAS sector has been increased with 3,000 study places for the period of 2014–2015.

So far limited efforts have been made to address the lack recognition of university bachelor’s degrees by the labour market as well as the fragmentation of the higher education offer. There are literally hundreds of bachelor programmes which provide early specialisation to academic major-based degrees. For example in humanities the number of entrance examinations has not been reduced, and students continue to be enrolled into narrow programmes. Recently efforts have been made to reduce the early specialisation, for instance most of the universities introduced broad-based study programmes with the aim to reduce early specialisation at the bachelor’s level. But so far the Finnish university system generally lacks broad-based bachelor’s degree programmes, relevant to the labour market, and quality- or problem-based master’s degrees.

2.2.1.3 Widening participation

The combination of declining learning outcomes among the 15 year-olds in Finland and the ageing population point to the need for a greater attention on widening participation in higher education.15

Tertiary education policy in Finland has limited focus on widening access issues, possibly due to the robust student support system which is seen as a guarantee for equity in access. Among the OECD countries, Finland is, after Korea, the most equitable country in terms of tertiary education access by the odds ratio.16 At the same time, the educational background of parents shows a strong correlation with the tertiary education participation of their children. In 2012, 56% of 20-34-year-olds whose parents have tertiary education were enrolled in tertiary education, whereas the same applied to 39% of those whose parents have upper secondary or post-secondary non-tertiary education, and only 5% of those whose parents had below upper secondary education.17

UAS typically enrol a larger share of non-traditional students. In 2012, 32% of new UAS students had a vocational degree, including some with also a high school diploma.

---

15 PISA 2012 shows that the average mathematical literacy among the 15-year-olds in Finland ranked in 12th place, compared to 2nd place in PISA 2003. The national average scores in mathematics, reading and science literacy had all deteriorated since 2003. Still, Finnish students remain among the best performers in the OECD countries: 6th in mathematics, 3rd in literacy and 2nd in science.


2.2.1.4 Graduate employment

Tertiary education in Finland brings private benefits, boosting employment outcomes and higher salary levels for graduates despite the progressive tax system. In 2014, close to 84% of tertiary education graduates (ISCED 5-6) in Finland were employed, compared with 73% of those with an upper secondary or post-secondary non-tertiary education (ISCED 3-4) and about 43% of those with below upper secondary education (ISCED 0-2). In 2013, the median income for tertiary education graduates was over 30 300 Euros per year, about 7 400 Euros more than for those with an upper secondary or post-secondary non-tertiary education (ISCED 3-4), and over 8 700 Euros more than for those with below lower secondary education (ISCED 0-2).\(^{18}\)

While the risk of unemployment is lowest among tertiary educated graduates,\(^{19}\) unemployment is a challenge for UAS graduates in certain fields partly due to the public sector employment requirements. So far limited action has been taken (by the state) to change these requirements which represent a barrier to the labour market. While mandatory work-based learning for UAS students (and for university students in some regulated professions) enhances graduate employability, some graduates are over-educated for their jobs. This has led to the recommendation that the quality of graduate employment should be added to the list of indicators which determine the institutional core funding particularly for UAS, along with graduate employability.

As noted above, there is a policy concern regarding the delayed access to the labour market by higher education students. Finnish students typically combine work and study to avoid mortgage type study loans.

There are also growing concerns regarding the employability of graduates of doctoral programmes who will need to consider more diverse career opportunities than the traditional university research track. This could be facilitated by introducing changes to the doctoral training.

International students who complete their tertiary education degree in Finland face serious barriers in their labour market entry. Improvements are under way, as the EU directive extending the residence permit for higher education graduates is currently being implemented.

2.2.1.5 Student mobility and export of higher education

The volume of Finland’s cross-border higher education has increased but the current growth rates remain low compared to the benchmark countries. The number of new foreign tertiary education degree students increased at all levels by more than 40% from 2008 to 2012 (from 3 860 to 5 533).\(^{20}\) The growth was particularly strong for master’s studies and doctoral studies. In 2012, about 4% of Finland’s tertiary education students were enrolled abroad,\(^{21}\) whereas 5.71% of tertiary education students in Finland were foreign students, a modest 1.5% increase from 2009. In 2013, foreign students accounted

---

\(^{18}\) In 2013, the median income for tertiary education graduates was 30 329 Euros per year compared with 22 946 Euros for those with an upper secondary or post-secondary non-tertiary education (ISCED 3-4), and 21 605 Euros for those with below lower secondary education (ISCED 0-2).

\(^{19}\) Eurostat.

\(^{20}\) 2008: 2 354 in the UAS and 1 506 in the universities; 2012: 2 478 in UAS and 3 055 in universities.

\(^{21}\) OECD EAG, 2014.
for 0.8% of the university bachelor degrees, 9% of the university master’s degrees and 18% of doctoral degrees, whereas 7% of the UAS degrees were completed by foreigners.

In 2013, about 77% (15,120) of all foreign degree students in tertiary education originated from outside of the EU/EEA. There were 9,500 foreign students in UAS, of which around 82% (7,772) were from outside the EU/EEA. Altogether 72% (7,348) of the 10,240 foreign university students were non EU/EEA residents.

Contrary to Denmark and Sweden which introduced fees for non-EU/EEA citizens in 2011, Finland continues to offer tuition free higher education to all foreigners. Given the absence of tuition fees, the high unit costs of tertiary education means that international students place a financial burden on the tertiary education system. Estimated costs of a tertiary education degree on the public purse range from 35,000 to 40,000 Euros per student, and even higher in the case of doctoral programmes, but no rigorous studies have been made on the benefits and costs of international students to the economy.\(^\text{22}\)

So far, the plans to introduce tuition fees for non-EU/EEA citizens have come to a halt. Small scale experimentation was implemented in 2011 to evaluate the impact of introducing fees for students from outside of EU/EFTA countries.\(^\text{23}\) At the end of 2014, the government proposed a fee for handling applications by individuals who have completed their pre-higher education qualifications in countries outside the EU/EEA area or Switzerland.

### 2.2.2 Research and development

#### 2.2.2.1 Coordination and evaluation of R&D

The Research and Innovation Council advises the government on the strategic development and coordination of Finnish science and technology policy as well as the national innovation system. Its guidance for the period from 2015 to 2020 emphasises the need to radically restructure the higher education system, focus on the quality of research and closer collaboration between universities, businesses and research institutes, and further develop the dual model of Finnish higher education, as well as specialisation, and gathering competitive centres of excellence under different fields. In line with the recommendations, several efforts are under way, including work to bring together sectorial research institutes into larger units, and clarify the division of tasks between the universities and the research institutes.

The Academy of Finland reviews the state and quality of scientific research in Finland. The process is being developed towards a continuous evaluation and data collection which can be utilised for science policy needs. Individual disciplines and fields of research are assessed separately on a needs basis.

---


\(^{23}\) The experimentation included only 24 study programmes out of the 146 originally enrolled (3,500 to 11,750 Euros were collected from a total of 110 students in 2011). Economic impact of the experiment was negligible given the low number of students paying tuition. Some institutions reported administrative challenges. They also expressed fears for a decreasing number of applicants.
2.2.2.2 R&D funding

For over 10 years, Finland’s total spending on R&D as a share of GDP has exceeded the OECD average and the corresponding levels of key comparator countries, such as Denmark, Ireland, Netherlands, Norway and Sweden.

Finland has set a national target of 4% gross domestic expenditure on R&D (GERD) as a share of the GDP. The GERD rate is at a high level in international comparison but shows a declining trend, ranging from 3.94% in 2009 to 3.55% in 2012. During the same period, higher education R&D spending as a percentage of GERD shows a modest but steadily improving trend from 0.74% to 0.77%. In 2014, the share of public research funding of GDP was about 0.99% in Finland. In the 2014 budget, the total appropriations and outlays for R&D amounted to 1.955 million Euros which represents a reduction of 3.6% or 42 million Euros from the previous year.

Figure 1. Government budget appropriations or outlays for R&D in 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R&amp;D funding total</th>
<th>R&amp;D funding € million</th>
<th>Share of R&amp;D funding, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D funding total</td>
<td>1995.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main administrative branches (ministries)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Education and Culture</td>
<td>991.2</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Employment and the Economy</td>
<td>640.1</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Social Affairs and Health</td>
<td>115.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding to organisations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>578.9</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tekes – the Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation</td>
<td>513.3</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academy of Finland</td>
<td>322.7</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government research institutes</td>
<td>282.2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other R&amp;D funding</td>
<td>226.7</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University central hospitals</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As stated in Figure 1 over 80% of governmental R&D funding is allocated by two ministries, the Ministry of Education and Culture (50.7%) and the Ministry of Employment and the Economy (32.7%). Universities receive 29.6% of the total government budget appropriations. UAS have expanded applied R&D activities, mainly with the help of the EU Structural Funds, but suffer from fragmented funding and low levels of non-competitive funding.

The Academy of Finland is the major national source of competitive funding for basic research. It has highlighted the importance of interdisciplinary research, evaluation of the effectiveness of research and problem-oriented approaches. In 2014, a new instrument was introduced and positioned to the Academy of Finland by the State Council of Finland. This is a competitive funding instrument to support long term demand-driven and problem-based research in order to address the “grand challenges” facing the Finnish society.

24 OECD STIS, 2013.
ad=notify
28 The main strategic research themes and priorities for 2015 are: the utilisation of technological traditions, changing institutions, climate neutral and resource scarce society and equality and its promotion.
The funding for innovation is channelled through Tekes which is the most important funding agency for innovation. In 2014, Tekes funded projects at companies and research institutions in the order of 550 million Euros.

### 2.2.2.3 Research staff

Research career systems vary across universities. Some universities have created a tenure track for career paths for aspiring researchers, but these have not been spread across the higher education system. In general, there is a need to make significant investments in the recruitment of students and researchers, particularly post-docs and assistant professors, in order to build the competitiveness and quality of Finnish science. Also doctoral education could be developed to better serve a wider range of career paths, including expert positions in the private and public sector.

Finland has a comparatively low level of internationalisation of its higher education and research and innovation system. The share of foreign-born R&D personnel has been less than 2% in Finland for over 10 years, significantly below the rates of Switzerland and Ireland (about 20%) and other benchmark countries (about 5%). International mobility of researchers has improved but is constrained by administrative factors and a lack of transparency in filling academic positions. More efforts are needed to increase the recruitment and retention of academic personnel from abroad and, more broadly, encourage both national and international mobility in academia.

### 2.2.2.4 Research output

In 2003–2011, Finland produced 116 478 scientific publications including 15.45% top cited publications (10% most cited papers). From 2009 to 2012, the number of patent applications to the European Patent Office increased from 1 307 to 1 456. From 2009 to 2011, the number of triadic patent families increased from 271 to 277.

Greater efforts are required in order to take advantage of international competitive research funding, particularly the funding offered by the European Commission including Horizon 2020 and the European Research Council (ERC). The number of ERC grants shows an upward trend with 13 grants for 2013 (3 starting grants, 4 consolidator grants, 5 Advanced grants and 1 proof of concepts). The number of ERC grants to Finland is still below the numbers of the benchmark countries. From 2007 to 2014, Finland raised 866.56 million Euros from the FP7 (Seventh Framework Programme) with a success rate of 21.3%.

### 2.2.3 Third mission

In Finland, the third mission of HEIs reflects the dual system of higher education with the different roles of UAS and universities. The UAS have an explicit legally based regional role to deliver education which is aligned with the needs of the surrounding society and industry, and they undertake applied R&D and facilitate cluster development. Universities have a more general obligation towards societal and economic engagement. Both universities and UAS have a legal obligation to include external stakeholders in their governance structures to ensure relevance of education and R&D.

---

29 OECD Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard 2013. The “top cited publications” are the 10 % most cited papers.
In 2013, The Finnish Higher Education Evaluation Council (FINHEEC) published an evaluation of HEIs’ social and regional impact which investigated how Finnish HEIs define their task of exerting social impact, how they monitor such impact, and barriers and drivers of these objectives. In line with the previous OECD work, the evaluation concluded that: i) the promotion of the social impact should be defined as a separate profit area along research and education, ii) the social impact should be embedded into Finnish higher education, research and innovation policy and into the strategies and goals of HEIs, iii) HEIs should make significant efforts to develop their cooperation strategies and partnerships as well generate new businesses and entrepreneurship, iv) regional cooperation should be increased, in the design and delivery of national and regional economic strategies, v) funding systems for R&D should be developed to enhance social impact, and vi) efforts should be made to evaluate the social and regional impact of HEIs, including indicators that ultimately could be incorporated into the higher education funding models.

Efforts have been made to identify indicators for societal impact of higher education and research. For example, in 2008, the VINDI project by the Academy of Finland and Tekes defined indicators for the impact of science, technology and innovations. In 2008, a comprehensive study on the monitoring of the university societal outreach was published. In 2014, the Ministry of Education and Culture commissioned studies to focus on impact of higher education.

2.3 Conclusions

Finland continues to have a dense network of knowledge organisations: there are currently 14 universities, 24 UAS, 6 university centres and 13 state research centres. Against a backdrop of a relatively small and ageing population and increasing international competition, the higher education network appears fragmented. Pressures for further consolidation and rationalisation will continue in order to build international competitiveness, facilitate stronger profiling of institutions and develop flexible access to higher education and R&D services.

Recent reforms have led to many improvements in Finland’s higher education sector. The reforms have provided HEIs with an independent legal status, changed their relationship with the government, and improved their governance systems.

At the same time Finland is losing its competitive advantages in terms of a highly educated workforce and innovation capacity. The duration of studies in Finland is among the longest in the OECD countries. The transition from school to higher education and to the labour market is slow. The combination of declining learning outcomes at schools and an ageing population point to the need for a stronger focus on equity in access to, and success in, higher education. Internationalisation of higher education and research remain key challenges due to the lack of international staff and the combination of tuition-free education provision and a lack of effort to retain highly educated foreigners in the Finnish labour market. The research output suffers from the fragmentation of the R&D system, lack of large scale research infrastructures and absence of big national goals for research in order to build world class excellence.

3 In international perspective

This chapter discusses and compares various aspects of the higher education systems in Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands and Switzerland, benchmarking them against Finland.

All the benchmark countries have dual HE systems with universities on the one hand and UAS (or polytechnics/colleges) on the other. The precise configurations of the dual systems vary of course, with UAS having different missions and functions while universities are very similar in their functions in the benchmark countries. Two important issues from a Finnish point of view are compatibility between the two tracks and R&D capacity at UAS. These are issues the benchmark countries also grapple with.

It is based on individual country reports (Appendices B-E). In these, a wealth of more detailed information can be found.

3.1 Compatibility between the two parts of dual systems

An important characteristic of dual systems is the compatibility between the two tracks (the academic and the vocational). In the Netherlands, a six-year university preparatory education (VWO) qualifies for admittance to a university or a polytechnic, while a five-year general secondary education (HAVO) qualifies for admittance to only a polytechnic, as does a senior four-year, level 4 vocational education (MBO). There are two bridges from the vocational to the academic track. On the one hand, polytechnic students can enter university programmes with their propaedeuse diploma (first year diploma), and on the other hand, they can enter a university master’s programme with their polytechnic bachelor degree.31

In Switzerland, there are also different access requirements for the two sectors, going back to different tracks (academic and vocational) in secondary education. Typically, university students would have attended an upper secondary school (gymnasium, lycée) and have a regular baccalaureate while university of applied sciences students would have completed an apprenticeship and have a vocational baccalaureate. While holders of a vocational baccalaureate cannot enter a university, holders of a regular baccalaureate have access to most study programmes at universities of applied sciences if they can document one year relevant work experience. Like in the Netherlands, universities of applied sciences bachelor graduates can enrol for a university master degree.32 The proportion of Bachelor’s degree holders who go on to acquire their Master’s degree at a different type

of institution is still low, albeit growing. In Switzerland there is also a discussion about allowing excellent polytechnic graduates to do a PhD at a university (polytechnics cannot confer PhD degrees).

Progression in the Irish education system is based on the ten-level National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) (Figure 2). Students in Secondary Level may choose from one of three Leaving Certificate programmes – Leaving Certificate Programme, Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme (LCVP) or Leaving Certificate Applied (LCA). The first two typically give access to tertiary education, students with LCA need to proceed to a Post Leaving Certificate (PLC) programme prior to access to third cycle education. Students and graduates can transfer with ease from one type of HEI to another within the same discipline if they have the required prerequisite NFQ level certificate (e.g. NFQ level 6 to enter a NQF level 7 programme); insofar, it is a transparent system where students can transfer across the system. It is a full lifelong learning system. The Institutes of Technology in Ireland offer degrees at NQF levels 6 (Higher Certificate), 7 (ordinary Bachelor’s Degree) and 8 (Honours Bachelor’s Degree). Universities in Ireland generally offer level 8 degrees. Further progression to postgraduate education (NQF levels 9 and 10) is offered by all universities and most Institutes of Technologies.

![Figure 2. National Framework of Qualifications of Ireland. Source: QQI](image)

In Denmark, there have been some attempts to increase collaboration and mobility between universities and university colleges but the two tracks are still quite separate. A university college bachelor’s does not automatically grant access to a university master’s programme.35

35 Organisational features of higher education; Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. Working Paper 14/2014 NIFU.
3.1.2 Education and R&D at polytechnics

Another distinction is whether polytechnics conduct R&D and have a mission to do so. In the Netherlands, the polytechnics are beginning to build research capacities, in which they are inspired especially by the German universities of applied sciences. Therefore they build Centres of Expertise and hire so-called lectors. They have received special funding from the Ministry of Education, Sciences, and Culture for setting up research capacity and specialising. The lector positions as well as the Centres of Expertise are the main results of these investments.

In Switzerland, universities of applied sciences are mandated to conduct applied R&D and to engage in knowledge-transfer. However, they do not have the right to confer PhD degrees. In the longer term, the universities of applied sciences are envisaged to spend 20% of their resources on research. Universities of applied sciences typically cooperate with SMEs in the region, often in the framework of cooperative projects funded by the innovation agency CTI. Universities of applied sciences are the main client of CTI, i.e. almost half of CTI project funding goes to them. More generally, the distinction made between the university sector and the universities of applied sciences sector has been remarkably stable over time, creating distinct profiles of universities and universities of applied sciences.

In Denmark, during the 2000s a number of University Colleges and Academies of Professional Higher Education offering professionally oriented programmes were established. There are a total of seven University Colleges and nine Academies of Professional Higher Education. The Danish University Colleges offer Professional Bachelor’s programmes in areas such as teacher training, engineering, business, nursing, health, nutrition and social work. The Academies of Professional Higher Education offer Academy Profession (AP) degree programmes and Professional Bachelor’s degree programmes. University colleges must ensure that the education programmes’ knowledge base is profession-based as well as development-based. They also function as regional knowledge institutions in close dialogue with regional stakeholders. Furthermore, the university colleges must work with the universities and other research institutions. In 2013, the Danish parliament passed a new law concerning among other things research and development at the university colleges. The law gives university colleges the opportunity to perform practical and application-oriented research and development activities in interaction with the labour market, other educational and research institutions and society.

In Ireland, over the years the boundaries between universities and Institutes of Technology (IOTs) have started to blur with some IOTs now offering PhD programmes and doing research. On an institutional level, in the light of lacking some of the IOTs are aspiring to become universities, in order to gain more access to additional research funding. Against this background, there has been a new Technological Universities Bill which aims to create new universities out of IOTs. The Bill explicitly calls for the IOTs to have a different set of objectives compared to the traditional universities. The new legislation calls for maintaining the local orientation of the

37 http://studyindenmark.dk/study-options/danish-higher-education-institutions
institutes but on a bigger scale (e.g. targeting large multinationals rather than just local companies). However, there are several concerns with regard to this change of status. First, it is not clear that IOTs will be able to maintain their (technical) focus once they move to university status. Second, it is doubtful if the IOTs will manage to adjust the profiles of their staff to truly act as research-intensive institutions, which a university is. The UK experience of turning polytechnics into universities showed that although some institutions became a bit stronger, the majority did not and, on in some cases the opposite occurred, devalued their degrees and despite the increase in budget for research did not lead to any significant increase in research outputs.

3.2 Restructuring the number of HEIs

As can be seen from Figure 3, given the size of the country and the student body, the number of both universities and UAS is quite high in Finland despite the recent mergers. The Netherlands, with almost three times as many inhabitants as Finland, has the same number of universities and 1.5 times as many polytechnics as Finland. The picture changes slightly when normalising by number of students: Finland still has the highest number of HEIs per thousand students, but it is closely followed by Ireland. The Netherlands and Switzerland still have the lowest number of HEIs per thousand students but they swap ranks, with the Netherlands being the country with the lowest number of HEIs per number of students. There is nonetheless a consensus in the Netherlands that the number of HEIs is too large for the Dutch system.

![Figure 3. Number of HEIs, per country](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>No. of universities</th>
<th>No. of polytechnics</th>
<th>No. of inhabitants (in million)</th>
<th>No. of HEI students (in thousands, 2012)</th>
<th>No. of HEIs per million inhabitants</th>
<th>No. of HEIs per thousand students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>308.9</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16*</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>275.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14**</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>192.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>793.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9***</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>269.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Country case studies. *University Colleges and Academies of Higher Education; **Institutes of Technology; ***seven public, two private

Denmark is a recent example of a country that has restructured its research and university system, thus considerably reducing the number of universities. Denmark has eight universities and the present structure of Danish universities was implemented in January 2007. New universities were established on a basis of mergers between some universities and government research institutes: 25 universities and research institutions were reduced through mergers to eight universities and three research institutes. The mergers between universities and between universities and government research institutes were carried out in order to strengthen the university and research sector, especially in an international setting. The purpose of the mergers between universities and sectoral research institutes was to integrate applied or problem-oriented research into the universities, connecting it better with higher education and research prevalent at the universities, while outsourcing investigative and regulative functions to other agencies. However, these functions have been integrated into the universities, which at least a few years ago seemed to have caused
organisational overload and weak integration of the institutes. The merger processes have in certain ways acted as change drivers, although the University Evaluation from 2009 concluded that the effects of the mergers had not yet fully materialised at that point. Today, in 2015, it is not unlikely that some effects of the mergers have appeared.

Restructuring of the higher education landscape has also occurred in the Netherlands and Switzerland. Both countries dramatically restructured their polytechnic sectors in the last two decades of the previous century.

In the Netherlands, in the beginning of the 1980s the polytechnics could be described as a group of about 400 independent mono-sectoral schools that were internally oriented and intensively supervised by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sciences. Through an almost continuous series of mergers, combined with growing ambitions and increased autonomy, the polytechnics have become a rather heterogeneous group of institutions that includes large general polytechnics, often with several locations or spokes, but also a large set of specialised polytechnics, many of them art schools or Christian schools. In the public debate these mergers have often been associated with decreased performance in educational terms.

In Switzerland, the seven public universities of applied sciences were created in 1997 (based on the 1995 Universities of Applied Sciences Act) as a reform and through mergers of existing professional, mostly mono-sectoral tertiary education schools. The process started in a few fields (technology, economics and business administration, construction) but the universities of applied sciences extended to most professional domains (arts, social work, health, teacher training) after 2000. Like in the Netherlands, the universities of applied sciences often have several locations or spokes, normally spanning several cantons.

In Ireland, some IOTs are considering a merger. The aim of such a merger is to create stronger institutions. This has to be seen against the background of current developments in the polytechnic sector, e.g. the New Technological Universities Bill currently discussed in parliament. All IOTs and universities are now grouped into regional clusters with the purpose of improving quality of teaching, learning and research. Three consortia of IOTs are already approved to progress towards planning as designated technical universities.

In the Netherlands, there have also been a number of attempts of universities and polytechnics to join forces; one of them is considered a success to some extent. These mergers were forced by various factors, including ideological ones (universities and polytechnics affiliated to similar churches combining forces), strategic ones (the need to cover large parts of the country in a polytechnic/university consortium), and efficiency. However, one of the main rationales for such consortiums – that is minimising difficulties to transfer between polytechnics and universities for students; solving inflexibility and rigidity – has not been structurally solved.

In all the benchmark countries, the polytechnics, unlike the universities, are distributed over the country more evenly than universities, which is a result of their clear roles in regional labour markets and in conducting (contract) research and providing services to the regional industry. This can for example be seen in the distribution of universities
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and polytechnics in the Netherlands (Figure 4). However, it has to be noted that all the benchmark countries are more evenly populated than Finland. None of them has anything resembling the vast territories that Finland has in the north.

![Figure 4. Distribution of the 14 universities (red) and 37 polytechnics (grey) in the Netherlands. Source: VSNU; Vereniging Hogescholen](image)

In all the benchmark countries, the polytechnics receive less money than the universities. Given the differences in HEI funding streams in the benchmark countries, comparison between them is difficult. The figures we are comparing correspond more or less to institutional funding. Nonetheless, the proportions given below should be regarded as rough estimates only, giving an idea of the order of magnitude in funding for the different types of HEIs.

In the Netherlands, polytechnics receive approximately €2.5 billion per annum from the Ministry of Education, while the Dutch universities receive €3.3 billion (first funding stream).\(^{43}\) Hence, the proportion of funding from the Ministry of Education is 0.75 : 1 for polytechnics compared to universities. In Ireland, in 2014, universities received a total of €528 million from the Higher Education Authority, Institutes of Technology €349 million.\(^{44}\) Here the proportion of IOT funding to university funding was 0.66 : 1. In Switzerland the difference in funding between the two types of HEIs is particularly striking, with the proportion of institutional funding for polytechnics compared to (cantonal and federal) universities being roughly 0.24 : 1.\(^{45}^{46}\)

### 3.3 Shares of higher education graduates

All the countries have attained the EU 2020 target of at least 40% (also the non-EU Member State Switzerland). In 2013, Ireland showed the highest graduation rates in Europe (52.6% of the population aged 30-34 attained tertiary education). Ireland is following a mass education policy and expects more demand for places – both full-time and part-time – over the next fifteen years. In Denmark, while the share of adults aged
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43 Both types of HEIs have other funding streams as well, e.g. tuition fees and income from contract research and education. For further information please consult the Dutch country report in Appendix D.
45 For more detailed information on funding see the Swiss country report in Appendix E.
46 No such figures could be identified in the case of Denmark.
30-34 who have attained tertiary education is above 40%, the government's goal is that that 60 per cent of a youth cohort is to complete a higher education by 2020 and at least 25 per cent is to complete a long-cycle higher education (Master's programme). The Netherlands has always aspired to have a tertiary education participation rate (not graduation rate) of 50% of its population by 2010; this goal has been attained. In Switzerland, targets in terms of quantity regards the participation rates at upper secondary level rather than increasing the number of graduates. Figure 5 presents the tertiary education attainment rates per year and country.

In all the countries, younger people are more likely to have tertiary level education than older generations. While this trend has a different pace in different countries, differences between the benchmark countries in educational attainment rates of the younger generation are not very high.

**Figure 5.** Tertiary educational attainment, by year and country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tertiary educational attainment (% of population aged 30-34)</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU 2020 target at least 40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Eurostat

**3.3.1 Completion rates**

Completion rates are highest in Denmark (80%), followed by Finland (76%) and the Netherlands (72%) (no figures are available for Ireland and Switzerland) (Figure 6). In the Netherlands, completion rates have always been an issue: “The proportion of students who graduate, and the speed of their graduation, could be better”. This might be related to the fact that students in Dutch universities and polytechnics have traditionally demonstrated low motivation for their studies.

**Figure 6.** Completion rates (2011) (tertiary-type A education), by country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2011</th>
<th>Men and Women (in %)</th>
<th>Men (in %)</th>
<th>Women (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD Education at a glance, 2013

In all the countries women have a higher completion rate than men. The completion rate of men is very similar in Finland and the Netherlands, but considerably higher in Denmark.

3.4 Employability of higher education graduates

In all the benchmark countries employment rates are highest for people with tertiary education (Figure 7), as can be expected. Moreover, employment rates do not differ very much among the benchmark countries, with the exception of Ireland whose economy was hardly hit by the financial crisis. Also, in all the benchmark countries the median income is heavily influenced by the level of education.

Good employment rates for people who have attained upper secondary education can be observed in Denmark, the Netherlands and Switzerland. In the same countries there is also a fairly high employment rate for people with less than primary, primary and lower secondary education. This reflects the strengths of the benchmark countries’ economies and labour markets.

Figure 7. Employment rates, by year and country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment rate by highest level of education attained (y15-64)</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland Tertiary (ISCED 5-6)</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>83.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary (ISCED 3-4)</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than primary, primary and lower secondary (ISCED 0-2)</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark Tertiary (ISCED 5-6)</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary (ISCED 3-4)</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than primary, primary and lower secondary (ISCED 0-2)</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland Tertiary (ISCED 5-6)</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary (ISCED 3-4)</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than primary, primary and lower secondary (ISCED 0-2)</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands Tertiary (ISCED 5-6)</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary (ISCED 3-4)</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than primary, primary and lower secondary (ISCED 0-2)</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland Tertiary (ISCED 5-6)</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary (ISCED 3-4)</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than primary, primary and lower secondary (ISCED 0-2)</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat

Of course, the data in Figure 7 have been collected in the aftermath of the financial crisis, with countries getting through the crisis with more or less difficulty. Ireland took by far the hardest hit of the benchmark countries, with the banking sector collapsing and the state taking over its liabilities, which led to a harsh austerity programme in Ireland from which the country has only recently emerged.
In Denmark, employability of the Danish higher education graduates is generally good. The rate with which Danish graduates start their first job is high in comparison to many other countries, which is an indication that the skills of Danish graduates are appropriate and that labour market matching is good. Having said that, in all the benchmark countries higher education graduates find their first job within approximately three to four months.

The Irish higher education system has been effective in responding to the needs of the labour market, supplying the graduates with a good mix of discipline-specific and employability skills. 75% of Irish employers are satisfied with graduate skills – although this is not the same as fulfilling labour market needs.

Employability of the Dutch higher education graduates is generally good as well. Unemployment rate among highly educated 20-34 year olds is among the lowest in Europe (approx. 2%), and the rate with which Dutch graduates take up high positions is relatively high in comparison with many other countries, which is an indication that the skills levels of Dutch graduates are quite high.

In the case of Switzerland, the growth in student numbers attending higher education has not led to poorer levels of labour market matching. Most university graduates in employment have jobs that require a university degree or are at least appropriate to the professional skills gained in the course of their studies. Also, the general increase in the level of education of the working population has not led to an excessive supply of education which would have eroded the individual’s return on this investment. In contrast, demand for knowledge intensive workers (including researchers) is not fully met by the education system, with universities and firms relying on inflows of foreign workers.

### 3.5 Funding patterns

#### 3.5.1 R&D key figures

GERD as % of GDP in 2012 was highest in Finland, followed by Switzerland, Denmark, the Netherlands and Ireland. With 3.55% of GDP, Finland has one of the highest shares of GERD in the world, only surpassed by South Korea. Among the benchmark countries, the shares of R&D funded by government and by business (% of GDP) are highest in Finland (Figure 8). GBAORD (government budget appropriations or outlays for R&D) as % of total general government expenditure is considerably higher in Switzerland than in the benchmark countries, showing the priority R&D has in government spending. Finland follows second.

All in all, Finland and Switzerland have fairly similar funding structures, with a high share of business R&D spending and a high share of R&D performed by business, a fairly low share of public expenditure (compared to the other benchmark countries) and a high priority of R&D in government spending.

The share of R&D performed by HEIs (% of GDP) is highest in Denmark, while the share of R&D performed by the government sector (in % of GDP) is highest in Finland.
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In contrast, in Switzerland, Denmark and Ireland, the share of R&D performed by the government sector is very small, implying that most of the public research is performed in the higher education sector (rather than government labs and public research organisations) and that most of public research funding is concentrated there.

GBAORD (government budget appropriations or outlays for R&D) as % of total general government expenditure is considerably higher in Switzerland than in the benchmark countries, showing the priority R&D has in government spending. Finland follows second. All in all, Finland and Switzerland have fairly similar funding structures, with a high share of business R&D spending and a high share of R&D performed by business, a fairly low share of public expenditure (compared to the other benchmark countries) and a high priority of R&D in government spending.

Figure 8. R&D spending, by country, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GERD as % of GDP in 2012</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total GBAORD* as a % of total general government expenditure</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D funded by Government (% of GDP)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.72 (2011)</td>
<td>0.81 (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D funded by Business Enterprise Sector (% of GDP)</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.01 (2011)</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D performed by HEIs (% of GDP)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D performed by Government (% of GDP)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D performed by Business Enterprise Sector (% of GDP)</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat. *Government budget appropriations or outlays for R&D

3.5.2 HEI key figures

Figure 9 shows the expenditure on HEIs as a percentage of GDP. In 2011, public expenditure on HEIs (as a % of GDP) was highest in Finland, closely followed by Denmark. In the Netherlands, Swiss and Ireland public expenditure on HEIs is noticeably lower than in Finland and Denmark. In the Netherlands, private expenditure on HEIs is highest among the benchmark countries.

Figure 9. Expenditure on HEIs as a percentage of GDP, by source of funding and country (2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure on HEIs (as a % of GDP) (2011)</th>
<th>Public</th>
<th>Private</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD average</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD Education at a Glance 2014; na=not available

Expenditure on tertiary education as a percentage of public expenditure is highest in Denmark, primarily reflecting the Danish strategy to increase public expenditure on the HE system. In Switzerland, the share is almost as high as in Denmark, reflecting the (long-standing) commitment to the higher education system in public policy. The share
is lowest in Ireland, which was hardest hit by the financial crisis and had to cut public expenditure in the higher education sector by 25% between 2009 and 2014.

**Figure 10.** Expenditure on tertiary education* as a percentage of public expenditure (2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure on tertiary education as % of public expenditure</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD average</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD Education at a Glance 2014; na=not available; * direct public expenditure on educational institutions plus public subsidies to households1 and other private entities

### 3.6 HEI funding instruments

Like Finland, the benchmark countries use modern governance instruments to fund and steer their HEIs. Generally they use formula funding and/or performance agreements or a combination of both. Institutional funding is generally allocated in the form of block grants which the HEIs – as autonomous institutions – can spend freely.

The allocation of the block grant is often formula-based. For example, in the Netherlands the block grant size for the universities is made operational in a funding model (bekostigingsmodel) that includes indicators for education and research. In Ireland, institutional funding, which is called recurrent grant funding, is allocated based on the type and resource intensity of courses. In Switzerland, having complex funding structures due to the federal nature of the country, some institutional funding streams are also indicator-based. For example, institutional funding allocation to universities of applied sciences is mostly related to the number of students (based on fixed rates agreed nationally), while institutional co-funding from the confederation to cantonal universities is based on a formula which, like in the Netherlands, contains indicators for teaching and research.

Denmark has a different model for the basic research funding for HEIs which is linked to the universities’ education funding (the calculation of the university education funding is based on the taximeter scheme). While most of the research funding is distributed in an incremental way, each year 2% of the funding is allocated to a restructuring fund which is redistributed to the universities according to a so-called 45-20-25-10-model. This model was introduced in 2010 and 45% of the funding is distributed according to the universities’ education funding, 20% is distributed in accordance with the universities’ external research funding (research funding which universities have obtained from the research councils, the EU, etc.), 25% is distributed in accordance with the universities’ publications (bibliometrics) and 10% is distributed in accordance with the number of students having completed their PhD.53

With regard to performance agreements, Denmark introduced a new model for development contracts in 2011 as a form of governance that offers the universities greater freedom of action and more flexibility. The contracts are three-year agreements.

---

between each university and the Ministry of Higher Education and Science. The aim is to focus on the individual university’s goals and results. In the Netherlands, there is a discussion about raising quality and especially differentiation in Dutch higher education. The instrument considered to attain these objectives is output performance contracts. Also in Switzerland, performance agreements are used; the performance contract between the confederation and the ETH Domain (federal institutes of technology in Zurich and Lausanne and four affiliated research institutes) is passed by the federal parliament. Ireland is not using performance agreements yet but is planning to introduce them in the context of basing part of institutional funding on performance linked to strategic goals of the country.

### 3.7 Internationalisation

The question of internationalisation is taking a more prominent place on the European research and teaching agenda. In this section, internationalisation is looked at through the mobility of students (on the tertiary education level, ISCED 5-6) and scientific personnel as well as internationalisation of the whole research system.

#### 3.7.1 Share of foreign students

As shown in Figure 11, Finland is comparable to the Netherlands in terms of the share of foreign students in the overall student population in the country but this indicator is half of what is being observed in Denmark, Ireland and Switzerland. The supply of educational opportunities and the quality of education is comparable between all these countries, and all countries offer good employment opportunities post-graduation. It is not a question of money either, as education is (mostly) free for EU/EEA citizens, which works as one of the incentives for movement of students. The cost of living is also comparable between Finland and Denmark while it is on average higher in Switzerland. There should be some other factors explaining why Finland is not performing so well in terms of student mobility.

**Figure 11. Mobility of students, tertiary (ISCED 5-6)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foreign students as % of student population in the host country</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>11.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>14.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>7.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>21.16</td>
<td>21.68</td>
<td>22.87</td>
<td>23.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students going abroad (Outward mobile students as % of student population in country of origin)</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>8.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat; na=not available

---

The geographical location as well as language can be explanations. Ireland is in a position
to attract lots of students who are interested in studying in English, whereas Switzerland
can attract students, offering as many as three languages (German, Italian and French).
The strong stable economic positions of Switzerland and Denmark with good prospects
of getting a job upon graduation may also function as a magnet, as well as high quality
and strong reputation of their universities.

The booming (prior to the financial crisis) Irish economy as well as favourable
immigration policy created good conditions not only for foreign students but also
for whole families to move and settle in the country. Close geographical and cultural
proximity to the UK encourages many students to undertake their education there.
Many legislative reforms in the higher education sector, consistent with the Bologna
Process, were carried out in Ireland during the late 1990s. The current Programme
for Government contains a number of commitments in relation to higher education –
increased internationalisation is one of the top five priorities.

Talent and internationalisation policies are also of concern for the institutions in the
Netherlands. In 2008 it was concluded that the Netherlands is one of the few OECD
countries that does not benefit from international brain drain. Dutch universities and
polytechnics are fully aware of the Bologna agenda, but they are also aware that they are not yet
attractive enough to international students and that this should be improved. HEIs have set up
cooperation agreements with foreign counterparts and several universities and polytechnics
have set up branches abroad (although this does not always go without public debate).

Although the share of foreign students in Finland has gradually increased, its
geographical location, its relatively low level of multi-culturalism, its language, less
commonly used in Europe, and perhaps the less highly ranked HEIs are additional factors
that need to be taken into account when seeking to increase the number of incoming
students in Finland.

### 3.7.2 Students going abroad

The same pattern is observed in terms of students going abroad. This indicator in Finland
is somewhat similar to the Netherlands and Switzerland.

The internationalisation of education and training is high on the political agenda in
Denmark. The Danish Globalisation Strategy (presented already a decade ago in 2005)
focuses on the means to obtain the government’s goal of strong competitiveness and
relational power in Denmark, that is to create world class education, strong and innovative
research, more entrepreneurs and to promote adaptation and renewal in all parts of the
Danish society. The aim is, among other things, to increase access to higher education,
creating more PhD positions, stimulating further intensification of the internationalisation
of higher education as well as to develop a more effective innovation relationship between
universities and the private sector. The internationalisation efforts are being continued.
In 2013, the Danish government launched the first part of an action plan to, among other
things, increase the number of Danish students going abroad. The universities have also
agreed on a code of conduct for offering university programmes to international students.
The code of conduct is a supplement to the existing Danish legislation.

---

Switzerland is moving steadily towards the Bologna target to have at least 20% of the students spending some time studying or gaining work experience abroad by 2020. At the moment it is well achieved by 2nd-cycle university students (28%) but lags behind a little bit among the 1st-cycle students (16%). A rigid structuring of the study programmes was suggested as one possible explanation hindering mobility.

Ireland looks a bit like an outlier in this group of benchmark countries with more than 8% (compared to 1-2% in other four countries) of students going abroad. This can partly be explained by close proximity to the UK (which attracts many young people from Ireland) and the appeal/strengths of research institutions in other English-speaking countries for PhD students.

3.7.3 Internationalisation activities of scientific staff

Looking at some other mobility indicators, such as mobility of scientific staff and international publications (see Figure 12), Finland is not very different from the Netherlands, Denmark or Switzerland (no data have been found for Ireland) in terms of scientific authors (scientific staff with publications) showing no mobility (reporting 88-89%).

**Figure 12.** Mobility and collaborations of scientists, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobility of scientific authors (as a % of authors with two or more publications, by last reported affiliation)</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New inflows</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returnees</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stayers (no mobility)</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International collaborations as a % of scientific publications</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>47.62</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>51.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source OECD STIS 2013

What seems to be slightly different in Finland, however, is the level of new inflows and returnees among the scientific authors. The new inflows stand at 3.3% against 4.7% for the Netherlands, 5.4% for Denmark and 10.8% for Switzerland. The level of returnees (7.7%) is higher than in the Netherlands (6.5%) and Denmark (6.9%) but lower than in Switzerland (8.5%). The latter has the highest share of the whole OECD. This indicates the attractiveness of the Swiss research system for researchers, offering them favourable conditions for research (e.g. availability of funding through the Swiss National Science Foundation) which works both at attracting new people as well as encouraging people to return. It also implies that demand for researchers is not fully met by the national educational system, with universities and firms relying on large inflow of foreign researchers.58

Finland is performing similar to Ireland and the Netherlands but less well compared to Denmark and Switzerland in the international collaborations as a percentage of scientific publications. Denmark and Switzerland belong to the group of OECD countries with most international collaborations measured as scientific co-publications.

This indicator points at an international outlook and an international connectedness of scientists in a given country. It is universally acknowledged that world-leading research is without borders and one has to collaborate internationally to break through. All of the benchmark countries show that this is more or less true.

3.8 Research performance

To measure how various countries are positioned against each other in terms of research and innovation a number of indicators can be looked at. Investments in research and development as percentage of GDP has already been discussed in an earlier part of this chapter, with Finland being ahead of the benchmark countries. Patent applications, scientific publications and citations as well as international funding for research (e.g. ERC grants and FP7 projects) are discussed further.

In general, there are different factors explaining patenting activity. First, countries enjoying larger investments into research produce more research results (patents being one outcome of such results). Second, when patents become one of the research results against which the HEIs are being measured, researchers put production of patents as one of their priorities; hence the number of patents increases. Third, and most importantly, patenting activity differs considerably by research field and industry. For example, research in the medical/pharmaceutical field (which is one of the strongest in Switzerland) results in many patentable inventions while patenting is less important in the software industry.

As shown in Figure 13, Finland is performing better than all benchmark countries but Switzerland in terms of number of patent applications to the European Patent Office. Indeed its performance has been steadily increasing between 2009 and 2012. Number of patent applications from Denmark has been fluctuating; from the Netherlands steadily dropping, and from Ireland, not only dropping but also being at a rather low level. The number of triadic patent families (a series of corresponding patents filed at EPO, USPTO and JPO) shows a somewhat similar picture – Finland is performing better than Denmark and Ireland. The numbers of triadic patent families and patent applications to EPO are rather similar. The big difference in these two types of patents is observed in the case of Switzerland and especially the Netherlands. The number of triadic patent families in the case of the Netherlands is about four times higher than the number of patent applications to EPO. The high number of triadic patents in the Netherlands and Switzerland is primarily due to the large number of multinational companies operating in these countries which are eager to protect their inventions in all the major markets.

Figure 13. Patents, by years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patent applications to the European Patent Office</strong> (applicants per million of inhabitants)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>245.36</td>
<td>255.76</td>
<td>261.50</td>
<td>269.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>213.50</td>
<td>226.69</td>
<td>223.52</td>
<td>220.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>74.45</td>
<td>88.49</td>
<td>66.99</td>
<td>65.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>205.63</td>
<td>181.55</td>
<td>174.50</td>
<td>163.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>401.05</td>
<td>423.69</td>
<td>421.06</td>
<td>424.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No of triadic patent families</strong> (a series of corresponding patents filed at EPO, USPTO and JPO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat; OECD STIS 2013; na=not available

Although widely used as an indicator of research activity and potential for academia-industry collaborations, patents can be somewhat misleading (e.g. they are not very relevant
for many research areas) and purely sticking to them as a proxy for good research or third mission success is not advised. Perhaps a better measure of research excellence is competitive international funding, such as grants from the European Research Council (ERC) or through the 7th Framework Programme. Although the ERC has only been in existence since 2007, its grants have become a sign of excellence in research as they strictly fund frontier research.

Figure 14 shows the number of ERC Starting Grants (supporting researchers at the stage of establishing their first research team or programme) and ERC Advanced Grants (supporting excellent frontier research projects by leading established researchers) for five countries. The Netherlands shows an outstanding success in the acquisition of these grants, closely followed by Switzerland. The ERC grants are mostly awarded to Swiss researchers in the physical sciences and the life sciences, less so in the social sciences and humanities. It is interesting to observe that the two countries swapped their places after year 2010. This is likely to have happened due to the efforts of the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) – the research council of the Netherlands. It set up a talent scheme – Innovational Research Incentives Scheme (Vernieuwingimpuls) – which offers personal grants to talented, creative researchers with an aim of boosting innovative research and promoting mobility within scientific research institutes. Evaluations of this scheme have been positive and it is argued that the scheme resulted in a substantial number of ERC grants in the country.

Comparing the real number of ERC grants in 29 countries (see Figure 14), Finland has rather low numbers. However, when corrected for population size Finland shows a fair performance – on a par with Denmark and better than Ireland. Switzerland and the Netherlands performed by far the best among the benchmarking countries. Finland ranked fifth (among 29 countries) in the field of life sciences – better than Denmark (6th) and Ireland (15th) but still below Switzerland (1st) and the Netherlands (4th). Finland’s performance in physical sciences is also commended; its position is 9th, above Ireland’s 11th but below Switzerland’s 1st; the Netherlands’ 3rd and Denmark’s 5th. In the social sciences and humanities Finland came 12th, lower than all the four benchmark countries.

Figure 14. ERC grants, 2007–2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>ERC Starting Grants</th>
<th>ERC Advanced Grants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No of grants</td>
<td>No of grants per mln capita</td>
<td>No of grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>63 (13th)</td>
<td>11.6 (9th)</td>
<td>39 (13th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>73 (12th)</td>
<td>13.1 (8th)</td>
<td>39 (12th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>31 (17th)</td>
<td>6.7 (14th)</td>
<td>23 (14th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>329 (4th)</td>
<td>19.6 (3rd)</td>
<td>192 (4th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>299 (5th)</td>
<td>37.1 (1st)</td>
<td>147 (5th)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In terms of the number of projects and funding received from the 7th Framework Programme, Finland enjoyed a similar success rate as Ireland, Denmark and the


Netherlands (see Figure 15) and close in rankings to Denmark in number of participants signed contract and to Ireland in budget share.

**Figure 15.** EU’s 7th Framework Programme, 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank in number of participants signed contract (EU-28)</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Ireland</th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
<th>na</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank in budget share (EU-28)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>na</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success rate</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>na</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [http://ec.europa.eu/research/fp7/index_en.cfm?pg=country-profiles; na=not available](http://ec.europa.eu/research/fp7/index_en.cfm?pg=country-profiles; na=not available)

However, when looking at the Cooperation programme of FP7 (as it is the largest of the four specific FP7 programmes with 2/3 of the budget), Finland is on the 11th place in terms of success rate (calculated as the number of successful applications in 2007–2013 in relation to the total number of applications from that country), lagging behind the other four benchmark countries. The situation does not change much even when the success rates are calculated as the amount granted in relation to the amount applied for (thus taking into account that research projects may be of very different sizes). Finland comes 12th here, better than Ireland (ranked 13th) but still behind the other three benchmark countries.

Another indicator for research excellence are ‘top-cited publications’, that is the 10% most cited papers in each scientific field. In 2011, among the benchmark countries, the highest percentage of top-cited publications was found in Switzerland (19.6%). This is the highest rate of high-quality publications among OECD countries but Switzerland is very closely followed by the Netherlands (19.29%) and Denmark (18.76%), testifying to research excellence in these countries. Having said that, Finland (15.45%) and Ireland (14.95%) are not very far behind the three leading benchmark countries.

### 3.9 University rankings

University rankings is another indicator that is worth looking into as it sheds some light onto the quality of education and research, attractiveness of the HEIs to students and researchers, the potential of the institution as well as the whole national education and research system in a given country.

The Netherlands is one of the few countries of which essentially all its universities can be seen in major rankings. Except for three universities, they all are included among the top 100 in at least one of the major rankings (and two more universities are on place 101 or 102 in at least one of the rankings) (Figure 16).

Five of the twelve Swiss universities are well represented in the international university rankings. This not only concerns the two federal institutes of technology but also cantonal universities. In three rankings (Shanghai ranking, QS Ranking, Times Higher Education Ranking), ETH Zurich is the best ranked university in the whole of continental Europe.

---

61 Figure 2.9 and 2.10, *The Research and Innovation Indicators 2014. Research and Innovation: Analysis and Evaluation 5/2014*, Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation.

Two of the eight universities in Denmark belong to the top 100 in different university rankings, except in the Times Higher Education Ranking, where none of the Danish universities qualify. In the QS World University Rankings 2014, the University of Copenhagen is ranked in 45th place while Aarhus University is in 96th place. And in the Shanghai Ranking, the University of Copenhagen is ranked in 39th place while the Technical University of Denmark is in 74th place. As such, the University of Copenhagen is ranked as the best university in Scandinavia by the Shanghai Ranking.\(^6\)

Despite the overall good performance of the Irish higher education system, only one university in Ireland reached the top 100 in university rankings. Trinity College Dublin was listed 71st in the QS ranking in 2014. The Minister for Education and Skills commented that instead of focusing on individual institutional performance, the government needs to think about the performance of the system as a whole.\(^6\) In this regard, the "strategic dialogue" process is viewed as a key instrument in maintaining a national or system focus, rather than an institutional one.

Finland has similar results as Ireland when it comes to the university rankings. Only one university – University of Helsinki – is among top 100 on the Shanghai and QS rankings lists. Different ranking systems have been widely criticised by academic circles, as they tend to focus too much on specific variables. Most of the rankings stress the weight of research, but some rankings also give substantial weight to education (e.g. QS Ranking), or is based on reputation of the institute (e.g. THE World Reputation Ranking). Nevertheless, university rankings are still being used as one of the outcome indicators measuring the quality of research and while they are in use, rankings should be considered alongside other indicators.

\(^{63}\) [http://www.shanghairanking.com/World-University-Rankings-2013/Denmark.html](http://www.shanghairanking.com/World-University-Rankings-2013/Denmark.html)

\(^{64}\) Hazelkorn, E. (2013) op.cit.
3.10 Conclusions

What is evident from the benchmark analysis and the respective country reports is that there is not just one factor which can be changed to achieve big transformations in certain established behaviour and/or composition of the HEI sector. It is important to look at the system as a whole, taking into account the HEIs and other organisations in the research sector; private sector composition, performance and contribution; economic, fiscal and political agenda as well as geopolitical and cultural background of the country.

In preparation of the country reports experiences from the four benchmark countries have been collected, and some lessons can be learnt from them. For detailed background information we refer to the country reports.

- All the four benchmark countries have a dual system with universities on the one hand and polytechnics on the other. There are no plans to transfer polytechnics into universities, with the notable exception of Ireland (see below).

- In Switzerland the distinction made between the university sector and the polytechnic sector has been remarkably stable over time, creating distinct profiles of universities and polytechnics. There are possibilities for students to transfer from one type of HEI to the other but in practice they are rarely used. The Netherlands too has created bridges for students to transfer between the two tracks. Also, some universities and polytechnics have joined forces, forming consortia, but so far only one of them has been considered a success. In particular, the main rationale for such consortia – minimising the difficulty to transfer between polytechnics and universities for students – has not been solved in the consortia. In Ireland, mobility of students between the different types of HEIs is facilitated by the use of a National Qualification Framework. In Denmark the polytechnic sector was reorganised in the 2000s. There have been some attempts to facilitate the transfer of students from one track to the other but the two tracks are still fairly separate. Unlike in the Netherlands, Switzerland and Ireland, a bachelor degree from a University College in Denmark does not entitle holders to do a master’s programme at a Danish university.

- As the Irish case shows, in performing the transition of the polytechnics into universities (if this is on the agenda), it needs to be ensured that the new entities are going to reach the level of research required of universities (i.e. number of skill based staff and quality of outputs) and at the same time maintain their specific focus (i.e. not to lose trained students).

- Keeping the regional coverage as well as employability of graduates is paramount in achieving the success of the above-mentioned transition.

- Simplistic solutions (e.g. just changing the names of the institutions from a polytechnic to a university) should be avoided. It is not about the name or formal status change but about changes in the internal structures, missions and processes.

- Restructuring of the system (i.e. mergers between universities or universities and research institutes etc.) following a very clear long-term strategy creates a more concentrated system, as has been shown in Denmark, the Netherlands and Switzerland. Through mergers resources for higher education and research can be concentrated to a more limited number of actors.

- Although the Netherlands has to lowest number of HEIs per number of students among the benchmark countries, it is generally believed that there are still too many HEIs in the Dutch system. There are discussions among universities and polytechnics about mergers.
Given the higher number of HEIs this lesson should perhaps be taken to heart.

- Both in the Netherlands and Switzerland, the mergers of individual tertiary level schools taking place in the 1980s and 1990s, have led to polytechnics that have several locations or spokes. Multi-location polytechnics may be a role model for Finland that may do justice to the geographical circumstances of the country.

- In the Netherlands, recent mergers of polytechnics have resulted in economies of scale that allow at least five of them to start experimenting with strengthening applied and practice-oriented research programmes.

- While introducing and implementing changes to the system it is crucial to maintain clarity in the policy and communicate it properly to the whole higher education and research system.

- Internationalisation of the higher education and research system is crucial but needs to be seen in a geographical context, as the Irish and the Swiss case show. Nevertheless, certain conditions (for example, structures and mission of HEIs to promote internationalisation, acknowledgement of the importance of internationalisation on a national policy level etc.) need to be created on a system level as well as within individual institutions to encourage and support international mobility and internationalisation of research.

- Continuity and robustness of the higher education funding and policy making with long-term principles focusing more on framework conditions than on policy interventions bring sustainable results, as the Swiss case shows.

- Collaboration between various players in the higher education system needs to be fostered. This could be done either in regional clusters or, perhaps, in the fields, e.g. medicine, something that is being currently debated in Ireland. This has to be seen against the backdrop of dramatically reduced availability of funding in the Irish higher education system and, as a consequence, concerns about quality. Collaborations are thought to enhance quality of outcomes and scale. ‘Clusterisation’ of the HEIs should allow sharing academic planning; access between higher and further education; and enterprise engagement.

We end this chapter with a summarising matrix of each benchmark country’s and Finland’s strengths and weaknesses (Figure 17). As can be seen, in all the countries the strengths outnumber the weaknesses, which is not surprising as all the countries we have chosen for benchmark as well as Finland are well-performing systems.
### Figure 17. Strengths and weaknesses of the four benchmark countries and Finland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong></td>
<td>Further improvements of quality and relevance in higher education is needed to be able to reach the goals of the Danish Government. The share of innovative firms in Denmark is below the average compared to the other European OECD countries. Commercialisation of research results from public research institutions could be improved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There has been a broad commitment to allocation of resources and structural changes of the university system. A stable funding model has been established and there have been large investments in public and private research and development over time. Through mergers resources for higher education and research have been concentrated to a more limited number of universities and public research institutes. Strong academic leadership with focus on academic excellence in establishing creative environments. A strengthening of practice-oriented higher education by the establishment of University Colleges and Academies of Professional Higher Education. Actions such as a new innovation strategy in 2012 have been taken by the Danish government to strengthen knowledge and technology transfer between public research and the surrounding society. Very productive researchers when measured by number of scientific publications in relation to the size of the population. Similarly, Danish research has great impact in terms of citations per publication. A high degree of international collaboration with 60 per cent of publications co-authored with at least one researcher from another country. Denmark is successful in attracting EU funds.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ireland</strong></td>
<td>Underinvestment in the last five years has most likely resulted in lower quality of graduates, poorer research results and increased needs in infrastructure (due to data lag, the statistics do not yet show this situation). High percentage of people study in the third level education system. Reasons behind such results are not clear. Is it because people are interested? Or because the system is pushing them to study in order not to be on unemployment benefits? There is a gap between the skills taught by the universities and Institutes of Technology. Due to lack of funding, the Institutes of Technology want to become universities to get access to research funding. However, they do not have the staff or skills for such a change at the moment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of graduates from secondary level education is high – it produces good quality input to the third level education. Large number of students is educated in HEIs. HE is valued in Irish society – higher education helps to get a better job and salary. Labour market needs are well met – employers are happy with graduate skills. The HE system was well funded until about 2009–2010. The regional coverage offered by the Institutes of Technology is good. Different skills are offered via the Institutes of Technology (applied education) and universities (academic education). There is a certain element of consistency in a system which is small and where leaders of all HEIs know each other. It is a system of relatively low tuition fees for undergraduates but punishing those who do not progress.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Netherlands</strong></td>
<td>Funding has not been able to keep up the pace of student numbers growth, and of growth in general, in the past decade and a half. Polytechnics and universities increasingly sound the alarm bells. Funding issues especially hit the domains that find it harder to align with direct RoI, such as the humanities. Many of them are also faced with decreasing student numbers, which is the main parameter for block funding. Universities find it hard to realise sustainable environments for these domains. The university system in The Netherlands is relatively rigid. Institutional punctuations have not been witnessed since the early ‘80s. Yet, there is an increasing understanding – also by the universities themselves - that there will be a need for this in the upcoming years. Unemployment rates among university and polytechnic graduates have increased rapidly over the past few years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities and polytechnics are generally considered to be of good quality, also in an international context. For universities that goes for both education and research. The Netherlands is successful in attracting EU funds (especially H2020 funds in coordinator roles and ERC grants). Research in the Netherlands is considered very productive and cost-efficient. Like in some other benchmark countries, there is a stable funding model for both universities and polytechnics. This offers them long-term perspective. Mergers of polytechnics have resulted in economies of scale that allow at least five of them to start experimenting with strengthening applied and practice-oriented research programmes. HE in The Netherlands has succeeded in adopting a steeply increasing number of students over the past decade in a very cost-efficient manner. The regional coverage of polytechnics, and to a lesser extent universities, is good. Dual system of universities and polytechnics with clear and stable profiles, accepted by most stakeholders. Increased focus on science industry linkages in the few decades.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Switzerland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prioritisation of education, research and innovation by the federal</td>
<td>Complex institutional and funding structures but to be better coordinated and aligned through major reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>government. However, given the decentralised nature of the Swiss HE</td>
<td>Some weakness can be identified in the capability of the educational system to meet the demand of highly skilled workers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system, priorities and strategies do not play as large a role as in</td>
<td>Therefore, high reliance on influx of foreign researchers (and skilled workers more generally), endangered by recent political developments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less decentralised countries.</td>
<td>Uneven career structure models across universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More importantly, strong position of research, innovation and education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>policies which benefit from wide, nonpartisan political support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity in funding, both at federal and cantonal levels, with a focus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on excellence. Stability of funding despite complex funding structures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration of funding in a few (comparatively small) universities,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiny government research sector.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better alignment of funding and better coordination of the various</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actors through currently ongoing reform.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual system of universities and universities of applied sciences with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clear and stable profiles, accepted by all stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The establishment of universities of applied sciences in the 1990s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merged existing tertiary level schools, reducing the fragmentation of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tertiary education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High employability of graduates, irrespective of the type of HEI they</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attended</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear division of labour between the private and the public sector,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with the public sector focusing mainly on the funding of education and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic research, and the private sector funding applied research and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experimental development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High share of GERD funded by industry and high level of patenting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activity, mainly due to existence of large global companies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly performing, attractive, open research system, with very productive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>researchers when measured by number of scientific publications in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relation to the size of the population. Similarly, Swiss research has</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>great impact in terms of citations per publication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A high degree of international collaboration with 60 per cent of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publications co-authored with at least one researcher from another</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>country.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland is very successful in attracting EU funding, including ERC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grants.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased focus on science industry linkages in the few decades.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-publications with industry 80% percentage points higher than EU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient HE system. Public expenditure on R&amp;D very high in absolute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terms and above EU-27 average in % of GDP but not hugely so. Very good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results given the amount of money invested.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Finland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Several important reforms have already been made, including an autonomy</td>
<td>Few internationally top-ranked HEIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reform and new acts for universities and for UAS</td>
<td>Existence of barriers towards transfer across the dual system for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An important step towards a more transparent funding stream for UAS</td>
<td>Low level of foreign recruitment of academic staff at HEIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>has been taken with the recent reform for UAS</td>
<td>Scattered HEI landscape with comparatively many HEIs, some of which are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthened academic leadership through the reforms</td>
<td>quite small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased connection to the surrounding society through inclusion of</td>
<td>Small subjects exist at many HEIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external members of the HEI boards</td>
<td>Low level of internationalisation in the system as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few mergers between HEIs have contributed to slightly fewer HEIs</td>
<td>Underdeveloped level of cooperation between universities and UAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The merger that resulted in the establishment of Aalto University has</td>
<td>Legal barriers towards deeper cooperation and mergers between universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>received significant attention internationally and is generally seen as a</td>
<td>and UAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success</td>
<td>The innovation system does not contribute sufficiently to commercialisation of knowledge and creation of new jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well-developed innovation system; an innovation leader according to</td>
<td>Long study times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation Union scoreboard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance of the schooling system; highly ranked in international</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong connection between UAS and regional business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The regional coverage of UAS, and to a lesser extent universities, is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Voices from within: priorities and concerns at universities and UAS

In this chapter, the results from a survey to the universities and the UAS as well as selected results from the interviews are presented. The findings from the survey to the universities are presented first followed by the findings related to the survey to UAS. Interview results complement the survey presentations. In the third and last section of the chapter, additional results from the interviews are shown.

4.1 Survey results for universities

4.1.1 Descriptive statistics

For the survey 14 universities were invited to participate. Out of these 14 universities nine universities provided us with answers to most of the questions. We do not know the details regarding how the respective universities have responded; i.e. we have no information as to whether they have involved different staff or students in the responses. However, it is likely that in most cases the survey has been filled out by a few individuals in the management of the institution. Overall this is a very small sample size for any given analysis, as a single institution has a lot of impact on a simple calculation like the average. Therefore it is important to understand that this chapter provides an overview of the universities and UAS but is far from a statistical analysis. Please note that every figure will include a reference to the sample size in the following way: (N=number).

Four out of these nine respondents were from universities that were merged after 2008. These participants were requested to skip questions that concerned the situation in 2008. If for some reason the merged universities did provide answers about their situation in 2008 these answers were not used in the analysis. The main reason for not incorporating these answers is that the comparison between the current situation and in 2008 is based on different institutions, namely merged and non-merged.

One university responded to the survey that is used for the UAS. The most obvious explanation would be that the responsible person at this university was given access to the UAS survey through a colleague or friend at a UAS. For this university steps were taken

39 All communication was checked and this university only received invitation for the university survey.
to transfer its data to the university survey template. As most questions are similar, the coverage of questions is quite high. However, some questions presented different options for universities and UAS to choose from, and for these questions this university’s answers could not be used.

4.1.2 Internal funding policies

In the survey, the universities were asked to provide insight into their internal funding allocation policy. The universities provided a percentage-wise distribution over a set of allocation strategies. This question was asked four times, twice on the topic of education for their situation in 2008 and 2014 and twice on the topic of research, also for 2008 and 2014. The set of allocation strategies presented to the universities was different for the questions regarding education and research.

There are a few universities that merged after 2008. For these universities no answers could be collected for the situation in 2008. Furthermore there were four participating universities that did not provide us with any distributions, as in some cases funding is not allocated separately to education and research or a reference was made to a distribution model without being explicit on the mechanisms of the model. So in the end only five universities provided us with a clear distribution of which only three universities were not merged after 2008.

Although in this case there are only a few responses to base any conclusions on, it still provides valuable insight into the allocation policy of these universities. It is of course important not to generalise.

4.1.2.1 Education

In terms of internal funding allocation for education the following set of allocation strategies was presented to the survey participants:

1. Block grants / fixed share per department
2. Input indicators (influx / number of students)
3. Output indicators (graduates, grade levels)
4. Strategic future-oriented investments
5. Other, namely … (Participants were able to provide an open answer)

For this question all answers in the “other” category were redistributed amongst the other categories as they had a good fit. The end results show that “Block grants” and “Output indicators” are on average the most important as can be seen on the left in Figure 18. The results show no clear dominant allocation strategy is present. There is only one university that actually bases its allocation strategy half on block grants and half on output indicators, while some other universities base their allocation (almost) entirely on either block grants or output indicators. For the situation in 2008 the allocation strategies are very similar, as can be seen on the right in Figure 18. The small differences are due to the small and different sample size, as two of the five institutions that provided input on their internal funding allocation were merged after 2008.
4.1.2.2 Research

In terms of internal funding allocation for research the following set of allocation strategies was presented to the survey participants:

1. Block grants / fixed share per department
2. Output indicators (publications, citations, number of PhDs, success in attracting competitive funding)
3. Strategic future-oriented investments
4. National funding formula
5. Other, namely … (Participants were able to provide an open answer)

The answers to the survey show that “Block grants” and “Output indicators” are on average the most important in resource allocation for research as can be viewed on the left in Figure 19. These results do not differ that much from the resource allocation for education. In a similar fashion we also see the same pattern in which only one university actually bases its allocation strategy half on block grants and half on output indicators, while some other universities base their allocation (almost) entirely on either block grants or output indicators. Although no clear dominant allocation strategy is present for research, it becomes clear that: 1) universities base their resource allocation for research and education on the same mechanisms; or 2) universities do not allocate resources separately for education and research.

Due to mergers there are only three survey results for the situation in 2008. These three universities indicated that “Block grants” and “Output indicators” were also the most important in 2008, however we do see a slightly different picture on the right in Figure 19 when comparing to the current situation. The main reason for this is that we have less data, making the graphs more dependent on these few participants. When comparing the current situation to 2008 for individual responses, the biggest change we see is for one institution that used to base its resource allocation partially on input indicators in 2008, hence the higher score in the “other” category in Figure 19.
4.1.3 Funding sources

The respondents were asked to provide insight in their funding sources. Compared to 2008, three out of five universities are able to access more external funding, of which one showed a significant increase. Similarly, three out of five universities were able to diversify the sources of external funding in the past six years. However, almost all universities have strategically resourced support services for external funding activities. These services mostly support research funding and to some extent grant application.

The respondents were furthermore asked to indicate whether the institution has internal funding schemes for various competitive grants and salary bonuses. Figure 20 shows the results. Most universities (six out of nine) have an internal funding scheme for research grants while only four out of the nine have an internal funding scheme for education grants. Respectively, four and three universities indicated to have an internal funding scheme for performance based research salary and for performance based education salary bonuses. So overall there are more competitive internal funding schemes for research than for education.

![Figure 20](image1.png)

Figure 20. The number of universities (out of nine) with research and education internal funding schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal funding schemes</th>
<th>Number of universities (n=9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal (competitive) research grants</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal (competitive) education grants</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance based research salary bonus</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance based education salary bonus</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Technopolis 2015

Almost all universities have centralised funds available for new strategic opportunities. The average amount for these funds is €12.5M (4.8% of total budget). The lowest
amount for these funds is €0.5M (1% of total budget). The highest amount for these funds is €78M (12% of total budget).

4.1.4 Strategy of the institution – involvement of stakeholders

On the topic of strategy development, the universities were asked to indicate which internal and external stakeholders were involved in the strategy development. As Figure 21 shows, regarding internal stakeholders, all universities indicated that the heads/board of departments/faculties, support/technical staff, students and the supervisory board were involved in the strategy development. Seven out of the nine universities indicated that teachers and researchers were also involved. One university indicated that there was also another internal stakeholder involved, namely alumni.

Figure 22 shows the types of external stakeholders involved in the strategy development of universities. Almost all universities indicated to involve private partners. Seven out of the nine universities involve public partners and the municipality/regional partners. Five universities involve societal organisations and four involve the government. It is noteworthy that one university emphasised the importance of the international academic community as an external stakeholder.

![Figure 21. Internal stakeholders involved in strategy development](image-url)

Source: Technopolis 2015
4.1.5 Policy and strategy for education

The universities were asked to give insight into what elements are considered in educational policy development. From a list of thirteen elements, the universities were asked to indicate which elements are used in educational policy development. Furthermore the universities were asked to simultaneously provide insight in how important these elements are in the development of educational policy by distributing 100 percentage points over these elements. In addition, the universities were given the option to include other elements.

On average the respondents selected eight of the thirteen elements as having importance. Figure 23 shows the average results. The most important element is the increase in graduation rate, followed by support for internationalisation and education innovation. Almost none of the universities indicated that equal participation, support of lifelong learning, the support of strong students and a focus on Master and PhD programmes are important in their educational strategy development. Some universities noted that other elements outside of the provided list were important. These elements consist of the development of a new PhD programme, students’ well-being, and mobility of students. When comparing the higher scoring elements to the lower scoring elements it becomes clear that the universities are focusing strongly on the essentials of their education processes, i.e. securing good graduation rates, education innovation, human resources and quality assurance. Also internationalisation is a relevant topic. There seems to be less focus on more strategic issues (i.e. lifelong learning, equal participation) and excellence (i.e. supporting strong students).
The universities provided insight into their best practices on the above rated educational policy elements. The universities provided diverse examples, however some best practices had common elements. Best practices concerning internationalisation include compulsory studies or internships abroad, double-degree international MSc programmes and overall support for international exchange. Several universities emphasised that student progress/success is ensured by monitoring and support provided by teachers and tutors. Furthermore some universities indicated having a platform where staff receive training in academic teaching.

The results are backed up by the findings in the interviews with university representatives. For instance, the top rated element ‘Increase graduate rate’ is reflected in the following answer by a university rector when asked what the largest concern was with respect to the higher education system:

One problem is students who study for a very long time or leave the universities without a degree. There must be better and more inspiring teaching at the universities and a good connection with working life. Employers should not employ people without a degree, which has often been the case.

This rector is not alone in his opinion; many interview respondents mentioning the same issue. Another university rector says:

Measures must be taken to shorten the time for the students at universities. One way to put pressure on students is to make them pay for the time they overrun the normal time for the course of studies.

4.1.6 Policy and strategy for research

The universities were asked to give insight into what elements are considered in the development of the research policy. The universities were provided with a list of eleven elements and asked to distribute 100 points over these elements indicating their importance.
in the strategy development. In addition, the universities were given the option to provide other elements. On average the respondents selected 8.5 of the eleven elements as having importance. Figure 24 shows the results. The most important element is the training, promotion and hiring of research staff (human resources), followed by PhD training / graduate schools and support for internationalisation. None of the universities take development of collaboration with societal organisations into account, although there is a certain alignment with the grand societal challenges. Furthermore, one university indicated an element outside of the provided list into account, namely the profiling of research.

As with education, we see a focus on the essentials in research. Therefore we see high scores for research staff, research groups, quality assessments and grants/investments, while we see far less focus on strategic elements like profiling, societal issues and new research fields.

The universities were asked to provide best practices on the above rated research policy elements. The respondents provided diverse examples, however with some common elements. Several universities indicated that their departments for human resources support international recruitment and mobility of staff. Also international activities such as joint programmes and international collaboration are supported. Furthermore the development of a tenure-track system and (PhD) training are also mentioned.

The interviews provide some deepened insight into the rated elements in Figure 24. The concerns regarding human resources – staff and students – and internationalisation often becomes intertwined. Three quotations by three top university management representatives (from different universities) are shown below to reflect this:

We need more international students at the HEIs. And also staff.

Internationalisation is very important in the future. There is a need for more foreign students and researchers at Finnish universities. They need influence from other countries, and additionally, more teaching in English.
We need more international recruitments and contacts. We need the best ones, simply. It is a necessity. This will mean more internationalised universities. In theory the system is reacting to this, in practice, no. We are in danger of falling to the margins of science. Nobody knows us. If we are not actively participating we are not seen. We are not on the radar of the others.

4.1.7 Policy and strategy for utilisation

Similar as for education and research the universities were asked to give insight into what elements are considered in the development of the utilisation policy. The universities were provided with a list of thirteen elements and were again asked to distribute 100 points over these elements indicating their importance in the strategy development.

On average the universities selected nine of the thirteen elements as having importance. Figure 25 shows the results. The most important elements are the advisory board with societal and industry members, the support of a technology transfer office and participation in regional organisations/strategies. Also in the interviews, positive opinions have been expressed regarding the external members of university boards. One university rector says:

The new boards are good and they give the universities important external expertise.

Few of the utilisation policies of the universities involve start-up support, establishment of a patent portfolio or consultancy for societal/industry representatives. Some universities indicated that other elements were important. These elements consist of the development of new adult/executive education and alumni activities.

Hence we can see that the focus of their utilisation elements is on transferring the research results and topic expertise but to a lesser extent on practically using the results to build up businesses and/or services. The top elements are therefore advisory boards, transfer offices, participation and communication whereas the bottom is filled up by start-up support, patents, consultancy and new forms of education.

![Figure 25. Elements in order of important for utilisation policy](Source: Technopolis 2015)
The respondents provided diverse examples of best practices on the above rated utilisation policy elements, but also common elements were mentioned. Several universities mentioned support to entrepreneurship and commercialisation of ideas. For example, the University of Helsinki has set up Principles of Commercialisation and has its own company for commercialisation of research ideas; the University of Turku funds investigation of potential new businesses for specific innovation from the Tekes programme ‘Tutli’. Other universities also mentioned support to entrepreneurship, guidelines for spin-offs and facilitation of collaboration between students and companies. Start-up support and patents do not have a big role in the development of utilisation policies.

Another best practice that is mentioned by more than one university is the relationship with stakeholders; some universities indicated that there is a strong representation of external stakeholders in the administrative bodies and in regional cooperation.

4.1.8 Policy reforms for universities

The universities were asked how they assess the university reform and the new Universities Act that took effect in the beginning of 2010. All universities were (very) positive about these reforms. The universities were then asked to indicate which two elements were the most important out of a list of five reform elements. Figure 26 shows the results.

The most important element is the increase in autonomy for the management of HEIs. The universities were also asked to indicate whether even more autonomy than granted in the reform of 2010 is needed to increase the institution’s performance. Four out of eight responding universities believe that more autonomy is needed. These respondents indicate that more autonomy is needed for financial management, education provision/curriculum/study programme and quality assurance. In addition one university indicated that the restrictions on educational export should be eased and another university indicated that more autonomy is needed concerning the tuition fees for students from outside the EU.

Furthermore none of the universities indicated that reorganisation of the PhD education was of importance.

**Figure 26.** The most important changes in the reform of 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most important changes</th>
<th>Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More autonomy for management at HEIs</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIs become independent legal entities</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More financial autonomy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIs become employers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University level reorganisation of PhD education to enhance systematic provision</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Technopolis 2015

4.1.9 Strengths, improvements, challenges and threats

The universities were asked to indicate what their most important strengths, improvement areas, challenges and bottlenecks are. As these were open-ended questions, diverse responds were given. The following elements were mentioned more than once:
**Strengths**

Several universities mentioned that staff is one of their strengths due to their creativity, competence and motivation. Moreover, a strong research culture and the quality of research are mentioned. Furthermore the multidisciplinary character of universities was mentioned more than once. Some universities indicated that innovation of education such as a new learning environment is their strong suit. Several universities indicated having a strong and stable financial position.

**Improvements areas**

A majority of the universities responded that internationalisation is an area where they can improve, especially the recruitment of international staff. As already noted, this issue comes back again and again in the study. Some said that internationalisation should be integrated in all operations. Several universities indicated that they could improve in gaining external funding. Some specified that this includes the development of acquisition of research funding, international funding and the funding from Tekes and the EU. Furthermore, some respondents answered that there is room for improvement in research, especially in research profiling and in their publishing productivity. Finally some respondents considered education as an area for improvement, especially concerning the influx of talented students and the reduction of graduation time.

**Challenges**

The main challenge for universities is the increasing competition for international students, staff and research funding. This includes the challenge to secure infrastructure funding to make up for the decline in state funding for infrastructures, equipment and facilities.

**Bottlenecks**

The main bottlenecks mentioned are diverse. Some universities mentioned that there are organisational barriers such as a non-crystallised strategy, lack of shared organisational culture and a fragmented organisational structure. Furthermore some respondents indicated that increasing facility costs and modern research infrastructures are bottlenecks. One university indicated that trade union policies (e.g. summer holidays and teaching material copyright) and governmental policies (e.g. restricted intake and international restrictions) are barriers. Finally the unattractiveness of Finland in recruitment is also mentioned.

**4.1.10 Support from Finnish educational policy**

The universities were asked to give insight into what elements of national Finnish educational policy would help them the most. The universities were provided with a list of twelve elements and were asked to distribute 100 points over these elements indicating which elements would help them the most. Figure 27 shows the results.

The universities indicated that the following elements are the most important: Increase block funding for HEI, increase the amount of competitive funding and support internationalisation of HEIs. Almost none of the universities indicated that policy on quality assurance and reorganisation/mergers are important.
4.1.11 Future needs and trends

The universities were asked several statements concerning the overall structure of the HEIs. The first statement concerned the dual system of universities and UAS. Five out of nine universities would like the dual system to be replaced. The universities were also asked to indicate whether they believe that 14 universities and 24 UAS is the desired number for Finland. Concerning the statement of 14 universities being the desired number, the universities gave diverse and indecisive answers; most respondents chose either ‘somewhat agree’ or ‘somewhat disagree’. Five universities are on the disagreeing side and four on the agreeing side. In some contrast, most universities disagree that 24 UAS is the desired number for Finland.

Furthermore the universities were asked to provide their opinions about a long list of statements. For each statement they were asked to rate its importance and whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement. In Figure 28 all statements and the average reactions to the statements are listed. The left column shows the broad importance categories, so the list of statements is ranked due to their importance even within the broad importance categories. To give an example, this means that the five most important statements are the five statements that are highest in the figure.

The first thing to note is that on average none of the statements were found to be unimportant as all statements were ranked as at least moderately important. Furthermore it is notable that for the most important statement (“Research quality at Finnish HEIs is generally high”) the answers in terms of agreement were very diverse. This means that some universities believe that the research quality at Finnish HEIs is high while others believe it is not (see also the paragraph about the strengths). When looking at the second, third and fourth most important statement, most universities believe that 1) recruitment of staff will become most important in the future; 2) student-centred learning methods should be fully implemented; and 3) distinct profiling and branding of HEIs become more important. Notable is that the universities also somewhat agree that HEIs should be able to grant both academic and professionally oriented HE degrees – indicating that the
dual model needs to be reformed or potentially replaced. Consequently, some answers to different questions are in part contradictory.

The need for more than one internationally top-ranked university is only found to be moderately important. In a similar fashion the universities do not value the statement about the impact of collaboration with industry on research quality very highly.

Figure 28. Average agreement to statements about higher education, ranked on average importance (also ranked within categories of importance). (N=9)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Importance</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Average Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very important</td>
<td>Research quality at Finnish HEIs is generally high</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recruitment of the staff will become the most important future investment</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for HEIs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>Student centred (i.e. blended learning, flipped classroom) learning</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>methods should be fully implemented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distinct profiling and branding of HEIs become more important</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A HEI should be able to grant both academic and professionally oriented</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HE degrees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interdisciplinarity will become more important in both research and</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The grand challenges and societal needs must have a greater influence on</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>which research is being supported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There are sufficient structures in Finland for utilisation of research</td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Universities of applied sciences should have a regional focus rather</td>
<td>Fully agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>than national or international</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student selection will become the most important future investment for</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HEIs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The grand challenges and societal needs must have a greater influence on</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the educational content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There will be more online courses and less students on campus</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign students from outside EU need to pay tuition fees</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration with industry will become more important than basic research</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All the students need to pay tuition fees</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td>Finland needs more than one internationally top ranked university, even</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>important</td>
<td>if means to reallocate national resources from weaker to stronger HEIs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration with industry raises the quality of research at HEIs</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Export of services of HEIs becomes more important</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Better regional embedding is essential for all HEIs</td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Technopolis 2015

The interview results complement and typically support the survey findings. There are different views on whether the dual model should be altered or not, and there are different views regarding the quality of Finnish HEIs, to mention a few highly prioritised issues. The number of HEIs in the system is also repeatedly touched upon in the interviews.

Most interview respondents would like to see some changes in the dual model, but while some want to keep it, others want to alter it.

Now we are losing resources due to the dual system, so a new model is needed.

The dual model is not functioning as it should.

While the support for mergers ranked rather low, as shown in Figure 27 for instance, the views are proven to be more complex in the interviews. One reason for the negative view is presented by this interviewee:
When it comes to the university mergers, putting things together looks good on paper, but it is important to analyse the content instead of just putting universities together. The universities got a lot of money without a plan. The mergers were not done in a good way.

Others are less focused to the processes and more to the outcomes; why are the mergers undertaken, what reason is behind them and what is anticipated to be achieved? One rector remarks:

Far too fragmented and scattered system, too many HEIs and institutes. Maybe more mergers are needed. But some smaller units would most likely need to be closed down.

Perhaps trying to avoid a yes or no when it comes to mergers, one other interviewee sums up:

Could we look at the universities and the UAS and institutes, look at the whole picture, and reconsider the number of units? That would really serve the system, and we need to use the resources most efficiently.

4.1.12 Conclusions

The respondents are very positive about the university reform and the new Universities Act (2010). In particular the results are positive with respect to the increased autonomy for the management of HEIs. This is welcomed by the universities. Four out of eight responding universities believe that even more autonomy is needed.

In general we can conclude that the universities that participated in the survey stay close to their core responsibilities. In education there is a strong focus on the core education processes (i.e. securing good graduation rates, education innovation, high quality personnel and quality assurance). In research we also see a focus on essential processes like research staff, research groups, quality assessments and grants/investments. Internationalisation is an important topic in both education and research. There seems to be less focus on strategic issues (i.e. lifelong learning, profiling, new research fields) and excellence (i.e. supporting strong students). With respect to utilisation we see that the universities also stick to their core, which is knowledge creation and knowledge transfer, but that they stay further away from actually using it themselves via entrepreneurship, patents and consultancy services.

4.2 Survey results for universities of applied sciences

A similar survey exercise was undertaken regarding the UAS. The details and the results are presented in this section of the report. The presentation is structured in the same way as for the universities.

4.2.1 Descriptive statistics

The twenty-four UAS were invited to participate in the survey. Out of these twenty-four UAS, sixteen provided us with answers to most of the questions. Again, this is a very small sample size for any given analysis and for similar reasons as for the university survey, findings should be treated with caution and not be generalised. Therefore it is important to understand that this section provides an overview of the UAS but is far from
a statistical analysis. Please note that every figure will include a reference to the sample size in the following way: (N=number).

Two out of these sixteen answered questionnaires come from UAS that were merged after 2008. These UAS were requested to skip questions that concerned the situation in 2008. If for some reason the merged UAS did provide answers about its situation in 2008 these answers were not used in the analysis. The main reason for not incorporating these answers is that in that case the comparison between the current situation and in 2008 is based on different institutions, namely merged and non-merged.

4.2.2 Internal funding policies

The UAS were asked to provide insight into their internal funding allocation policy. The UAS needed to provide a percentage-wise distribution over a set of allocation strategies. This question was asked four times, twice on the topic of education for their situation in 2008 and 2014 and twice on the topic of research, development and innovation (RDI), also for 2008 and 2014. The set of allocation strategies presented to the UAS was different for the questions regarding education and RDI. There are two UAS that merged after 2008. For these UAS no answers could be collected for the situation in 2008.

4.2.2.1 Education

In terms of internal funding allocation for education the following set of allocation strategies was presented to the UAS:

1. Block grants / fixed share per department
2. Input indicators (influx / number of students)
3. Output indicators (graduates, grade levels)
4. Strategic future-oriented investments
5. Other, namely … (Participants were able to provide an open answer)

For this question all answers in the “other” category were redistributed amongst the other categories as they had a good fit. Figure 29 shows the results for the current situation (on the left) and the situation in 2008 (on the right). Block grants and output indicators are currently on average the most important. However, most UAS do not actually base their allocation equally on both criteria. Most UAS base their allocation either on block grants or on output indicators. One UAS indicated to also take annual negotiations into account. The current allocation policy is different from the allocation policy in 2008, when input indicators were the most important criteria, followed by block grants. Also in 2008, few UAS had a mixed allocation policy; most UAS allocated their funds entirely according to input indicators and some entirely according to block grants. Overall there has been a shift from a focus on input indicators towards a focus on output indicators.
Figure 29. Average percentage-wise distribution for internal funding allocation of resources in education for UAS in current (left) situation and in 2008 (right) 
Source: Technopolis 2015

4.2.2.2 RDI

In terms of internal funding allocation for RDI the following set of allocation strategies was presented to the survey participants:

1. Block grants / fixed share per department
2. Output indicators (publications, citations number of PhDs, success in attracting competitive funding)
3. Strategic future-oriented investments
4. National funding formula
5. Other, namely … (Participants were able to provide an open answer)

Figure 30 shows the results. In 2008 “block grants” and “other” were the most important indicators. The “other” category mainly includes project-based indicators, such as funding received for current and future projects. Another important indicator is the national funding formula. As with education funding, most UAS do not actually base their allocation for RDI equally on multiple criteria. Most UAS in 2008 based their allocation either on block grants or on project-based indicators. The current situation differs from 2008; most allocation is now based on output indicators, followed by block grants. Also in the current situation, the UAS that used the “other” category mentioned mainly project-based indicators.
4.2.3 Funding sources

The UAS were asked to provide insight in their funding sources. Compared to 2008, eleven out of the fourteen non-merged UAS are currently able to access more external funding. Moreover, twelve of the fourteen non-merged UAS were able to diversify the sources of external funding in the past six years. Furthermore, all sixteen UAS have strategically resourced support services for external funding activities. These services mostly support RDI-staff recruitment, RDI-staff competence development and new organisational bodies responsible for RDI funding. The external funding addressed is often EU and Tekes funding.

The UAS were then asked to indicate whether their institution has internal funding schemes for various competitive grants and salary bonuses.

Figure 31 shows the results. A minority of the UAS (six out of sixteen) have an internal funding scheme for RDI grants and only three out of the sixteen have such a scheme for education grants. Six out of the sixteen UAS have an internal funding scheme for performance based salary bonuses in RDI; for education we also find six out of the sixteen UAS. So, overall most UAS do not have internal funding schemes for grants and bonuses.
Eleven of the sixteen UAS have centralised funds available for new strategic opportunities. The average amount for these funds is €0.95M (2.7% of total budget). The lowest amount for these funds is €0.15M (2% of total budget). The highest amount for these funds is €2M (5% of total budget).

4.2.4 Strategy of the institution – involvement of stakeholders

On the topic of strategy development, the UAS were asked to indicate which internal and external stakeholders were involved in the strategy development.

Figure 32 shows the results for internal stakeholders. (Almost) all UAS indicated that the heads/board of departments/faculties, support/technical staff, students and the supervisory board were involved in the strategy development. Fourteen of sixteen UAS indicated that teachers/researchers were involved as well. Two UAS indicated that there is also another internal stakeholder involved, namely alumni.

Figure 33 shows which external stakeholders were involved in the strategy development of UAS. Almost all UAS involve public and private partners. The majority, fourteen of the sixteen UAS, involve the municipality/regional partners and societal organisations. This is in line with the perceived strengths of the UAS; they have a strong regional base. Twelve of the sixteen UAS involve the government as well. Six UAS indicated to involve other stakeholders, mainly international partners.
4.2.5 Policy and strategy for education

The UAS were asked to give insight into what elements are considered in educational policy development. The UAS were provided with a list of thirteen elements and were asked to indicate which elements are used in educational policy development. Furthermore the UAS were asked to simultaneously provide insight in how important these elements are in the development of educational policy by distributing 100 percentage points over these elements. In addition, the UAS were given the option to provide other elements.

On average UAS selected eight of the thirteen elements as having importance. Figure 34 shows the average results. The most important element is the increase of graduation rate, followed by improving the relevance for the labour market. Almost none of the UAS indicated that equal participation, the support of strong students or a focus on Master programmes are important in their educational strategy development.
The UAS were asked to provide best practices on the above rated educational policy elements. They provided diverse examples, however some best practices had common elements. Many concerned the increasing importance of the role of tutors, especially for students that were graduating slowly or had a weak educational background. One UAS mentioned that master students also receive tutors for guidance. Moreover new pedagogical methods, such as e-learning and competence based curricula, are also put forth as best practices.

An interview respondent from one UAS confirms this and adds a remark regarding the teachers:

Society is digitalising very fast, and it has effects on the learning content. The UAS and university education must adapt to e-learning and MOOCs. They must try to create new learning possibilities. This is a challenge for the UAS teachers, who can be rather conservative.

Other best practices that were mentioned at least twice are a strong education quality system and a well-organised connection to the labour market.

**4.2.6 Policy and strategy for RDI**

The UAS were asked to give insight into what elements are considered in the development of the RDI policy. The UAS were provided with a list of ten elements and asked to distribute 100 points over these elements indicating their importance in the strategy development. In addition, the UAS were given the option to provide other elements. On average the UAS selected 7.5 of the eleven elements as being of importance. Figure 35 shows the results. The most important element is development of collaboration with the industry, increasing the success rate of grant proposals and support for internationalisation. Some indicated to use other criteria for RDI policy, namely collaboration with other HEIs, integration of RDI and education and regional impact.

The innovation process and cooperation with business is also commented upon in the interviews. The strength and importance of UAS in relation to this issue is stated:

The UAS have a good competence for business development. The universities have the right competence to develop new knowledge for society, but their weakness is that they do not have the right competence on the doctoral level for business development.

However, there is also some concern expressed. The same respondent summarises:

Innovation is a very big problem in Finland and the innovation process must change.

This point is put forward by other interviewees as well. One says:

The part of the system that is underperforming is innovation. The Finnish innovation system is rather fragmented and complicated.

Overall in the elements for RDI policy we see a mix of different issues. The top four elements, namely collaboration, grants, internationalisation and human resources all reflect different issues. A broader strategic approach seems absent, as investments in RDI facilities, alignment with societal grand challenges and new emerging RDI fields score quite low.
The UAS were asked to provide best practices on the above rated RDI policy elements. However several UAS answered that a strategic allocation of funds was their best practice, of which some indicated to have identified a number of focus areas that are funded. Furthermore two UAS indicated that there is an active collaboration with regional bodies and networks. Also, collaboration with the industry and societal organisations are mentioned. These are indications of demand oriented research, just as could be expected regarding the UAS.

### 4.2.7 Policy and strategy for utilisation

Similar as for education and RDI policy development, the UAS were also asked to give insight into what elements are considered in the development of their utilisation policy. The UAS were provided with a list of thirteen elements and were again asked to distribute 100 points over these elements indicating their importance in the strategy development.

On average the UAS selected 7.5 of the thirteen elements as having importance. Figure 36 shows the results. The most important elements include participation in regional organisations/strategies, student (entrepreneurial) activation operations, start-up support and entrepreneurial courses. The overall importance of entrepreneurship support is noteworthy. Few of the utilisation policies of the UAS include the establishment of a patent portfolio, societal utilisation or a science park.

When looking at the elements of utilisation it is clear – as expected – that the UAS have a strong focus on applied research and less on fundamental research.

---

**Figure 35. Elements in order of importance for RDI policy**

Source: Technopolis 2015

(N = 16)

Q: Percentage-wise distribution of importance for RDI policy
The UAS were asked to provide best practices on the above rated utilisation policy elements. They provided diverse examples, however some best practices had common elements. Many indicated to have best practices concerning student entrepreneurial activation such as an enterprise accelerator, entrepreneurship/multidisciplinary courses and other forms of activities where the UAS offer students guidance and encouragement for entrepreneurial activities. For example the UAS JAMK has initiated the JAMK generator, a platform that offers diverse entrepreneurial activities and support. Another best practice that is mentioned more than once is a close (formally agreed) collaboration with regional stakeholders.

4.2.8 Policy reforms for universities of applied sciences

The respondents were asked how they assess the law amendment for UAS that took place in 2013 and the reform that took effect in January 2015. All respondents were (very) positive about these reforms. The respondents were then asked to indicate which two elements that were the most important ones out of a list of six reform elements. Figure 37 shows the results. The most important change is the revision of the funding models followed by HEIs becoming independent legal entities. None of the UAS indicated that the mergers of units within UAS and the revision of education licenses were amongst the most important two changes.

(\( N = 16 \))

Q: Percentage-wise distribution of importance for utilisation policy

Figure 36. Elements in order of importance for utilisation policy
Source: Technopolis 2015

The survey was sent out in November 2014.
Both the funding and mergers have been elaborated upon in the interviews too. One voice from a UAS describes:

Some UAS have very poor financial situation. Money only for a few days ahead. We think they should have at least money for two months.

But there is also concern from the UAS regarding the economy of the universities, when the resources are spread over the present HEIs:

We are not really research intensive, but our opinion is that the resources are spread over all the universities and the polytechnics. Do the universities have sufficient resources to perform top level research?

The issue of mergers soon come up in the interviews. The UAS representatives are mostly negative.

One option is to merge universities and UAS. This could be a good idea in metropolitan areas, but not in the rural areas. There should be several models in Finland. Merging will not bring anything good for the northern area. In some other regions, a merger is a better idea, for example in Tampere.

Another UAS representative declares perhaps with certain regret “Maybe yes, but also more strategic work of profiling”, when asked about the necessity of mergers or even closedown of institutions. Many UAS interviewees also mention internationalisation. The following statement is quite typical:

International collaboration and utilisation needed too. We need more international staff at the HEIs. Mobility and real collaboration with international partners.

The UAS were also asked to indicate whether more autonomy is needed to increase the institutions’ performance. Nine of the sixteen UAS believe that more autonomy is required. Figure 38 shows in which areas these nine UAS indicated that more autonomy is needed. Approximately half of the UAS (9 out of 16) indicated that more autonomy is needed in the areas of educational provision/curriculum/study programme and in financial management. Four UAS indicated other areas, such as more independence of the city/municipality as main owner, the ability to set tuition fees for non-EU students and decision freedom concerning the student intake.
4.2.9 Strengths, improvements, challenges and threats

The UAS were asked to indicate what their most important strengths, improvement areas, challenges and bottlenecks are. As these were open-ended questions, and diverse responses were given. The following elements were mentioned more than once:

**Strengths**

One of the strengths that were mentioned most often is a strong work life orientation, meaning the education is relevant and there is collaboration between working life organisations and the UAS. Closely tied to this point is the strength of a strong regional base, emphasising their collaboration with local organisations, working towards regional development. Another strength that is mentioned is strong and strategic leadership. To a lesser extent were a good quality assurance system, a strong financial position and international activities mentioned. Last, some strengths mentioned by a few UAS were commitment of staff and (private) owners, multi-disciplinarity and innovative/flexible pedagogy.

**Improvements areas**

The biggest improvement area is clearly acquiring funding. Some UAS mention funding in general while some indicate that they want to improve in acquiring RDI funding, while some focus their funding needs on EU/international level. Internationalisation is mentioned almost as often as the need for funding. The topic of internationalisation seems to be a general need as (almost) none of the respondents specified which type of internationalisation. To a lesser extent the relation between RDI and education was mentioned as an improvement area. Efficiency and quality of education in general could be improved for some institutions. Quite a few UAS want to improve in terms of
utilisation; while some listed utilisation in general there are also a few UAS that mention commercial/profitable knowledge services for market players.

**Challenges**

As the biggest challenge we see again the acquiring and maintaining of funding. Other challenges are far more scattered but there are some interesting challenges that are applicable to several institutions. Some UAS mentioned staffing or human resources as challenges for the future. One UAS reported the competence level of the staff as a challenge, specifically the combination of academic and practical experience, and another UAS reported staffing problems in relation to the student output. There are also challenges mentioned with respect to the future of the Finnish education system, pointing at issues related to the dual model, mergers and independence. It is noteworthy that one UAS explicitly mentioned that they see a possible merger not only as a challenge but also as an opportunity. Other challenges that were only mentioned by a few institutions are increasing export of education and attracting students to the region, as students seem to cluster around big city regions, especially Helsinki.

**Bottlenecks**

As bottlenecks we find again the above mentioned funding and personnel/human resources problems. Furthermore there are a lot of issues mentioned concerning legislation. There are quite a few UAS that mention bottlenecks related to the topic of international educational opportunities and legislation. To give some concrete examples about legislation bottlenecks in general, there are issues mentioned about preventing UAS to merge with another UAS or with a university, establish international degree programmes with tuition fees, or offer doctoral level degrees. Also the student influx in certain fields is mentioned as a bottleneck; one UAS is specifically pointing at engineering.

**4.2.10 Support from Finnish educational policy**

The UAS were asked to give insight into what elements of national Finnish educational policy would help them the most. The UAS were provided with a list of twelve elements and were asked to distribute 100 points over these elements, indicating what elements would help them the most. Figure 39 shows the results.

The UAS indicated that the following elements are the most important: The further development of the current funding formula for state funding, a reorganisation of the whole higher education system (but less important to reorganise universities and UAS through mergers), an increase in block funding and support for internationalisation. A change of the funding system seems to be a very important topic for the UAS as it comes out as one of the major points of the current reform. Almost none of the UAS indicated that development of RDI and education quality assurance systems and a reorganisation of the universities via mergers are important.
4.2.11 Future needs and trends

The UAS were asked for their response on several statements concerning the overall structure of the HEIs. The first statement concerned the dual system of universities and UAS. Six out of fourteen responding UAS would like the dual system to be replaced. The UAS were also asked to indicate whether they believe that fourteen universities and twenty-four UAS is the desired number for Finland. For both statements the UAS answered diversely, ranging from ‘fully disagree’ to ‘agree’. Most UAS however are disagreeing or somewhat disagreeing with both the statements. This means that most UAS feel like fourteen universities and twenty-four UAS are not the right numbers for Finland, however their collective standpoint is not very decisive.

The interviews mostly reflect the survey results related to the dual system and the number of HEIs. There is a diversity of viewpoints and they are not always consequent. When it comes to the number of HEIs, some are rather straight-forward. The following three quotations come from three individuals at three different UAS, all in the top management of their institutions:

The current number of HEIs is high. Maybe we can have some 20 HEIs.

The big question for the future is to reduce the number of universities. Finland is a quite small country with 14 universities and 24 UAS. There must be further mergers of institutions.

There are too many organisations involved in research, and often the same research is carried out in different places: in universities, in UAS, and in research institutes. There are simply too many organisations and the work is not coordinated.

Still, this last person thinks that Finland should keep the dual system. Another supporter of the dual system puts it like this:

The dual model works well and has found its place. The universities work in an academic atmosphere involving research and the UAS have developed from colleges into universities.
The UAS were furthermore asked to provide their opinions about a long list of statements. For each statement they were asked to rate the importance and whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement. In Figure 40 all statements and the average reactions to the statements are listed. The left column shows the broad importance categories, so the list of statements is ranked according to their importance within the broad importance categories. To give an example, this means that the five most important statements are the five statements that are highest in the table.

The first thing to note is that on average none of the statements were found to be unimportant, as all statements are at least rated important. There is only one statement found very important on average; this statement ('Student centred (i.e. blended learning, flipped classroom) learning methods should be fully implemented') is fully agreed upon by most UAS. This means that the UAS are willing to move towards these new types of education. The second most important statement is fully agreed with, which is not strange as interdisciplinarity was mentioned quite often in the section about strengths, improvements, challenges and threats. When looking at the third and fourth most important statements, the UAS only weakly agree that 1) RDI is currently of high quality; and 2) that there are sufficient structures in Finland for utilisation of research findings. Especially for the statement about sufficient structures for utilisation the opinions of the UAS are very diverse, this means that some think there are enough structures while others do not.

It is also interesting to see what statements are less important for the UAS. UAS agree that the grand challenges and societal needs must have a greater influence on the educational content, however it is clear that this does not get the highest priority. Given the section about strengths, improvements, challenges and threats, where many UAS wanted to improve their utilisation and contribute to increased commercialisation and also attract more funding, it is remarkable to see that the statement about ‘export of services of HEIs’ is not ranked very high in terms of importance. The UAS however do agree that export of these services will become more important.
Figure 40. Average agreement to statements about Higher Education, ranked on average importance (also ranked within categories of importance)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average importance</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Average agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Important</td>
<td>Student centred (i.e. blended learning, flipped classroom) learning methods should be fully implemented</td>
<td>Fully agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interdisciplinarity will become more important in both research and education</td>
<td>Fully agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research quality at Finnish HEIs is generally high</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There are sufficient structures in Finland for utilisation of research findings</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recruitment of the staff will become the most important future investment for HEIs</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration with industry raises the quality of research at HEIs</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration with industry will become more important than basic research</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The grand challenges and societal needs must have a greater influence on which research is being supported</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distinct profiling and branding of HEIs become more important</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student selection will become the most important future investment for HEIs</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There will be more online courses and less students on campus</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A HEI should be able to grant both academic and professionally oriented HE degrees</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Universities of applied sciences should have a regional focus rather than national or international</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign students from outside EU need to pay tuition fees</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Better regional embedding is essential for all HEIs</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finland needs more than one internationally top ranked university, even if means to reallocate national resources from weaker to stronger HEIs</td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All the students need to pay tuition fees</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Export of services of HEIs becomes more important</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The grand challenges and societal needs must have a greater influence on the educational content</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Technopolis 2015

4.2.12 Conclusions

Overall we can conclude that the educational policy is focused on internal and essential processes and less on external and more strategic issues. For research we see a balanced focus with strong ties towards regional actors and industry. Similarly we see that utilisation is focused on applied research instead of fundamental research, which matches the profile of the UAS. Furthermore many issues were raised by the UAS about acquiring funding while it is noteworthy to mention that some UAS indicated that their financial position is one of their strengths.

4.3 Cooperation between universities and universities of applied sciences

The survey results indicate and sometimes explicitly show concerns regarding the HE system and its design. Questions about the number of HEIs, institutional funding, mergers, and the dual model as such are intertwined. While the survey essentially only touches upon the issues of how the dual model works, the interviews in contrast provide a very rich source of opinions and arguments related to this. It is much more than a matter of support or non-support for the dual model; many interviewees have discussed the dual model both in terms of its positive features as well as its less functional ones.

The relation between universities and UAS is an issue that is brought up in essentially every interview. Whichever point the respondent takes, it is clear that many respondents
feel strong concern regarding how the system functions today with respect to cooperation between universities and UAS and their relations. At the risk of presenting a large number of lengthy quotations, the qualitative information collected from the stakeholder interviews is important to include as it emphasises the concerns felt in relation to this issue. The magnitude and relative agreement of the importance of the issue is a signal in itself. Each paragraph below is an individual quotation.

Decrease the number of HEIs. But we must look at activities and quality of them, and of the whole HEIs. The whole picture. The dual model is not functioning as it should. If we should keep it, there should be more cooperation between UAS and universities. But the legislation hinders it or makes it too complicated.

There are many options for cooperation between universities and polytechnics when it comes to for example infrastructure and research connected to knowledge skills approaches. In terms of education, there are also room for changes. There is a need for a re-evaluation of the dual model. Universities and polytechnics must find each other.

The way forward is closer collaboration between the institutions. That is both inside universities, where there is room for improvement, and collaboration between other higher education institutions. The universities must talk to each other. Finland is a small country, and they must be able to come to smooth agreements on division of work between universities to improve the quality of the higher education system.

Some respondents speak about the issue from an educational point of view:

There are too many polytechnics today. It is also a mistake to call them universities of applied sciences. Some of them want PhD degrees and that is not right. It can also be problematic with the master's degrees at the polytechnics, since the employers have difficulties understanding the difference between the university and the polytechnic degree.

In the future, there must be the same structure for diplomas at universities and UAS. At the scientific universities, the bachelor level is three years and the masters level two years. At UAS there is a four+one model. Instead, there should be the same model (3+2) for diplomas at universities and UAS.

The system may be too rigid. There are students who want to cross the border between polytechnics and universities. It is possible but difficult. The dual system is in this respect dysfunctional. But the labour market is more protective of the old system as it knows well what the students who get out of the system have for skills. Finland should maybe deconstruct the whole system and jump into the UK model, but I don't like it too much as I like the model with polytechnics. Some barriers between polytechnics and universities should be removed.

While thinking differently about the dual model than the last respondent above, one of the student unions makes a similar point regarding cooperation:

We are content with the dual system. Choice between a more traditional or a more work life oriented type of study. More cooperation between the two types of institutions would be helpful.

Yet others think about how to serve industry in the best way, and thereby touch upon the regional perspective:
Higher education institutions (universities and UAS) must together help the industry find new products and business systems. However the roles of the HEIs should be clearer. UAS are strong in working life cooperation. All the students from [UAS X] do their graduation work for the industry. The UAS also work for the SMEs. The universities are strong in publishing. It would be better if they could work together with innovative services, and get full use of the knowledge.

The universities should not serve the regions only; they should serve the nation and live up to international standards. Regional universities concentrate on the regional level, and it does not make them good players on the international level.

One university rector makes an invitation:

I am ready to involve in more collaboration with them [the UAS; author’s remark]. There is an academic drift in them – they imitate the universities – but there is also an imitation from universities’ side towards them as we are trying to utilise our research more. A certain division of labour is needed, as well as interfaces for collaboration.

Or to put it short:

Collaboration between universities and UAS is scarce.

One of the student unions phrases it bluntly:

We are in a desperate need of a structural renewal. We need to agree on a new take for the system. Each institution needs to find its focus areas. Cost efficiency should not be made reducing the quality, but in profiling.

One respondent, again a university rector, takes the issue one step further. This rector’s discomfort can also be read as an advice or even plead to the ministry. We end this section with the rector’s words:

The ministry should consider forcing this process by changing the legislation and break down the dual system. And the tough decisions, if we should close down a whole faculty or department, this cannot be done by the universities themselves, it needs to be done by the ministry.
5 Reflections and recommendations

5.1 Reflections

The international country benchmarks presented here with the survey, the interviews, and the review by the international panel, together with international comparative statistics, national statistics and evaluations, all provide evidence to suggest that the Finnish HE system is generally well-functioning and well-performing.

However, there is always room for improvements and the ambitions in Finland are very high. There are certain parts or features of the system that may need to be reconsidered and reformed. The fact that the system as a whole is functional and well-performing does not mean that all parts of it are functioning in an optimal way. There are some less functional parts or characteristics and there are some less well-performing corners of the system.

The concern regarding the Finnish HE system that has been raised and forms the basis and the reason for this study seems to have two sides; there is certain concern regarding the performance and the functionality of the HE system, but also this concern is related to circumstances that are external to the HE system, like the state of the Finnish economy overall or Finland’s performance and competitiveness on the global markets. The Finnish national economy and Finland’s general standing in international comparison form the context for the HE system in the country, but this study is targeting the functionality of the HE system and not the competitiveness of Finland in a wider sense. Thus, we need to distinguish the concerns that relate to the HE system from these wider considerations.

There is another distinction that needs to be made. When we develop and elaborate on recommendations for further action, we need to be clear about whom we address. Given the substantial autonomy for HEIs, the government has a limited remit to do certain things; instead, it is the responsibility of the HEIs themselves to take action when it comes to some of the recommendations. For instance, several of the recommendations presented by the international panel in its report address HEI management rather than the ministry or the government.

5.1.1 The dual system

Finland's dual system is a key matter for concern and reflection. There are many sides to this; the existence and design of the dual system include issues related to the 'topology' of the HEI landscape, for example, the restructuring of the system in terms of mergers and
other kinds of organisational change, regional outreach, and cooperation with industry and society, to mention a few.

One person we met during the course of the study said: “In Finland we have a tendency to think in terms of either/or: either we have a dual system, or we have a very unified system where all HEIs are the same”. There may be a point in that. Sometimes during the work with this study, the whole question has boiled down to ‘should we keep or terminate the dual system?’ The existence of a dual system is not an either/or question. As shown in all of the four benchmark countries, dual systems take many different forms, none look exactly the same. While our empirical investigations show strong and unified support for the reformation of the system, they do not show strong unified support for reformation of the dual system. Some critics target the very duality of the system, but others focus their critique and concern towards other features of the HE system. Overall, there are good arguments, strong evidence and also strong support for reformation of the dual system as it looks today.

It is clear that the universities and the UAS must overcome the dual divide between them and intensify their collaboration. It is not a matter of forming only one type of HEIs where all look the same and therefore can collaborate; instead it is a matter of mutual knowledge transfer and nurturing of each other’s respective operations in order to become more effective, innovative and contribute more to the Finnish society. The HEIs should keep profiling themselves but they need to develop their external collaboration as well in order to get knowledge input and inspiration from others. Also, to allow all HEIs to develop themselves and their profiles in any way that they find promising is only a logic consequence of the autonomy reform. Each HEI has a unique opportunity to profile itself according to its own perceived strengths and competitive edge and it is up to the HEIs themselves to choose the path. The fundamental idea behind this vision is that the HEIs should be left with real responsibility for their profiling and their development, but also be held accountable when it comes to the quality of education and research, and the outcome of their external cooperation. Any legal barriers towards intensified collaboration need to be removed.

5.1.2 Clarification and diversification of funding streams

What is said in the section above implies that all HEIs ought to have similar legal access to the available competitive funding streams in the sense that they should all be eligible to apply for competitive funding. Whether they will be successful is a matter of how well they fulfil the respective funding organisation’s requirements. It is for instance reasonable that the Academy of Finland keeps its high requirements of academic excellence and only provides funding to those that can prove such high academic standards. Tekes on the other hand would be well positioned to provide competitive funding to research of a more applied kind, and to collaborative projects where the business sector is involved. Consequently those UAS that want to develop their applied research and manifest their role as regional players would have possibilities to attract external funding for this – as well as universities. A diversification of the funding of HEIs opens up possibilities for the HEIs to develop in various ways and it supports their profiling. In this respect, it is important that there is a clarified division of labour between the dominant funding organisations in Finland. Tekes’ reduction of funding of applied research which is not predetermined or linked to specific programmes or company needs has resulted in a gap between its increasingly company-orientated
funding and the basic research typically funded by the Academy of Finland. It is important to reach an appropriate and clearer division of responsibilities and functions between the two funding agencies.67 68

5.1.2.1 Topology of the HEI landscape

The Finnish HEI landscape is characterised by one very dominating university, a small handful of relatively comprehensive but still smaller universities, a handful of even smaller universities, and the 24 UAS of different sizes and with different profiles. In addition there are a number of university centres and institutes. Altogether the 38 HEIs represent a wide spectrum in terms of size and profile. They are also geographically located around the country to reasonably well reflect where people live in Finland.

Measured against comparable countries, the number of HEIs in Finland is rather high in relation to the size of the population. Certain attention needs to be paid to the fact that Finland is a geographically widespread country, and in that respect more similar to Norway and Sweden rather than the Netherlands or Switzerland. But even in that comparison, Finland still has many HEIs. Most towns of some size have a UAS, and the slightly larger cities often have a university (or two) plus a UAS. The Helsinki metropolitan area contains a number of universities and UAS.

The sheer number of HEIs may appear too high to form an efficient and effective system, but this is actually quite difficult to prove. It is not an absolute truth that a system with a few large units is more efficient and more qualitative that a system with many smaller units, or a system with both a few larger units and several smaller units side by side. However, what appears inefficient is the situation created by the dual system where universities and UAS exist side by side in the same city but essentially without cooperation, or with limited cooperation. This is a negative kind of HEI topology that seems to be the result of the dual system. Institutions that do not cooperate because of legislative or formal organisational reasons are out of date in their set up and this cannot serve Finnish society and the economy in the best way. The dual system has not been a driver for cooperation and this has grown into a real problem. Cooperation between universities and UAS ought to increase in volume and be intensified in character.

5.1.2.2 Mergers

The Finnish HEI system should be open to more mergers. Even though the survey and the interviews do not provide strong support for more mergers, it is likely that respondents think of enforced mergers rather than voluntary ones. There is no strong resistance against mergers either. If there is an opportunity for mergers, there is no reason why they cannot take place between two or more UAS, universities or bring the two parts of the system together. In the other Nordic neighbour countries, there have been several mergers, mostly in Norway and Denmark, and sometimes between universities and other types of smaller units; typically colleges in Norway and institutes in Denmark. These mergers have led to a more concentrated HEI system and larger and indeed stronger

HEIs in those countries. It could be noted that only rarely have universities merged with universities.

The ongoing work towards deeper collaboration between the three HEIs in Tampere is promising and an example of what could be possible to copy and multiply in more places in Finland. The government needs to ensure that there are no restrictions towards this type of cooperation, neither in the shape of alliances nor on the programme level. This also goes for full mergers. The government could provide financial support for those who decide to enter into such processes in order to create incentives. Merging with a partner HEI is in the short perspective a rather costly undertaking.

5.1.2.3 Regional outreach

A consequence of the dual system – or is it a reason for it? – is that the UAS are regarded as having the regional focus. They are expected to take a regional role both as education providers and as partners for the regional business sector. Therefore it has been legitimate and reasonable for essentially any town in Finland to claim the right to a UAS, and to keep the one they have.

This perspective is not entirely positive from a scientific quality point of view. There is a potential conflict between financially supporting a HEI for regional policy reasons, and to support it because its scientific operations are of high quality.

A regional perspective could be argued to be justified in a country with a small population and a vast geographic area such as Finland. Finland shares this situation with Norway and Sweden, and other countries as well with large areas and relatively small populations. One must still ask at least two questions related to this: First, how many HEIs should there be all in all, and how close to each other should they be located? The answer relates to how many inhabitants a HEI should serve. Secondly, do the HEIs that are in place provide sufficient scientific quality? HEIs cost money and the more there are, the higher the costs. If the scientific quality is perceived to be insufficient, more money is needed in order to raise the quality. Do the government have more money or can the resources be distributed in another way?

We are trying to point at the simple and obvious circumstances with these reflections. Can Finland afford to have HEIs in such numbers, some with questionable scientific quality? If the answer is yes, then there is no problem. If the answer is no, then something needs to be done to change the situation. A HEI with insufficient quality will not serve the regional community well.

UAS are often close to the local business and SMEs, they have a good ability to communicate with the SMEs and they know them well. They are also channel for local enterprise to reach out. This is an opportunity for UAS in the future. UAS have students, with language skills and other skills that are valued by the industry. In some respects, the UAS have a better communication position than universities. In this way, UAS have good opportunities to access funding for what they are good at, and not just because they play the regional policy card.

5.1.3 Internationalisation

Substantial concern has been expressed regarding the level of internationalisation in the Finnish HE system, in both the interviews and in the survey. The international comparisons support this. Indeed, Finnish HEIs seem to be less internationalised than the HEIs in
the benchmark countries and less internationalised that they ought to be. It is likely that significant efforts need to be undertaken when it comes to both student and staff mobility, and level and intensity of international research collaboration. The HEIs need to take clear steps towards reforming their own recruitment strategies where they break with prevailing internally oriented recruitments. But it is not only a matter of having a few more foreign students on campus or recruit a few foreign researchers/teachers, it is a more comprehensive institutional attitude that needs to be created where the university or the UAS sees itself as a real player on an international academic arena. It must be completely normal for all staff and students to develop international contacts and to participate in international exchange and engage in international research collaboration. The whole mindset of the system and the institutions must be better internationalised.

Finland shares this situation at least in part with some of its neighbouring countries. Norwegian and Swedish universities face similar problems. There may be good practices to be inspired by in those countries.

Internationalisation has a certain cost in the beginning. The HEIs in Finland need to show commitment to the task and put effective support measures in place. As it is in part a matter of changing attitudes, the younger generation should probably be a specific focus – changing the attitudes of the older generation is well known to be more difficult. Significantly more students, doctoral students and young researchers should be given the opportunity to spend some time abroad. Thereby the attitudes towards spending time at a foreign HEI and engage in international collaboration are likely to slowly change. A coming generation that perceives periods abroad as a normal feature of an academic career would be a great achievement.

Tuition fees for students outside of the EU/EES area has been raised in this study, in particular in the interviews. The Danish and Swedish experiences indicate that the number of foreign students from outside of the EU/EES area that come to study will decrease dramatically the first years after such fees have been introduced, thus having a rather negative impact on the system from an internationalisation point of view. After a few years, the number of incoming students tends to slowly increase. If it is a matter of reducing the cost burden of these students for the Finnish HEIs, introducing fees may be considered, but from an educational and internationalisation point of view, it may be a less fortunate move, at least in a five to ten year perspective. But it is a complex issue as it is a matter of what kind of HE system Finland wants to have, and in a longer perspective, it is not certain that there will be fewer foreign students on Finnish campuses, as tuition fees will force the HEIs to more actively recruit foreign students and also develop better routines for receiving them and hosting them, thus developing the HEIs as more attractive to foreign students in general.

5.1.4 Quality of education

The dual divide is also a problem when it comes to student transfer between universities and UAS. It is possible to transfer, but it is apparently troublesome and potentially time consuming. We see no problem with the respective two tracks as such, but young people who feel that they made the wrong choice must be able to switch track without unreasonable efforts. While it is difficult to make substantial changes in the whole degree system, not least due to the coherence of systems within the Bologna process, transfers between universities and UAS should be made easier. Some inspiration can be found in our benchmark countries.
There is awareness and a strong interest from the HEIs regarding developments in teaching with strong concern if measures are not put in place to ensure consistent quality throughout the system. Teaching methods need to be modernised and the term ‘digitalisation’ came up numerous times in our interviews. New ways of teaching and learning need to be developed and practices as traditional classroom based education is no longer sufficient. The International Panel’s report echoes these reflections. Finland is the envy of most other countries when it comes to its educational quality and international scores, so there is a strong base to build on. The potential pride in the Finnish educational structures must however not be a hindrance towards necessary development and modernisation of the higher education methods. Both teaching and learning techniques as well as the whole curricula should be subject to a steady ongoing renewal. From what we can see in this study, essentially all stakeholders are in favour of this.

5.1.5 A given mandate, and an expectation

The Finnish HE system does very well when it comes to international comparisons of education quality. Finland is an innovation leader according to the Innovation Union scoreboard. There are also some strong achievements in research. In spite of the data, many stakeholders and respondents express dissatisfaction in the country’s performance. “Drastic changes” and “a desperate need of a structural renewal” has been called for, with many other more measured but similar comments being voiced throughout this study. There is almost complete unity when it comes to the perceived need for change and renewal. In this respect, we have met an unusually united academic community. The opinions of what needs to be done differ, but less so than one might expect. Although nobody wants to be subject to budget cuts or other types of more extreme treatment as a consequence of reforms, there is relative agreement that the number of HEIs is too high, that the education needs to be modernised, that the whole HEI sector needs to internationalise, and that the innovation system needs to be revisited and made more effective, in particular when it comes to knowledge transfer. There is a strong sense of objective to strengthen Finnish international competitiveness and create new jobs. To underline the point once more: there is a wide, not to say considerable, awareness throughout the system that further reforms are necessary and there is relative agreement that such reforms should target at least the above-mentioned areas and that the performance needs to improve. If the ministry and the government are in search for a mandate from the HE system to launch reforms, they got it. More so, there is an expectation on the ministry to take action.

5.2 Recommendations

While the reflections above contain conclusions, ideas and some suggestions for change that we think would deserve to be further discussed and explored, and seriously considered, we present a set of distinct recommendations in the following.

The International Panel has arrived at a set of recommendations after having concluded their part of the project and authored their report. The Panel’s recommendations are found in the Panel’s report (Appendix A). These recommendations have been taken into account when we have formulated the overall recommendations below.

Based on relevant previous literature, national and international statistics and the empirical findings from this study, including the International Panel’s review, we
recommend the Finnish governmental authorities to take adequate measures related to the following points:

- Treat the universities and the universities of applied sciences in a similar way. This would mean comparable external funding opportunities and quality assessment criteria. The reformed funding structure for UAS is a step in the right direction. Both universities and UAS should have possibilities to grow and develop their operations and profile themselves. This means that UAS should be just as eligible to conduct research and apply for research funding as the universities. There is no reason why different quality assessment criteria should be applied to UAS than to universities. Those institutions that do not live up to the expected standards or fail to attract sufficient funding need to reconsider their situation, and should get the government's advice and assistance in doing so. HEIs that show budget deficits or insufficient scientific quality cannot continue to operate as before.

- The quality of both teaching and research should be the emphasis of the UAS rather than the regional role. There is a strong regional role for them to play but the UAS are first and foremost knowledge producing organisations and it is as strong knowledge producing organisations that they can play a better regional role in the future. This means that both universities and UAS have the same fundamental raison d'être.

- Remove any barriers towards increased and improved communication and cooperation between UAS and universities. This includes the possibility to form institutional alliances and even to merge for those HEIs that wishes to do so. In most cases the improved cooperation will result in harmonised study programmes and the development of joint study programmes, for instance. There is also a matter of increased research collaboration. The HEIs should be free to make their operations more relevant and efficient through increased and intensified cooperation in both education and research, with other HEIs and with business and society, and by reducing the number of parallel and partly competing programmes or subjects. It is up the HEIs to undertake the rationalisation and profiling changes that they want, but it is the government's responsibility to ensure that there are no legislative barriers towards such undertakings.

- The difficulties for students to transfer between study programmes and courses at universities and UAS need to decrease. There are possibilities to transfer today but we have heard repeated witness that it is troublesome and time consuming. The system is perceived as inflexible and rigid, creating obstacles instead of opportunities for young people who wish to transfer in order to shape their own study profile, or simply want to change between the two tracks for any other reason. The separation between study programmes at universities and UAS is too strong and the mental and organisational distance between them need to shorten.

- Voices are raised for the need of rapid progress regarding modernisation of teaching and learning methods, including digitalisation. Innovative and alternative ways of providing higher education ought to be explored. This is mostly a matter for the HEIs themselves, but we recommend the governmental authorities to consider any initiative that can support and speed up such a process.

- There are strong indications that Finnish higher education and research are in great need of strengthened internationalisation. There are many aspects to this, and it is a matter for stakeholders on several levels in the system. For instance, the relatively low level of
internationalisation seems to be a question of general openness towards the surrounding global academic community, as well as a question of more concrete opportunities and support measures aimed towards individuals and institutions to engage in international exchange and interaction. We strongly recommend the ministry and other governmental authorities to consider any action that could help transforming the Finnish academic community towards a more internationalised character.

Some of the efforts to increase the level of internationalisation could be specifically aimed at the young generation; first and foremost PhD students but also young researchers on postdoctoral level. Changing the attitudes towards international contacts and concrete international collaboration including mobility is an essential part of a long term transformation of the system's openness towards the international community and willingness to involve in more international collaborations. The ministry should ensure that there are good opportunities and also strong expectations on PhD students to spend part of their training, one or two semesters, at a foreign institution. A specific support scheme should be set up by any of the Finnish funding organisations. We recommend that the scale of such a scheme or scholarship programme is sufficient enough to have real impact on systems level; this probably means that at least one hundred PhD students should get the opportunity to spend time abroad every year. The ministry or any other governmental authority should furthermore evaluate if additional support besides what is available today needs to be provided for postdoctoral researchers in order to increase the available funds for a postdoctoral period abroad and create an expectation that such a period is a more or less mandatory step for anyone who wants to pursue an academic career. When it comes to reformed recruitment behaviour, it is a matter for the HEIs themselves, but the ministry should clarify its strong expectation that they swiftly revisit their own recruitment policies and make necessary changes in direction of increased transparency and external, and international, advertisement of positions.

The ministry should consider in what way FINEEC could be used more in the transformation and development of the system. For instance FINEEC could get the mandate to evaluate relevance and innovation capacity in the HE system, besides its current tasks. Our impression is that today, FINEEC does not have very much of an opinion of what can be improved with reference to entrepreneurship and relevance of the education. FINEEC needs to sharpen its instruments and its approach so it can contribute to real quality improvement and a quality safeguarding mentality at the HEIs. Now the focus seems to be too much on the plain quality of education but without taking into account what the education leads to.
Appendix A. Report of the International Panel


A.1 Context

The Ministry of Education and Culture established a process to review the Finnish Higher Education System in order to analyse its strengths and weaknesses and identify proposals to improve the higher education system and strengthen Finland’s innovation system. As part of the process, an International Panel of experts (see Appendix 1) was assembled to review the Finnish experience in the context of worldwide experiences and implementation models. The panel met in Helsinki from 15-18 February 2015 (see Appendix 2).

The International Panel was asked to consider the following issues, and make a report.

- What are the main characteristics of the Finnish Higher Education (HE) system and how has the system developed over the last decade? How has the system dealt with the major policy trends? How does the Finnish HE system compare to other European systems? Are there differences in operating conditions and profiles of institutions depending on location (capital, regional, rural)?
- How does the Finnish HE system perform in terms of the three missions (education, research and utilisation)? How does the Finnish system score compared to other European countries? In which domains it is leading and in which domains it is under-performing?
- What are the (perceived) bottlenecks in the system? What are the (perceived) strengths of the system?
- Is the Finnish HE system “future proof”? What are the major trends and (internal and external) developments that will influence the Finnish HE system? In which way will it influence the system? What is the appropriate way to react to these developments?
- What is the way forward for the Finnish HE system? Which development proposals should be implemented?

A.2 Introduction

A.2.1 Overview of Finnish Higher Education System

This review of Finnish Higher Education is being undertaken against the backdrop of significant change in the domestic and world economy. Worldwide, the higher education landscape is being transformed into a sector with continually expanding global reach and significance. Participation rates are rising rapidly to a situation, across most developed countries, in which the vast majority of the population are being educated to advanced levels with significances for sustainable social, economic and personal achievement.
Higher education is also being increasingly internationalised; its success is tied very closely to that of its nation state and vice versa. This has raised the competitive stakes, and placed higher education at the fulcrum of national economic policy with implications for human capital and research capacity and capability.

Higher education plays a major role by graduating smart, creative individuals who can produce new knowledge, transfer and translate knowledge and innovate. Not only do graduates tend to enjoy better health, but they are likely to be more interested in politics and public affairs, to participate more actively in civil society, and to be more trusting and supportive of other people. Democratic societies require an actively-engaged citizenry.

From an external perspective, Finland has a very successful higher education system, of which the society should be immensely proud. Finland ranks amongst the top performing countries in the world, as far as system growth and indicators of quality are concerned. It is impressive with respect to entry and participation rates to higher education, the rate of doctoral awards, the percentage of the GDP spent on higher education and research, academic publications, etc. The country’s performance in PISA remains amongst the highest in the OECD albeit there have been some slippages over the years. Finland has a highly reflective higher education policy scene, in which the major actors of the system often discuss jointly and publicly the state of the system and possible future policies. There are significant systematic analyses and major reports. International experts are regularly invited to be involved in such accounts, reviews and discussions indicating the extent to which international comparison have become an integral of these joint public reflections on the state and the future of higher education.

In this context, it is worth noting that Finnish higher education policies combine a healthy balance between international benchmarking and national cultural values. Thus, Finnish society is confident to set its own path and not simply imitate and follow global “Zeitgeist” preoccupations of what a good or modern higher education system would be. As part of the European Union, Finland pays attention to the European policy, for example with respect to Bologna, research policy, smart specialisation and regionalisation. There have been strenuous efforts to ensure that Finland excels in those areas where being globally competitive is highly desirable, but there are a number of features where other priorities have been deliberately chosen and are being proudly pursued. For example, egalitarian values are held in high esteem. Free tuition and generous financial support for almost all students are viewed to be an asset. Efforts are made to ensure a high quality across the whole system and to have high quality higher education and research provision spread all around the country’s vast landmass, aligned with the regional spread of the population. In this regard, policies could be said to endorse the view of sustaining a “world-class system” of higher education.


But it is also evident that globalisation is bringing changes which challenge traditional educational practices. Globalisation's biggest effect on higher education has been to transform it from a local institution into one of geo-political significance. Accelerating competition, changes in the global labour market, urbanisation and worldwide pursuit of talent, contributing to world-leading research, and demographic and technological developments will put Finland under increasing pressure. Policy choices are vital to ensure that the country can maintain its successful position vis-à-vis international indicators to ensure Finnish higher education continues to underpin societal objectives.

A.2.2 Policy Challenges

Given this impressive success story, the International Panel identified some challenges for policy which deserve further attention, at the system and individual institutional level.

Select Centres of Excellence vs. Quality across the Whole System?

There is a mixture of higher education institutions (HEI) – universities and universities of applied sciences – and research organisations operating within the Finnish innovation system. HEIs, within each part of the overall system, have evolved over the years to create a more diversified system. This diversity has created a system providing high quality education and research opportunities and outcomes around the country, from Helsinki to Lapland, with little evidence of inequality of opportunity. Finland's strategy of pursuing a “world class system” diverges from the growing assumption in many countries that in order to pursue success and raise quality, resources should be concentrated in a few “world class universities”. What is the appropriate and desirable balance between these different priorities? What policies would best ensure strong regional development while strengthening international competitiveness of the higher education and research system?

Education and Research for Knowledge vs. Economic Relevance and Impact?

Dramatic changes in the national economy have visibly shaken Finnish self-confidence and raised challenging questions about the country’s future. In addition, concerns have been expressed about meeting the needs of a changing demographic profile over a vast geographic expanse, and the best way to build-up and maintain the higher education and research ecosystem which are strongly underpinned by traditional academic values. However, is it now appropriate that new priority areas of specialisation in research and teaching are identified? Do students require a different set of competences to cope with the future? Should there be more breadth, more emphasis on key skills, professional problem-solving, entrepreneurial competences, etc.? What further professionalization of the teaching and guidance competencies of the teachers in higher education could be called for?

Achieving Strong System Coherence vs. Strengthen Institutional Autonomy?

There is a history of strong national coherence as expressed through shared social values which have ensured a deep commitment to equity. At the policy level, recent developments, such as the performance contracts and strategic dialogues have sought to ensure all HEIs meet national objectives. At the same time, new legislation has created expectations that individual universities/universities of applied sciences will become
strategic actors and develop clear profiling policies. To what extent has government steering become an important driver of change or a constraint? What is the appropriate balance between centralisation and de-centralisation?

**Bedding-down Higher Education Reforms vs. Pushing Ahead with Further Reforms?**

Over the last decade, many new reforms affecting the higher education and research system in Finland have been initiated and pursued. At first glance, there would appear to be a multitude of new reforms that have left little time to implement the changes, to observe their consequences or to draw evidence-based conclusions as to their effectiveness. For example, the new Bachelor degree awarded by universities, under the Bologna reforms, has not yet been widely accepted as a qualification in the labour market creating unintended consequences for educational provision. There are still only tentative signs of closer links being created between independent research centres and universities. What steps need to be taken to ensure greater success?

**A.3 Observations and Recommendations**

The International Panel has identified the following key issues to ensure the higher education and research system strengthens its contribution to Finnish society, and that it is future proofed. Other issues are discussed throughout this report. By choice and given time constraints, this review does not cover the whole spectrum of issues facing higher education; this is not to undermine the importance of these other matters.

**Key issues:**

- Pursuance of a “world class” de-centralised high-quality higher education and research system, providing equality of opportunity to majority of the population and meeting societal needs, should endure.

- Further consolidation of the higher education and research system should continue. This should include increased focus around specialisation, mergers as appropriate including across the binary divide, and taking full account of the importance of balance and equitable regional development.

- Institutional strategic profiling in teaching and research should be strengthened via mechanisms around institutional autonomy, strengthened leadership and decision-making, diversification of funding opportunities, internationalisation, etc.

- Performance contracts and strategic dialogues should be reviewed to ensure that what is being measured is balanced between meeting national objectives and pursuing strengthening institutional profiles.

- Attention must be put on improving transition from secondary to higher education, and student completion rates within the required timeframe. Consideration should be given to incentives, and targeted advice and guidance to students before entry into higher education.

- The university bachelor should be made an attractive degree in its own right and as an entry qualification to the labour market.

- Greater emphasis should be placed on increased flexibility and innovation into higher education provision, providing lifelong learning opportunities for students of all ages who, for career and life-style reasons, seek to re-enter the education system, including those who already hold a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree.
- The quality of teaching and learning, and improvements in educational innovation, should be more strongly embedded within the educational mission of HEIs, and within national objectives, placing emphasis on the development of general, transferrable or keys skills, and on compulsory pedagogical training of teaching staff.

- Curricula reforms should be undertaken to include “general” or “transferrable” skills in order to provide broader competencies, encouraging creativity and entrepreneurial attitudes, and enabling greater flexibility in learning pathways within and between institutions, including between universities and universities of applied sciences.

- Promotion of open-access intellectual property rights (IPR) should be considered as the way to strengthen the transfer and translation of knowledge.

- Adoption of a framework for enhancing internationalisation that goes beyond mobility should be endorsed.

A.4 Configuration of the Finnish Higher Education System

The last decades have witnessed a transformation in the role, scale and expectations of higher education worldwide. Rather than universities attended by a small social elite, post-secondary attendance is now seen as essential by the greater majority of people and for society. In response to demographic and labour market demands and global developments, governments around the world, in different ways, have been looking at the capacity and capability of their various HEIs, and the system-as-a-whole, to meet the needs of society and the economy into the future.

The Finnish higher education and research landscape is comprised of 14 universities (with 168,000 students), 24 universities of applied sciences (with 148,000 students), and 13 research institutions. The overall configuration of the higher education system in Finland can be described as having the following characteristics: a high degree of completeness; a magnitude of institutions; a flat prestige hierarchy; a wide regional dispersion; a limited emphasis on specific institutional profiles; a limited “division of labour” between institutions; and a binary system as the major formal diversification.

A.4.1 Completeness vs. Selectivity

Most reports on higher education and research in Finland – no matter whether the authors are Finnish or foreign experts – take for granted that the context is world-wide or “global” and that the supra-institutional frame of reference and the key actor is the nation, i.e. in this case Finland. Hardly any reflection focuses on the situation of higher education and research in Etelä-Suomi or in Lappi on the world map, and hardly any report talks about the position and the joint action of Nordic countries. This is not only true for countries with a relatively small population and for countries with a strong national power. We also seldom find discussions on the situation of higher education and research in the Canton Zürich or in North-Rhine Westphalia on the world map, even though the population size of the latter is more than four times that of Finland. And this emphasis on nations implicitly suggests that national systems ought to be complete: All major disciplines and thematic areas of study programmes and research should be present on a qualitative desirable level and quantitatively acceptable scale.

There are discussions, however, that countries with a relatively small population cannot succeed in stimulating and supporting costly research in all areas on a level that everywhere research is viewed as “strong”. The International Panel notes it is taken for
granted in Finland that some areas of research have become strong over time and are likely to remain strong as a consequence of the research promotion policies which tend to reinforce established strengths to a certain extent. There are some research priorities based on cultural and geographic specifics, e.g. “Arctic” research and the culture of the Lapps. Moreover, it has been strongly emphasized that research should reflect the economic and industrial structure of Finland.

As regards the future, the International Panel notes with interest that it did not observe any major debates around national selectivity or prioritisation within the broader regional framework; in other words, there was hardly any reference to a possible Nordic division of labour. Likewise, it was noticeable that the current configuration of the system is considered relatively “complete” and that there was no advocacy for unitary system as a result of generalised mergers between universities and universities of applied sciences or for high selectivity in areas of research and teaching. At the same time, it seems to be almost taken for granted that emerging strengths and weaknesses will lead automatically to greater selectivity, that short-term development reports and recommendations produce useful results, that Finnish scholars are sufficiently embedded in international forward-look activities of research to identify and get involved in newly emerging areas, and that the existing systems of communication between the academic world and the economy lead to a realistic mix of breadth of skills and expertise. Conversely, there is no confidence that long-term forecasting of research or of economic and social needs will provide proper guidance for the development of higher education and research in Finland.

A.4.2 Magnitude of Institutions

The number of institutions of higher education relative to the population size was exceptionally high in Finland about a decade ago. In recent years, there have already been several mergers both in the university and university of applied sciences sector and further mergers are under way. These voluntary developments have significant merit and have high acceptance amongst the various stakeholders. Currently, the view is widespread in Finland that the number of institutions still is relatively high and that some additional mergers would be desirable. The International Panel got the impression that advocates of mergers in higher education and research in Finland primarily hope to create more strategic and efficient management. Examples were named here and there that new intra-institutional areas of cooperation in teaching and research might happen. On the other hand, mergers were not advocated on the ground that resources for teaching and research should be concentrated in fewer places.

The International Panel was not presented with strong arguments either in favour of or against the strengths and weaknesses of mergers or the likely impact such changes would have – intended and unintended – on the scale, educational provision or organisation structure of the newly merged institutions. Rather, mergers seem to be advocated in Finland primarily in the hope of valuable cross-fertilisation through linkages across the hitherto existing formal sectors of universities, university of applied sciences, and public research institutes outside higher education.

But, geographically Finland is a large country and – in line with the democratic educational system – potential mergers should not jeopardize regional equality. Focus should be on forming strategic, innovative and profiled partnerships not simply to create larger units for the sake of “bigger is better”. Mergers should add value to the role and responsibilities of the participating HEIs, especially with respect to improving the quality
of teaching and learning, and research, and not simply aimed at improving efficiency through the creation of joint administrative structures.\textsuperscript{72}

Thus, it could be argued that formal mergers are a desirable target if significant added-value from, inter alia, enhanced cross-fertilization, strengthened educational programming and research, stronger regional engagement, learning pathways and educational/career opportunities, internationalisation, etc. is likely to emerge from the consortia of institutions. Hence, the rationale should be clearly defined and agreed prior to merger. Where such evidence is available, the institutions should receive resolute support, including the removal of legislative impediments.

\textbf{A.4.3 Concentrated Hierarchical (Vertical) Differentiation vs. Decentralised Flat (Horizontal) Differentiation}

At first glance, the strong attention paid internationally to “rankings” and lists of “world-class universities” suggests that the future of national higher education systems clearly lies in a high concentration of personnel and material resources at a few “excellent” universities.\textsuperscript{73} Indeed, many reports would suggest that there is a convergent trend around the world in this direction. A closer analysis shows that increasing international visibility and attractiveness is important for institutions and the country. Accordingly, the rise of University of Helsinki, by even a few steps in the most popular rankings, would potentially have significant spillover effects for Finland with respect to mobile talent, professionals and capital. However, the International Panel did not note any strong advocacy for the substantial concentration of resources and the best academic talents at a few institutions at the expense of a solid quality spread over all the country similar to the regional spread of population. Indeed, the regional spread of higher education and research is viewed in Finland as an overall strength: beneficial for the economy, for social wellbeing, for cultural richness and, as a consequence, for continuous attractiveness of the various regions and, thus also, for sustaining life outside metropolitan areas.

The International Panel does not see any necessity or rationale for challenging this Finnish option. In fact, the evidence claimed by advocates of highly-stratified, vertically-hierarchical higher education systems – that such solutions are academically superior – could actually lead to unintended consequences, including undermining national economic capacity and widening the privilege gap thereby threatening other cities and regions. Consolidating funding to support top-tier, world-class universities may also destabilize high-quality research being made by a wider set of higher education institutions which are doing good work in niche areas.\textsuperscript{74} Ultimately, there is no evidence that more concentrated national systems generate higher citation impact than those in which output is more evenly distributed.\textsuperscript{75}

It is also not true that more or less all other countries opt for highly stratified systems; Ireland and Norway have openly avoided such options. Even cases such as the often named

German Excellence Initiative are financially relatively small reallocations to the desired top combined with the strong conviction that a solid quality of higher education and research across all regions should not be sacrificed. Last but not least, Finnish higher education and research seems to be so successful according to many indicators employed in the international discourse that external observers could hardly call for dramatic reversals.

Various countries favouring a prestige hierarchy among universities had opted in the past for a two-type and a multi-type system of higher education as a form of diversification during the process of higher education expansion. The Finnish university-university of applied sciences structure is one of these examples. As in Finland, many countries with binary systems are now engaged in a discussion about the on-going efficacy of such strict institutional and functional segmentation in the face of continuing evolution of higher education systems and institutions in response to broader and global changes.76

The International Panel found broad support for the binary system. It is seen by policymakers, higher education leaders, business and policy stakeholders, and students to work well and to provide a wide range of educational opportunities which meet labour market needs. While distinctions between types of institutions have blurred over the past decades, there is continuing strong support that the future Finland should have higher education institutions with different missions and functions. Nonetheless, it may now be the appropriate time to re-consider collaborations between universities and university of applied sciences.77 Internationally there are examples of enhanced collaboration and mergers between universities and more professionally oriented HEIs, creating dual-sector institutions,78 which provide a breadth and depth of educational and learning pathways as well as benefiting from a more integrated curriculum and research platform.

A.4.4 Limited vs. Articulate Institutional Profile and “Division of Labour”

The Finnish universities and university of applied sciences are not uniform. The International Panel observed a diversity of traditions and priorities, local and regional characteristics, in some instances language preferences, ranges of disciplines and study programmes, strengths of research areas, etc. To a certain extent, there is sufficient support in Finland for separate laws as a legal basis and differentiator between the two types of institutions; indeed, there was no suggestion supporting the removal of this distinction. Nonetheless, there was a strong view that the “visible hand” of government and a high emphasis on equality may have reinforced a high degree of similarity in many respects between the universities, and between the universities of applied sciences. Furthermore, the reform of university/ university of applied sciences legislation was appreciated not because of its endorsement of “institutional autonomy” but because it opens the opportunity to move towards greater “horizontal diversity”.79

Both universities and university of applied sciences are supposed to make more targeted strategic decisions in order to create more specific profiles about their teaching and research activities. However, the International Panel came to the conclusion that the legislative reform has been less effective as a catalyst of change than might have been expected or anticipated. Reasons named include, inter alia, the speed of new policy initiatives and the continuously strong “visible hand” of government in the steering of the higher education and research system. For example, the detailed funding formula and contracts between government and individual universities might discourage the search for individual institutional profiles. Moreover, the financial constraints in recent years have not facilitated new priority decision-making or risk taking.

As a consequence, it was not surprising to hear that a “division of labour” between universities is being advocated. Most notably, the universities are beginning to work together to agree on concentrations across a small set of study fields. These might result in some study fields being available at only three universities rather than everywhere. This action would be promising although such coordination might be more complicated today than a decade ago because the universities have also more autonomy to evade coordination. More importantly, reducing the spectrum of study fields does not in-itself constitute an “institution with a profile”. More creative and strategic thinking is required to establish a strong identity around a breadth of functions for each university on the one hand and the comparative advantages derived from competitive expertise on the other.

There are also several examples of collaboration between universities and universities of applied sciences in Finland (for example, in Lappeenranta, Rovaniemi and Tampere regions). These collaborations – which have arisen on a voluntary basis – provide opportunities for students to take educational courses drawn from both institutions, to strengthen research expertise and develop new collaborations, and to make a stronger regional impact. Collaborations between universities and universities of applied sciences should also consider ways in which facilities can be shared, and rational rationalisation alongside new educational programming can be developed in the fields that exist within both institutions. This could open up opportunities to increase effectiveness while improving quality. Furthermore, educational collaboration could lead to new pedagogical innovations and ways of learning (see also the section on teaching and learning).

The Ministry of Education and Culture has emphasized “quality” and “efficiency” as mid-term policies for higher education. This scenario may please the universities and the academics, because they like to emphasize “quality” as the criterion closest to the identity of the university, and because they might accept the “efficiency” criterion as indispensable. The criterion of “relevance” or “societal/regional impact” is not referenced although it is both more challenging and promising. Finnish universities and universities of applied sciences should strive to develop more substantive and unique profiles by embracing the concept of “smart specialisation” for institutions.

A.5 System Steering and Governance Arrangements

Over recent years, a series of new legislative reforms for the universities (2010) and for the universities of applied sciences (2015) have been introduced with the intention of steering the system towards greater effectiveness and enhanced efficiency. Additional actions have been taken to strengthen the Finnish research and innovation system through enhanced co-operation between universities and research institutes, development of research consortia, and the establishment of the Strategic Research Council as an investment funding instrument.
The Finnish government aims to ensure that by 2020, the higher education system will provide higher quality education, and be more international and efficient than it is today. Accordingly, the government has sought to link resource allocation to performance. It has adopted a programme of institutional contracts and strategic dialogues between the Ministry of Education and Culture and individual institutions. Profile mapping has been developed to encourage greater institutional distinctiveness. Thus, by moving from a simple top-down to a more iterative and strategic process, it is intended that the over-all objectives of the system-as-a-whole can be more fully developed, and the system will be strengthened to meet domestic and international challenges. Similar trends are in place in Ireland, Australia, Denmark, Norway, Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Portugal, Sweden and Ontario, Canada, amongst others.80

It is not clear, however, how well this process is actually working. Concern was expressed, and acknowledged by International Panel, that the system could be experiencing reform over-load, and that it lacked the absorptive capacity to respond to and embed each set of reforms before the next set is introduced. The views expressed may represent genuine reform fatigue or they could be an expression of complacency. In either case, this is potentially a cause of concern, as it appears that recent economic developments have exposed a fault-line, and that the success of Nokia effectively replaced the necessity for the higher education and research system, at the institutional and system level, to develop strategic or foresight capacity and capability, to understand the changing dynamics of the national and global labour market, and to develop stronger resilience to global changes. The absence of a whole-of-government approach, as well as disparate and conflicting views between different ministries, gives the impression of a system which is bewildered and standing-back, waiting for directions.

A.5.1 Performance Contracts and Strategic Capacity

The resource allocation models between the Ministry of Education and Culture and the universities and universities of applied sciences constitute powerful steering mechanisms. The resource models highlights the different profiles of universities and universities of applied sciences; for example, 85% of funding for universities of applied sciences derives from education while in the universities 41% is devoted to education and 34% on research. The appropriate choice and balance across different indicators is, however, vital to ensure the overall purpose is achieved. Thus, in addition to specific input/output measures – which are fairly standard – some leeway has been left for strategic development opportunities of individual HEIs.

Great care should be taken to ensure that the choice of indicators does not result in a perversion of activity around a minimum set of actions. Indicators should be aligned with broad objectives for research, teaching and learning, and regional engagement (see

further discussion below). It is inevitable that the overwhelming majority of the indicators are focused on education and research/RDI outcomes, but leaving only 10% for the universities and 2.5% for the universities of applied sciences for strategic development may be inadequate to encourage any real strategic development or distinctive profiling. If the aim is to encourage greater institutional strategic capacity and capability and to improve institutional distinctiveness and profiling as a means to better position Finnish HEIs internationally – then greater consideration should be given as to how these objectives can be become a more recognizable part of the model. Indeed, it would be appropriate to balance pressure for efficiency and system steering with increasing strategic capacity of individual institutions as evidence by strong(er) institutional profiles. This can be accomplished by modulating the set of indicators, agreeing different weightings for each institution, which could be realized within the contracts between the government and the individual institutions.

Legislative changes have strengthened institutional governance leading to changes within the institutions albeit these were described as relatively minor. On the other hand, concerns were expressed about the lack of sufficient strategic capacity at the both the institutional (universities and universities of applied sciences) and board level to deal with the new dynamics. Thus, consideration should be given to: providing the requisite support for institutional initiatives, which may include leadership and board training and capacity building, and scenario-planning; this should also comprise succession planning.

Enhancing institutional autonomy can also come about by diversifying funding opportunities and generating new source of funding; this is especially important if current financial projects for Finland remain. Thus, all HEIs should be actively encouraged to explore and develop other funding streams, for example through spin-out companies, commercialisation of RDI, professional and business services for the community/region, etc.

### A.5.2 Measuring Impact and Societal Contribution

Nowadays, increasing attention is being given not just to what universities are good at but what they are good for. However, under the Finnish model, universities are assessed using very traditional research indicators while the universities of applied sciences are required to meet criteria with respect to “regional impact and links with business and industry” although unspecified. This dualism reflects the binary division of labour but it is inconsistent with growing understanding, across Europe and more widely, that knowledge production is a continuum involving the whole process of discovery, spanning the spectrum from curiosity-driven to use-inspired, from blue-sky to practice-based. This coincides with increasing European focus around “societal challenges” which encourages a multi- and inter-disciplinary and multi-actor teams to mobilize and harness knowledge in order to address societal challenges that transcend institutional or national boundaries.

Instead, the current set of research/RDI indicators reflect i) a strict division between research, development and innovation, and ii) a perception that impact is assessed primarily in terms of peer review rather than social accountability.\(^81\) This will encourage universities to remain quite traditional in their approach to education and research (see discussion below) while universities of applied sciences will be restrained in their capacity

---

to develop the appropriate human resource capabilities to undertake RDI at the level required.\textsuperscript{82} New thinking should be brought into discussion to strengthen the “public good” role of higher education.\textsuperscript{83}

\section*{A.5.3 Clusters and Regional Engagement}

The concept of regional or discipline clusters was proposed by various participants as a mechanism to bring about greater synergy and collaboration between the various HEIs, between HEIs and enterprise and civil society, and between higher and further education. Some current initiatives include programme, research and resource sharing, and there is support for “clusterisation” between HEIs and stakeholders on a regional basis. At the same time, the university rectors’ conference has begun to consider opportunities for greater specialisation. However, other initiatives appear to lack adequate reassurances and support from the policy environment due to legislative restrictions and other system inflexibilities.

In a globalising world, “regional economies” are becoming a key unit of analysis on the international stage today.\textsuperscript{84} The formation of HE alliances or clusters, including further education, enterprise and civil society, opens up significant opportunities for Finnish higher education helping to leverage the potential of the “quadruple helix”.\textsuperscript{85} Building clusters around well-defined domains of specialization can help strengthen higher education, and underpin social, cultural and economic advancement. There is a strong correlation between these initiatives, and smart specialisation and regional policy – often referred to as a space-based approach.\textsuperscript{86} There are various examples, internationally, of different types of initiatives, some of which are driven by government as part of prestige strategies as in France,\textsuperscript{87} while others are pursued by the HEIs themselves in recognition of the strategic added-value of collaboration.\textsuperscript{88} As a group, these arrangements may range from institutional alliances to mergers.

These measures already form part of Finnish government strategies to strengthen regional dimension, but unless these objectives are backed-up by stronger financial and other incentives and support instruments, they will be ignored in favour of those indicators for which funding is attached. While there are sector organisations for the universities and the universities of applied sciences, consideration should be given to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{83} C. Calhoun (2006) “The University and the Public Good”, Theses Eleven, 87: 7–43.
\end{itemize}
creating an all-Finland HE/tertiary education council, which would bring all the key
stakeholders together to discuss matters of mutual interest and benefit, at the supra-
national level.

A.5.4 Profiling and Specialisation

Profiling is a major component of the government’s plans for higher education; it is seen
as a means to promote institutional or mission diversity in order to meet the breadth
of educational and societal requirements. While the universities and universities of
applied sciences have evolved and acquired different characteristics over the years, they
have not engaged pro-actively with the process of developing distinctive profiles. This
reluctance is probably due to a combination of factors: First, HEIs did not previously
have their own strategy so they tended to copy what others were doing; thus, each
institution simply did the same thing and covered all subjects. Specialisation threatens
this, requiring HEIs to give-up some “territory”. Second, many regional governments are
keen that their local HEI encourages all subjects. Thus, institutional autonomy appears
inadequate to underpin strong institutional leadership and face-down opposition from the
wider community and from academic staff. In practice, this of course demands strategic
leadership from the Boards of HEIs and decisions and actions from the management of
the HEIs. Third, being regionally-engaged is too often seen as having a lesser status than
being internationally-focused.

What seems evident is that “one model does not fit for all”. It is also evident that
simply rationalising programmes or “down-sizing” is not equivalent to specialisation or
profiling. Thus, further consideration should be given as to how the processes of profiling
and specialisation can be re-invigorated. The strategic dialogue process may help to better
promote rationale rationalisation, encourage high level specialisation, and distinctive
roles and responsibilities of each HEI, as an overall approach in which no one individual
institution feels threatened.

A.5.5 Quality and Quality Audits

Internationally, quality assessment is increasingly linked to accountability and
performance rather than simply used as a tool for improvement or enhancement.89
This raises questions about whether the current quality assurance/audit practices, which
are process-oriented, are fit-for-purpose. There is, for example, a tendency to consider
the process and degree of implementation of the processes as a measure of “quality”.90
Funding models for both universities and universities of applied sciences were recently
renewed and any further change should be undertaken with this mind.

Further consideration should therefore be given to embedding systematic
benchmarking and peer review, using mission-appropriate quantitative and qualitative
indicators, in the strategic dialogue process. At the same time, the universities and
universities of applied sciences should be encouraged to develop their own internal
resource allocation model appropriate to better support their distinctive profiles and

What Needs to Change?” Presentation to the Council of Higher Education, Israel, 14 December
2014; J. Salmi (2015) Is the Big Brother Watching You? The Evolving Role of the State in
Regulating and Conducting Quality Assurance, Washington, DC: Council for Higher Education
Accreditation (CIQG Publication Series).
90 FINEEC (2013) Audit of JAMK University of Applied Sciences, Helsinki: FINEEC.
strategic fields rather than simply adopt external model as a basis for internal resource allocation – as appears to be the situation in some institutions.

A.6 Educational Mission

Finland has a global reputation as one of the world’s best performing education systems, as demonstrated by high scores in PISA tests with little variation among schools or among pupils of differing family backgrounds. Students who enrol in Finnish universities and universities of applied sciences are obviously well prepared for higher learning. However, given the significant public investment and its strategic importance, it is valid to ask what the effects (or added value) higher education has on students’ learning and development.

This question is especially relevant considering that education around the world faces a number of changing circumstances. Technology is changing professional and personal lives. These advances pose demands on HEIs to equip graduates with knowledge and skills that will enable them to understand and appreciate the complexities, the interconnectedness and the fast pace of change in our societies. Technology also creates new opportunities for widening access to education and enables new modes of teaching and learning. Demography of student population is changing and more diverse student body in higher education is calling for more creative and individualised approaches in teaching and learning to address their specific expectations and needs.

In this context a number of tensions arise concerning the educational mission: the tension between the demand for individualised, personalised approaches and institutional capacities to provide for mass education; the tension between the assessment of standardized outcomes and the assessment of students’ individual achievements; and the tension between institutional performance and institutional quality. These tensions are certainly present also in the Finnish context.

A.6.1 Quality of Teaching and Learning

The measures utilised by the government to promote quality education are primarily indirect measures of learning as a proxy for the quality of education. However, they do not address the fundamental question of how much students actually learn as a result of their experience in higher education and how much their knowledge and skills advance from the entry to higher education until their graduation.

There are several steering mechanisms which focus on institutions’ performance in education. The core funding formula is based on the number of degrees granted, which provides an incentive to ensure students graduate and graduate in a timely manner. The number of degrees granted does not measure student learning but achievement, and the two are not equivalent. The score in the national graduate survey (Kandipalaute) is another condition linked directly with funding, and 3% of the core funding is distributed based solely on this criteria. Student satisfaction surveys do not measure student learning
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but the perceived quality of institutional conditions that are expected to enable learning. Furthermore, when the survey is administered across institutions it is clearly marketed as having an impact on the funding that the institutions will receive from the government. It is therefore in students’ interest that their institutional survey rating is high, since this will mean more funding and possibly also added reputation and prestige for their institution. The validity of overall high student satisfaction reported in the national survey is therefore somewhat questionable. The International Panel understands that the Ministry of Education and Culture is considering more direct measures of student learning but these are complex and have not been included in the funding formula.

In the absence of the previous “Centres of Excellence in University Education” initiative, there are no other system-wide instruments that could systematically stimulate advancements in teaching and learning, and cultivate educational innovation. FINEEC evaluates the quality of the institutional processes not the learning outcomes. The requirement for all teaching staff to obtain training in pedagogy was omitted from the new Law on universities of applied sciences. Hence, pedagogy training is not required across the institutions, and the majority of teachers do not participate even if offered training. As mentioned by one respondents: “We offer truly excellent training in pedagogy, but only very few teachers take advantage of this offer”. With competing demands on their time even the most committed teachers have difficulties devoting time to develop courses, experiment with pedagogy and explore possibilities for collaborative and interdisciplinary teaching.

In the meantime, around the world, there has been a push-back from policymakers and the higher education community about the importance of teaching and educational innovation, reacting to the way research seems to have overshadowed teaching and learning. Universities are trying to redefine their teaching and learning approaches based on the growing science of learning, teaching and learning innovation and meeting the educational needs (both pedagogical and technological) of contemporary students. Awareness of the diversity of learning styles and learning expectations of today’s “app generation” students requires more customised educational provision, and technology is often introduced to aid this. In sum, there is no time for complacency when it comes to the advancement of teaching and learning.

### A.6.2 Advancing Teaching and Learning

Finland has the potential to be a leader educational innovation. This is due to several factors: i) students have excellent basic competences (due to free and high quality schooling), ii) high interest in pedagogy within the universities of applied sciences, and iii) strong research capacities and strategic priority in the area of “digitalisation”. These factors can be employed to “nudge” excellence in teaching and learning across all institutions, and towards global leadership in basic and applied research in this area.

---


Consideration should be given to including advancement of teaching and learning and educational innovation in the performance contracts. This could be included as part of a broader alignment between the quality audits and performance contracts and the strategic dialogue process. Targeted research funding could be developed in areas of: instructional methods, tools and technologies and learning environments, authentic assessment of student learning and student experience; and student motivation, self-regulation and student engagement. Research projects funded through governmental agencies could be required to demonstrate their intention to link with teaching, for example through involvement of undergraduate students.

Following upon the experience within the universities of applied sciences, consideration should be given to introducing a compulsory certificate, and on-going professional development, in teaching and learning – as is now happening across many countries.\textsuperscript{98} Consideration should also be given to enhancing institutional support and incentives via small grants, sabbatical time, criteria in promotion, required pedagogical training, etc. Other initiatives might include intra- and inter-institutional collaboration and sharing of resources, and “proof of concept” type support for educational start-ups.

A.6.3 Curriculum and Programmatic Profiling

The curricular structure in Finland is organised so that students enter directly into a particular discipline and then develop a specialisation within that discipline. The International Panel was told that this approach can lead to fragmentation across the bachelor study programmes, creating many different programme offerings which are narrowly specialised at a time when graduates will change jobs frequently, and work in areas we don’t yet know about.

Programmatic profiling should be an integral part of overall institutional profiling. Given relative size of the country, not every university or universities of applied sciences can be a “Stockmann mega store” in terms of programmatic offerings; rather, there should be a greater emphasis on specialisation according to academic expertise, regional requirements and global opportunities. To achieve this, it may be necessary to: i) eliminate unnecessary duplication of degree programmes while ensuring comprehensive provision system-wide; ii) align programme to regional and labour market needs; iii) re-examine internationalisation objectives (see discussion below); and iv) revise the set of indicators so that they encourage improvements in teaching and learning, e.g. percent faculty completing pedagogical training. More broad-based programmes at bachelor level should be considered. Some practical actions may include interdisciplinary “linked courses”, “learning clusters” or “coordinated studies”.\textsuperscript{99} HEIs can promote integrative learning through learning communities.\textsuperscript{100}


\textsuperscript{99} J. A Douglass (forthcoming) Exploring the Flagship University Model: Altering the Paradigm from Ranking to Relevancy, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan.

A.7 Changing Labour Market and Skill Needs

One of the key objectives of the Finnish higher education system is to enhance sustainable economic growth, employment and competitiveness. This economic function of higher education, and its role in meeting the skill needs of the changing labour market, is seen as central to Finland’s future. At the same time, the Ministry of Education and Culture recognises the importance of higher education’s social and civic responsibilities, for example, in reducing poverty, inequality, and social exclusion. Recognition of, and the promotion of these and other wider public benefits of higher education steer many of Finland’s higher education policies. Indeed, the International Panel met with many people who expressed strong support for these support for these social, cultural and civic roles, and some vocal resistance to the commercialisation and commodification of knowledge seen in other European countries.

This is one of the clear strengths of the Finish higher education system and a highly valued distinguishing characteristic. There is no suggestion that these social and economic objectives should change. However, lessons from other European countries suggest that in the future, sustaining a balance may be a challenge, especially in a tight fiscal environment and wider pressures for a more market-oriented system of higher education.

A.7.1 Meeting the Skill Needs of a Changing Labour Market

Higher education participation rates in Finland are high, relative to the OECD average (Education at a Glance, 2014). However, there are considerable differences in opinion as to whether high participation rates alone lead to economic growth or meet the skill needs of an economy. Moreover, the extent to which “patterns of educational qualifications match the demand of the employment system is a frequent topic of research and policy debate.”101 On the other hand, it is not possible to fully align the number of graduates with corresponding positions or competences acquired during study and job requirements.

Overall, Finland is likely to experience shifts in its economy with a growing service sector, especially in health and social welfare, and a declining manufacturing sector due to the lingering effects of the post-2008 recession. In reality, it is difficult for any government or higher education system to accurately predict future skills needs, especially when an economy and its landscape are changing so dramatically. However, some demand-led manpower planning activities should be conducted in relation to certain sectors of the economy, e.g. health and social welfare keeping in mind the impact of changes in technology.

Graduate unemployment rates are increasing and are likely to limit options for increasing higher education participation rates – yet, these rates remain lower than those of peers with lower levels of education, and are lower than OECD and EU averages. Accordingly, the International Panel noted the quality of graduates was largely praised and there was limited concern among witnesses about graduate unemployment, with the exception of the Ministry of Education and Culture. Nor were major concerns expressed about: skill or labour shortages, a mismatch of skills or graduate under-employment. However, employers did note some skill shortages in terms of broad competencies which are coming to the fore with the increase in globalisation.

The International Panel noted that no-one raised any issue about lifelong learning and continuing adult education; indeed, remarkably, the topic did not emerge during the discussion except in response to prompting. There are some examples of continuing education at Finnish HEIs and Master’s programmes at universities of applied sciences are provided as programmes of continuing professional education. However, taking cognisance of continuing moves towards a knowledge-intensive economy, if skills shortages or mismatches of skills are, or become, a pressing issue much greater consideration will need to be given to enhancing the opportunities for the existing labour force to re-skill and/or up-skill. Indeed, foresight planning in this regard would be highly recommended.102

A.7.2 Delayed Entry into Higher Education, Duration of Study, and Completion Rates

The Bachelor’s degree is undervalued by employers in the labour market and as a consequence university students opt for the Master’s degree, thus prolonging their duration of study. Indeed, it could be said that the single biggest failure of the Bologna reform has been the inability to make bachelor programmes a degree valued in its own right.103

The main problem with delayed graduation is its cost and the ensuing financial burden it places upon the Finnish higher education system. Three main issues are associated with this delay. First, students take longer than average to graduate from Finnish universities when compared with graduates from other universities in OECD countries. Second, the population is aging and there is a falling ratio in the working to the non-working population and a growing “care ratio”.104 One way to meet the resulting fiscal burden, is to increase the length of the average graduates’ working life by bringing young people into the labour market earlier. Third, for Finland to remain competitive within the EU, it is considered important to shorten the duration of studies. This might involve action in relation to:

- Reducing the length of time for transition from secondary schooling into higher education;
- Reducing the duration of study once students commence their studies, particularly for university students as distinct from those attending universities of applied sciences; and
- Improving completion rates.

Numerous policies have been introduced to shorten the average time to completion but with limited success. The International Pane agree that moderate prolongation of study – for the purposes of part-time work, family duties, work experience, somewhat slower pace, work-life balance, civic engagement etc., – is acceptable but substantial prolongation should be penalized.

A.7.3 Delayed Entry into Higher Education, and Transitions from Secondary Schooling

Transition from high school into military service, and from military service into higher education, can contribute to deferred entry. The operation of university admission tests and the admission process can also lead to delayed starts.

The government has introduced a more centralised on-line admission process to try and speed up admissions and initial entry into higher education. The International Panel noted that the new system may need to be monitored closely to ensure no unintended consequences. Will it lead to greater efficiencies in terms of student choice and higher education entry? Or will it lead to greater drop out or more course changes as students opt for their second or third choice rather than first choice of higher education institution and course of study? And how will higher education institutions react to these changes? Have they the capacity to deal with on-line applications? Will universities and courses which have an excess of demand only offer a place to those students who put down their university/course as their first choice?

A.7.4 Duration of Study Once Students Commence their Higher Education Studies

Prolonged study duration is a bigger issue for university students than for those attending universities of applied sciences due to the vocational focus of the latter programmes; there are also variations depending on socio-economic status. Transfers from universities of applied sciences to universities, at first degree level, can also extend study time because of the way in which individual universities assess suitability of universities of applied sciences’ programmes. Other factors include: students undertaking paid work while studying; students taking time out for military service and/or family formation; a lack of motivation and integration into university life or conversely, a desire to learn for as long as possible.

Combining studies with paid employment is a distinctive characteristic of the Finnish higher education culture and important for students’ integration into the labour market. Finland is not exceptional in terms of delays in the degree-earning process, and there are notable benefits. For many students, this work experience leads to graduate employment. Just under a half of the Finnish university graduates and a third in university of applies science graduates continue in the job where they worked while studying – far higher proportions than in comparable countries. Shortening it could affect engagement in exchange years abroad, transfer from universities of applied sciences to universities or smoother transitions from higher education into the labour market. Indeed, the way in which the higher education system and labour market interact have a direct impact on study time and suggest that some reasons for study delays lay outside the domain of higher education policy.

It should be noted that any change introduced is likely to impact on aspects of the current student experience, e.g. arising from the re-organisation of higher education institutions; implementation of funding and financial incentives; and information and support for students. These effects will require further consideration and monitoring.


A.7.5 Non-completion and Drop-Out

A key challenge is assessing which students have transferred to another institution or switched programmes and subject of study, and which students have “stopped out” rather than “dropped out” altogether. OECD data suggests that Finland’s non-completion rate has fallen slightly since 2008 and remains below the OECD average. However, non-completion suggests a waste of public resources especially in those countries where there is limited or no financial returns to partially completed higher education qualifications.

Existing research on non-completion from other European countries suggests it varies considerably by students’ demographic and socio-economic characteristics, and tends to be higher amongst students from low-income backgrounds even when prior academic attainment is taken into consideration. Moreover, students are most likely to drop out in their first year of study, suggesting the importance of their first year experiences. Yet, no comprehensive data was presented about which Finnish student groups are particularly vulnerable to non-completion or when drop-out is most likely to occur.

Much of the research on improving student completion and success points to the role of the higher education institution. Tinto proposed that the strength of a students’ social and academic integration affects the likelihood of a student remaining in their institution or study programme and successfully completing their studies. In particular, exchanges with academics and peers give students the chance to internalize social and academic values and to integrate into the academic and social communities of their higher education institution. These ideas have informed subsequent research highlighting the importance of institutional commitment to eradicating non-completion alongside institutional commitment to student engagement and belonging (see section on Educational Mission). Thomas, in a UK context, suggests “The commitment to a culture of belonging should be explicit through institutional leadership in internal and external discourses and documentation such as the strategic plan, website, prospectus and all policies.” According to her recommendations, the early development of student engagement, the monitoring of students’ behaviour and progress, and a holistic approach to the institutions’ engagement with study success, are important steps in building a culture of belonging at the institutional level (see discussion above on teaching and learning). Thus, more emphasis should be placed on the students’ first year of study and improving their experience. Responsibility for this, however, seemed to lay with the student unions within their institutions rather with their staff.

A.8 Innovation and Entrepreneurship

From the economic perspective, the Finnish higher education system has a good reputation and is known to perform well on its core functions to generate highly educated and skilled workforce resources for the existing labour market. However, as the
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107 See for example the forthcoming report, Drop-out and completion in higher education in Europe (HEDOC), Brussels: European Commission.


financing of the welfare state is ultimately based upon wealth generated by society and the economy as a whole (the public, private and third sector), the higher education system is underperforming on two inter-related ways: i) ability to contribute to innovations based on return-on-R&D investments; ii) generating higher percentage of job creators from overall graduates, e.g. high performance start-ups (HPSU). Underperformance in these areas is also a broader issue at the EU level when compared to USA.

The speed by which technology-related innovations can be scaled and matured is accelerating. This is altering the overall landscape of innovation, accelerating the pace of change from technology-driven innovation to much broader understanding and use of innovation. Innovation is created in all areas, and includes technological, social and frugal innovation. Technology is often simply the enabler making the innovation possible and further helping to scale it for international and societal impact. Some global examples of non-technology innovations include: Facebook which is a social innovation or Über which is a model innovation based on service design practises.

Megatrends indicate that large companies are moving towards open innovation, co-innovation and buying validated innovation. This means they are making fewer investments to internal market validation efforts, which means that more innovation is happening via new companies. This opens the opportunity for Finland to create new jobs via scalable validated innovations by growing R&D-led companies for global markets from the start-up phase. However, the efficiency that comes from technology-based innovations is killing jobs at an accelerating pace. A recent study has shown that over the last 25 years, almost all private sector jobs have been created by businesses less than five years old, while at the same time companies more than five years old destroyed more jobs than they created in all but eight of those years.

For a small country like Finland, the logical action is to contribute towards the innovation and skills required for future. Improving upon these dimensions can have high impact for creating jobs and funding the Finnish welfare state into the future. This is an area where higher education can make a huge contribution. To better drive and demonstrate higher education’s role and contribution, a more sophisticated way to measure RDI should be adopted, ensuring that it captures output, impact and benefit appropriately across all disciplines, as recommended by an EU Expert Group.

A.8.1 Innovation

Some reasons why Finland is underperforming in research-based innovation stems from the fact that the research is not widely known or accessible to entrepreneurs and smaller companies; intellectual property rights (IPR) release models are not streamlined or are too complex and expensive; and the innovation process is not as fully understood and thus not systematically applied and measured. These bottlenecks are often hampered by a lack of clarity around government responsibilities, between the Ministry of Education

and Culture, and the Ministry of Employment and the Economy, when then reflected in structures under these ministries.

To improve access to publicly-funded R&D, efforts should be made to establish clear links between researcher and business, to make IPR more accessible to new companies and to find interesting new innovations by combining multiple interesting R&D findings. With equity crowdfunding, ownership opportunities are becoming more widely available as less capital is required. Thus, actions might include: creating a national policy for access to public-funded IPR, and developing an innovation fund specifically targeted at young researchers.

A.8.2 Entrepreneurship

Culturally and traditionally in Finland, becoming an entrepreneur has not been considered a preferred career path, specifically for higher education graduates. However since 2006, there has been a growing momentum and change in attitude amongst the younger generation towards the entrepreneurship and especially for HPSUs. While this change is positive, especially around improving the profile of entrepreneurship as a career option, there has been quite modest success.

The key lesson is to start educating people earlier about alternative career paths, becoming the creator of employment rather than simply the employee, and the investor in innovations; it is also about understanding risk. To provide quality entrepreneurial education, it is important to distinguish between types of entrepreneurship (e.g. single entrepreneur business and HPSU), and to educate and support different types with appropriate approaches. It is also important to understand that entrepreneurship is much more that simply business education. While general business education is about running a business that either already exists or creating a new business within an existing business model, the true entrepreneurship is more about building something new from nothing. This is especially true for new innovation-based entrepreneurship, which is often building an unknown model to an unknown market. A key factor about these HPSUs is that they are focused on growth as their primary function and as such they are constantly changing.

A broadly-based education programme has implications for teaching and learning, and the curriculum, as discussed above. The experience of Aalto University, combining business, art and technology, provides a good model for encouraging students from different interests to work creatively and collaboratively together, and with companies, as well as creating new companies as part of their studies. Another great example is Tiimiakatemia, the award-winning entrepreneurship centre of excellence of the Jyväskylä University of Applied Sciences, where student teams operate as independent cooperative companies undertaking real-life projects, which they identify themselves and cover all expenses; 42% of graduates have started their own company three years after graduation. These approaches have significant implications for lifelong learning, and for people wishing to change career.

There are important lessons for HEIs, and their leadership and governance structure. Engagement is often seen as a “third pillar” for higher education, in addition to teaching and research. However, rather than seeing this activity as something separate, there is a need for higher education to more actively engage with business and enterprise, and civil society, and to embed engagement in a more holistic way. The best way is to consider engagement as the horizontal link between teaching and research.\textsuperscript{117} Legislation already requires board members to be external to the institution, and with international and societal expertise. Depending upon institutional mission and strategy, action should be taken to identify the most appropriate representation across these categories in order to provide robust strategic advice.

A.9 Strengthening Internationalisation

Promoting greater internationalisation is high on the agenda for higher education and research in most countries worldwide. Thus, any review of the state of Finnish system must be seen in an international comparative perspective. But, measuring internationalisation with the help of readily available statistics and indicators provides very limited insight; it is generally based on a small set of dimensions and conceptually questionable indicators. This hold true, for example, for the university rankings which focus primarily on the rate of foreign students and faculty.\textsuperscript{118} Based on these two indicators, internationality of higher education and research in Finland seems to be relatively low. As internationalism is so high on the agenda in Finland and there are strenuous efforts to be successful internationally, the International Panel would have expected a more determined critique of the status quo and strong efforts of redress. However, while Finnish actors and experts favour an increase in the number of foreign students and academics, little concern was expressed about the overall low level.

There is some doubt, however, that the indicators used to measure internationalisation provide valuable insight. Methodological studies on student mobility have pointed out that the most widely published statistics refer primarily to foreign students, even though many foreign students in European countries lived and learned in the country of study already before they enrolled (the “foreign mobile” students would be the appropriate target group of analysis). Moreover, the international agencies active in the collection of educational statistics aim at providing information only on foreign students studying a long time or the whole degree programme abroad, thus deliberately excluding temporary mobile students, i.e. the kind of intra-European mobility which is primarily promoted, e.g. by ERASMUS and the Bologna Process.\textsuperscript{119} Moreover, methodological studies on researchers’ statistics have called most of the data into question, whereby only the proportion of doctoral awards abroad is viewed as clear exception as a somewhat trustworthy figure.\textsuperscript{120}


It is even more important in this context to reflect the underlying policy objectives. The European governments cooperating in the Bologna Process agreed in the Leuven Communiqué of 2009, that the most important long-term target is to increase the proportion of young persons who had experience of at least one other country during the course of their study, whereby a target of 20% on average of European countries was advocated for the year 2020. This means: Making your own population internationally experienced and versatile is the highest goal of student mobility, whereas accommodation of degree students from other countries might be a goal of diverse political relevance across countries. It is worth noting in this context, Finland does look deplorable as regards the Leuven criterion.

The discourse on the value of the rate of foreign academics for the hosting countries is controversial. They are political controversies as regards the desirability of what is called euphemistically “brain gain” and the ethics around national policies which effectively operate at the expense of poorer countries. There are substantially diverse modes of registering and defining persons as “foreign”, and statistics on the mobility of academics over their life-course are weak. International Panel was told that mobility of Finnish scholars during the doctoral and post-doctoral phases might be the most relevant criterion.

As regards both long-term mobility of students and long-term or permanent professional mobility, conditions vary dramatically by country. For example, there are enormously high rates of inward mobility to English-speaking countries. Close traditional and cultural ties between some countries may generate high mobility although it is simply a visit amongst neighbours rather than a transgression of a barrier. This hold true for the high inflow of Germans and French to Switzerland, the mobility between Belgium and is respective joint-language neighbours or between Ireland and United Kingdom. Finland might raise the number of study programmes in the English language and increase the financial attractiveness for scholars from other countries, but the view is widespread in Finland and convincing for any external observer that other efforts are more promising.

Looking at the expert literature, the International Panel notes that mobility is just one and possibly a relatively primitive measure of internationalisation. Rapid transfer of knowledge across countries, collaboration in academic work, study programmes shaped by “internationality at home”, foreign language proficiency, international communication and networks of academics, knowledge of other cultures and societies, international understanding and global awareness are more salient. Mobility might be the means of supporting such objectives, but the influence of mobility is not dominant; rather it may be substituted by other factors and might lose strength in the future.

A comparative study of the academic profession (2007) show that internationalisation in Finland looks completely different in comparison to other European countries, if a broader range of dimensions is taken into consideration:

- 51% of Finnish academics surveyed stated that they emphasize international content and perspectives in their teaching, as compared to 63% of academics on average across seven European countries;
- 16% of Finnish academics had taught in foreign countries recently as compared to 15%;
- 60% as compared to 64% stated a strong international approach in research;
- 18% as compared to also 18% had recently co-authored publications with scholars located in other countries;

– 51% as compared to 46% had published recently in a foreign countries;
– 13% as compared to 16% had international research funds in recent years; and
– Foreign language use by Finnish scholars in research and teaching was, according to
different measures, slightly above the average of the seven European countries.

All this suggests that while internationalisation in Finland may not be as impressive with
respect to some quality and success criteria, it is not deplorable. Creativity might be at place
as regards improvement in many respects, whereby mobility is unlikely to be the key issue.
Finally, Finland might take the lead in improving the state of knowledge on
internationalisation of higher education and research by supporting and reinforcing
in-depth analyses in this domain. In fact, a few Finnish experts were highly active in the
past. Improved relevance might help identifying new ways of improvement.
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<td>Ms Anneli Pirttilä (Saimaa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Turo Kilpeläinen (Kajaanin amk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 – 11:30</td>
<td>Ministry of Employment and the Economy, Innovation Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Petri Peltonen (DG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Mikko Huuskonen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 – 12:30</td>
<td>Research Foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Kalle Korhonen (Kone Foundation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms Liisa Suvikumpu (Delegation for the Finnish Foundations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 – 13:30</td>
<td>Lunch + discussion among panel members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:30 – 14:30</td>
<td>Business Organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Jaani Heinonen (Team Finland, Ministry of Employment and the Economy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:30 – 15:30</td>
<td>Regional Authority Representatives and Civil Society Representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Heikki Helve (Development manager, City of Kuopio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms Tina Rosenberg (chair of the Central Arts Council &amp; the Rector of the Art University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30 – 15:45</td>
<td>Tea/coffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:45 – 16:45</td>
<td>Academies/Learned societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms Lea Rynänen-Karjalainen (Federation of Finnish Learned Societies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Olavi Nevanlinna (Council of Finnish Academies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.45 – 18:00</td>
<td>Panel Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00 – 20:30</td>
<td>Private dinner and further discussion among panel members</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Day 3: 18 February 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:00 – 10:00</td>
<td>Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Kaarle Hämeri (Professor Union)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Seppo Sainio (The Union for University Teachers and Researchers in Finland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Sture Fjäder (AKAVA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 – 11:00</td>
<td>Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Jarmo Kallunki (SYL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Jari Järvenpää (SYL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Joonas Peltonen (SAMOK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms Anni Vesa (SAMOK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 – 12:00</td>
<td>KARVI Finnish Education Evaluation Centre (FINEEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms Helka Kekäläinen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Harri Peltoniemmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 – 13:00</td>
<td>Private lunch and discussion among panel members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.00 - 13.45</td>
<td>Confederation of Finnish Industries (EK), and Chairperson, Aalto University Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Matti Alahuhta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00 – 16:00</td>
<td>Panel Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>Transfer to the airport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B. Benchmark case study: Denmark

Structure and characteristics of the HEI system

Anna Karin Swenning

B.1 Main characteristics of the HEI system

Danish higher education programmes are organised according to a dual division between research-based and professionally oriented programmes. The purpose of the research-based programmes is to educate students to the highest international standards within and across the research-based disciplines, whereas the purpose of the professionally oriented programmes is to ensure education closely based on practice and at an international level to meet the need for well qualified professionals in the private and public sectors.

The research-based programmes are offered by eight universities and in 2012 there were more than 130,000 registered students at the Danish universities. The universities offer research-based education in a three cycle degree structure – bachelor, master and PhD levels. The universities are state-funded, autonomous institutions governed by boards with external majority. There are also university level institutions of fine and performing arts, design and architecture offering research-based programmes starting from Bachelor’s and continuing with Master’s and PhD programmes.

The professionally oriented programmes with approximately 83,000 students are mainly offered by seven University Colleges and nine Academies of Professional Higher Education. The Danish University Colleges offer Professional Bachelor’s programmes in areas such as teacher training, engineering, business, nursing, health, nutrition and social work. The Academies of Professional Higher Education offer Academy Profession (AP) degree programmes and Professional Bachelor’s degree programmes. 122

Higher education in Denmark is free for students from the EU/EEA and for students participating in an exchange programme. For other students annual tuition range from 6,000 to 16,000 Euros and a number of scholarships and grants are available from the institutions and from public funded schemes. 123 The Danish national targets are that 60 per cent of a youth cohort is to complete a higher education by 2020 and at least 25 per cent is to complete a long-cycle higher education. 124

122 http://studyindenmark.dk/study-options/danish-higher-education-institutions
123 http://studyindenmark.dk/study-options/tuition-fees-and-scholarships
124 The National Reform Programme, Denmark, The Danish Government April 2014
B.2 Main actors in the HEI system

B.2.1 Responsible Ministries

The Ministry of Higher Education and Science\textsuperscript{125} is responsible for research, innovation and education above high school/upper secondary school. The Ministry promote and coordinate interaction between industry and trade, centres of research and education and strengthen industry and research policies. The Ministry of Education\textsuperscript{126} is responsible for general education policies and for ensuring that educational programmes are consistent with existing policies.

A number of artistic higher education programmes in Denmark are placed under the Ministry of Culture. Thus, the Ministry is responsible for determining the economic frameworks and overall development objectives for the institutions. The programmes are located at the national institutions of education within the areas of fine arts, classical and rhythmic music, film and theatre and dance. Also, a very limited number of professionally oriented programmes are offered at institutions under the auspices of other ministries, e.g. the Ministry of Defence and the Ministry of Justice, as well as by some of the universities.

B.2.2 Universities, colleges and public research institutes

Denmark has eight universities and the present structure of Danish universities was implemented in January 2007. New universities were established on basis of mergers between some universities and government research institutes: 25 universities and research institutions were reduced through merger to eight universities and three research institutions. The universities vary in size but are all regulated by the University Act. The major part of the publicly supported R&D takes place at the universities. Five universities are multi-faculty universities whereas three are specialised universities. The universities in Denmark are:

- University of Copenhagen
- Aarhus University
- University of Southern Denmark
- Roskilde University
- Aalborg University
- Technical University of Denmark
- Copenhagen Business School
- IT University of Copenhagen

Universities Denmark (former Danish Rectors’ Conference) is the association of the eight Danish universities. The website is functioning as a portal to the Danish universities. The organisation is a forum for cooperation among the universities and promotes the university sector both nationally and internationally.

During the 2000s a number of University Colleges and Academies of Professional Higher Education offering professionally oriented programmes have been established.

At present there are seven University Colleges which are self-governing organisations based on a vertical management structure with a board that counts 10–15 members.

\textsuperscript{125} The ministry is formerly known as the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation

\textsuperscript{126} The ministry is formerly known as the Ministry of Children and Education.
The board has the general and strategic responsibility for the quality and development of educations at the institution. The management of the institution also includes the responsibility for educational activities, efficiency and economy. The university colleges in Denmark are:

- Metropolitan University College
- University College Copenhagen
- University College of Northern Denmark
- University College South Denmark
- University College Lillebaelt
- University College Zealand
- VIA University College

Furthermore, there are nine Academies of Professional Higher Education. The organisation of academies of professional higher education is based on a vertical management structure with a board. The board has the general and strategic responsibility for the quality and development of programmes at the institution. The management of the institution also includes the responsibility for educational activities, efficiency and economy. The members of the boards represent the institutions that comprise the particular academy of professional higher education, i.e. vocational colleges. The academies of professional higher education in Denmark are:

- The Copenhagen School of Design and Technology
- Zealand Institute of Business and Technology
- Danish Academy of Business and Technology
- IBA International Business Academy
- Lillebaelt – Academy of professional higher education
- Copenhagen Business Academy
- EA Business Academy SouthWest
- Business Academy of higher education MidWest
- Business Academy Aarhus

As mentioned earlier there are also several university level institutions of fine and performing arts, design and architecture, as for example the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of Design and the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of Architecture.

B.2.3 Intermediary organisations

The Ministry of Higher Education and Science includes two agencies responsible for different questions regarding higher education, research and innovation: the Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation and the Danish Agency for Higher Education.

The Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation performs tasks related to research and innovation policy and provides secretariat services to and supervises the scientific research councils. The aim is to create continuously better conditions and settings for research and innovation to benefit society.127

---

127 http://ufm.dk/minister-og-ministerium/organisation/styrelsen-for-forskning-og-innovation/om-styrelsen/om-styrelsen
The Danish Agency for Higher Education\textsuperscript{128} handles tasks within the overall sector of higher education including the Danish students’ Grants and Loan Scheme. The work of the Agency includes policy development, policy implementation, management of institutions, economics, law, grants, administration, etc. The aim is for example to ensure better quality and coherence in the higher education programmes and create optimal conditions for the higher education institutions’ handling of their respective tasks regarding education and development.\textsuperscript{129}

Apart from the Agencies, there are also different councils and committees, as for example an external expert committee on quality in higher education which has been set up in order to strengthen higher education.\textsuperscript{130} Another example is the Danish Council for Research and Innovation Policy which was established in 2014. The objective of the council is to further the development of Danish research, technology and innovation to the benefit of society.

\textbf{B.2.4 Main bodies for quality assessment / quality management and accreditation}

The Danish Accreditation Institution was established in 2007 under the Ministry of Higher Education and Science as an independent institution. The Accreditation Institution comprises the Accreditation Council (the decision-making authority) and ACE Denmark (the accreditation operator). The aim is to create a system to ensure and document the quality and relevance of higher education institutions in Denmark.\textsuperscript{131}

The Danish Agency for Higher Education also has a supervisory role and produces different kinds of monitoring reports and reviews.\textsuperscript{132}

The Danish Evaluation Institute (EVA) is an independent state institution established under the Ministry of Education in 1999. The institute succeeded the Evaluation Centre which existed from 1992–1999. The institute evaluate at all levels – from day care centres and schools through upper secondary schools and vocational colleges to universities and adult education. Research and evaluations are carried out on their own initiative as well as on request from ministries, local authorities and educational institutions among others.\textsuperscript{133}

\textbf{B.3 Acts and regulations}

Institutions of higher education in Denmark have a long tradition of academic freedom and autonomy. The ministries are responsible for the overall regulations for all institutions and these include regulations concerning the admission of students, the structure of studies, programmes offered, awarding of degrees and appointment of teachers and academic staff.\textsuperscript{134}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{128} The Danish Agency for Higher Education was established 1 October 2013 and replaces the Agency for Higher Education and Educational Support and the Agency for Universities and Internationalisation.
  \item \textsuperscript{129} http://ufm.dk/minister-og-ministerium/organisation/styrelsen-for-videregaaende-uddannelser/om-styrelsen
  \item \textsuperscript{130} http://ufm.dk/en/education-and-institutions/councils-and-commissions/the-expert-committee-on-quality-in-higher-education-in-denmark
  \item \textsuperscript{131} http://en.akkr.dk/about-us/about-the-danish-accreditation-institution/
  \item \textsuperscript{132} http://ufm.dk/en/the-minister-and-the-ministry/organisation/danish-agency-for-higher-education
  \item \textsuperscript{133} http://english.eva.dk/about-eva
  \item \textsuperscript{134} http://ufm.dk/en/education-and-institutions/the-danish-education-system/general-organisation-and-administration
\end{itemize}
The universities are regulated by the University Act which has been revised during the 2000s. With the new University Act of 2003 a major change of university governance was carried out. Responsibilities were centralised to university boards (with predominantly external members) and the vice-chancellors were appointed by the boards. Internally, the authority of the vice-chancellor, dean and department heads was restructured, and at present the deans, in particular, have a much stronger role in recruitment issues, organisational decisions and in the allocation of internal resources. The University Act was lastly revised in 2011 and the aim of the reform was to give the universities more autonomy in setting their individual organisational and management structure so as to increase the involvement of staff and students and to strengthen openness, for instance by including external members in nomination and appointment boards.\textsuperscript{135}

Furthermore, a new model for the development contracts were introduced in 2011. The contracts are three-year agreements between each university and the Ministry of Higher Education and Science. The aim is to focus on the individual university's goals and results. The regulation rests on a foundation of autonomy, with each university setting its own goals and level of ambition in a binding performance contract.\textsuperscript{136}

The universities have also agreed on a code of conduct for offering university programmes to international students. The code of conduct is a supplement to existing Danish legislation.\textsuperscript{137}

The legal basis of academies of professional higher education is regulated by the Act on Academies of professional higher education. The legal basis of the University Colleges is regulated by the Act on University colleges of higher education.\textsuperscript{138} Like Danish universities, each university college and academy of professional higher education enters a development contract with the Ministry of Higher Education and Science.

\textbf{B.4 Funding of HEI}

In 2012, Denmark invested DKK 56.4 billion in public and private R&D, representing 3.09 per cent of GDP. Compared to the other OECD countries, Denmark is one of the countries with the highest R&D investments as a percentage of GDP (in 2012 Denmark was positioned as number six which was a step up from 2011). The public sector performed R&D equivalent to DKK 19.4 billion in 2012, corresponding to 1.06 per cent of GDP. Denmark thus continues to meet the Barcelona Objective of using 1 per cent of GDP on public R&D investments. In a comparison of OECD countries’ public R&D investments in relation to GDP, Denmark comes in fourth in 2012, surpassed only by Iceland, Finland and Sweden.\textsuperscript{140}

Funding of HEI, i.e. teaching and research is separated in Denmark. Accordingly, HEIs receive separate budgets for teaching and research. For the funding of education

\textsuperscript{136} http://ufm.dk/uddannelse-og-institutioner/videregående-uddannelse/universiteter/styring-og-ansvar/udviklingskontrakter
\textsuperscript{137} http://dkuni.dk/English/Our-Work/Code-of-Conduct
\textsuperscript{138} http://ufm.dk/en/education-and-institutions/higher-education/business-academies/about-the-business-academies
\textsuperscript{139} http://ufm.dk/en/education-and-institutions/higher-education/university-colleges/about-the-university-colleges
the taximeter principle is used, which links funding directly to the number of students who pass their exams. The taximeter rate varies according to subject field and level of education. An important feature is that HE institutions do not receive compensation for students who fail or do not take exams. In 2009, a new completion bonus was introduced conditional upon study duration. Universities are for instance only paid the completion bonus upon the student completing his/her study programme within a specified period. From 2009, the universities receive bonus when students complete a Bachelor programme within the prescribed study period plus one year and bonus when students complete a Master’s programme within the prescribed study period.141

In 2010 the Danish government implemented a new model for distribution of basic research funding. While most of the research funding is distributed in an incremental way, each year 2 % of the funding is allocated to a restructuring fund which is redistributed to the universities according to a so-called 45-20-25-10-model. According to the model 45 % of the funding is distributed according to the universities’ education funding, 20 % is distributed in accordance with the universities’ external research funding, i.e. research funding which the universities have obtained in the research councils, from the EU, etc., 25 % of is distributed in accordance with the universities’ research publishing (bibliometrics) and 10 % is distributed in accordance with the number of students having completed their PhD thesis.142 This change in the research funding system is intended to link funding to outcome, as the bibliometric indicator identifies and measures scientific publishing across research institutions, including universities. The goal of the indicator is to strengthen Danish research.143

Apart from the basic funding there are also funding on a competitive basis. The most important competitive funding instruments are managed by the two research councils, the Danish Councils for Independent Research and the Danish Council for Strategic Research. The funding via the research council system increased from 2008 – €292 million – to €350 million in 2010, but decreased in 2012 to €272 million.144

The Danish Councils for Independent Research are responsible for funding of researcher-driven research. It is an umbrella organisation covering five “sub”-research councils: the Research Council for Culture and Communication, the Research Council for Nature and the Universe, the Research Council for Society and Trade, the Research Council for Health and Illness, and the Research Council for Technology and Production. These councils fund research based in a responsive mode (without predefined focus, thematic areas or policy-related goals).

The Danish Council for Strategic Research was established in 2004 as an innovation within the Danish funding system for research. The Council consists of a Board and a number of programme commissions. The Council seeks to ensure that strategic research in Denmark is organised to meet the challenges facing Danish society. The aim is to ensure Denmark’s position as a global frontrunner regarding welfare, wealth and science in the short and long term.

141 Quality-related funding, performance agreements and profiling in higher education (2011).
The Danish National Research Foundation (DNRF) is an independent organisation established by the Danish Parliament in 1991 with the objective to promote and stimulate basic research at the highest international level at the frontiers of all scientific fields. The Center of Excellence (CoE) program is the main funding mechanism, but also a number of programs and initiatives have been launched specifically targeted at increasing the level of internationalisation of Danish research communities. Since 1991, the foundation has committed itself to supporting Danish research with more than 6 billion DKK.145

With external funding at 20 per cent, Denmark is located above the OECD average. The majority of the externally funded research at Danish universities is funded by national private non-profit organisations. Only a small proportion of research at Danish universities is funded by business. This should be viewed in light of the fact that private non-profit organisations are often established by private companies. Furthermore, Denmark only has publicly funded universities, which do not have the same need for external funding as private universities.146

As a result from the Danish Globalisation Strategy which the Danish Government presented in 2005, the Parliament has substantially increased the public funding of research. The Danish Globalisation Strategy focuses on the means to obtain the government’s goal of strong competitiveness and relational power in Denmark and that is to create world class educations, strong and innovative research, more entrepreneurs and to promote adaptation and renewal in all parts of the Danish society. The aim is, among other things, to increase access to higher education, creating more PhD positions, stimulating a further intensification of the internationalisation of higher education as well as to develop a more effective innovation relationship between universities and the private sector.147

B.5 System of accreditation and quality control

Up until July 1 2013, EVA was responsible for the accreditation assessments of higher education institutions. The task is now carried out by the Danish Accreditation Institution. The institution certifies higher education institutions, their programmes and local provision of programmes. Accreditation is mandatory and a condition for receiving public funding. The accreditation system is based on the 2013 Danish Accreditation Act. The Danish Accreditation Institution conducts institutional accreditation, which allows each institution to form a system that develops quality and relevance in all their programmes. The institutional accreditation includes an assessment of the institution’s overall quality assurance system. The respective institution’s self-evaluation report, site visits at the institution, documentation and key figures are also included in the accreditation process.

Both the Danish Evaluation Institute and the Danish Accreditation Agency play a significant role in the national system of quality assurance. The standard and quality of educational provision in the Danish higher education system are assured by a number of elements, including: common rules and guidelines specifying the aims, contents and duration of programmes and individual subjects; testing and examination system; ministerial approval of provision and inspection; and accreditation of higher education programmes.148

To measure how Danish research and innovation are positioned in an international context a set of indicators are used. The annual report Research and Innovation Indicators provide a wide range of indicators that describe different aspects of Danish research quality, such as investments in research and development as a percentage of GDP, share of innovative companies, patent applications as well as scientific publications and citations. The indicators apply to the research community, politicians and the wider community.

B.6 Feedback on the structure and characteristics of the HEI system

During the 2000s the HEI system in Denmark has been through a fundamental reform process as regards governance, and performance based funding. Generally the Danish reforms can be divided into four main initiatives: a management reform, an educational reform, a financial reform and mergers between universities and the sector’s research institutes.

Two major reforms have contributed to change the management structure of the Danish universities. Danish universities have had a long tradition of decentralised decision-making, but in 1993 a university reform changed their internal governance structure. As described earlier, this was supplemented by the revisions of the University Act 2003 and 2011. Responsibilities were centralised to university boards (with predominantly external members) and the vice-chancellors were appointed by the boards. The universities’ relationship with the state changed whereby they gained more organisational autonomy, but also entered into detailed contracts with the state regarding performance indicators and impact assessments. In the University Evaluation from 2009 it is concluded that more autonomy of the universities has been achieved and the decision-making capacity of universities has been improved.

The University Act from 2003 also contained new regulations for education. Generally, education obtained a more significant place in the text of the Act and the universities were promised a simplification of the rules. The system of rules for university education was – and still is – very complex and is published in many different regulations and laws.

There have also been some changes of the postgraduate education. Since 2004, the number of PhD students has gradually increased. This is a part of the Danish target that public research should be at least one per cent of the gross domestic product.

During the 2000s University Colleges and Academies of Professional Higher Education were established. The vision was to offer more practice-oriented higher education and to contribute to the objective of the Danish Government that 60 per cent of all young people must complete a program of higher education. A recent evaluation of the Academies of Professional Higher Education shows that the Academies are contributing to the objectives, but also concludes that the institutions still need to work more with quality assurance, the knowledge base etc.

149 Before 2014, it was called the Research Barometer.
150 http://ufm.dk/forskning-og-innovation/statistik-og-analyser/forskning-og-innovation-i-internationalt-perspektiv/forskningsbarometer
154 Danish universities – a sector in change, Universities Denmark 2009.
155 Evaluering af erhvervsakademistrukturen, Ramboll 2013.
The merger between universities and the sector’s research institutes is another major reform that has taken place during the 2000s. The purpose of the mergers was to integrate research into the universities, connecting it better with education and other research, while outsourcing investigative and regulative functions to other agencies. However, at least some years ago this seemed to have caused organisational overload and weak integration of the institutes.\textsuperscript{156}

During the last two decades the Danish Parliament has substantially increased the public funding of research. As described in previous chapter, a Globalisation Strategy was adopted in 2006, which has contributed to strengthen public funding of research.

In the beginning of the 1990s, Danish research also received new resources with the establishment of the Danish National Research Foundation (DNRF). The objective was to focus resources on curiosity-driven research that neither the research councils nor the universities themselves were seen as capable of providing.\textsuperscript{157} One factor often mentioned as crucial for the success of Danish research is the Centres of Excellence that has been created by DNFR. Since the start more than 80 centres have been established. The Foundation has recently been evaluated with very positive results. Some aspects that are highlighted as very important are the focus on talents and the Foundation’s willingness to provide long-term financing. One negative aspect is that there are few centres within social sciences and humanities. Analysis of publication data from the centres confirms that the Foundation has had a significant effect, but at the same time the analysis shows that the Foundation has strengthened an already positive development rather than being a turning point itself.\textsuperscript{158}

Performance of the Danish HEI system

In this chapter we provide key statistics and findings about the system performance covering education, research, third mission as well as cost effectiveness over last years to illustrate the performance of the Danish HEI system.

B.7 Education

B.7.1 Access, graduation and employability

In 2012 there were more than 130,000 registered students at the Danish universities, of whom 43 per cent were women.\textsuperscript{159} In July 2013 approximately 63,000 students were offered admission to higher education which is an increase with 44 per cent since 2005.

The prerequisite to access higher education is graduation from upper secondary programmes designed to prepare students for tertiary education. In Denmark the graduation rate from these programmes has shifted in the past years. As outlined in Table 1, 57 per cent of the students graduated in 2010. This number decreased in 2011 (50 per cent) and increased again in 2012 to 62 per cent. The entry rate into tertiary education


\textsuperscript{158} Aagaard & Schneider (2014a). Danmark som rollemodel? Forskningspolitik 01/2014.

\textsuperscript{159} http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/country_pages/dk/country?section=ResearchPerformers&subsection=HigherEducationInstitutions
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has increased from 65 per cent in 2010 to 74 per cent in 2012. Tertiary educational attainment amongst the age group 35–44 was over 43 per cent in 2013 which is above the EU 2020 target of at least 40 per cent.

Table 1. Tertiary educational attainment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduation rate from upper secondary programmes designed to prepare students for tertiary education (ISCED 3A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OECD EaG 2012–2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry rate into tertiary education (type A)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OECD EaG 2012–2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary educational attainment (% of population aged 30–34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU 2020 target at least 40%</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The education level among the Danish population has been improved over the years. Since 1993 the number of employees with a bachelor degree has increased by 275 per cent and the number of employees with a master degree has increased by 95 per cent.160 The number of adults between 25 and 34 years who have attained tertiary education was 40 per cent in 2012 compared to 38 per cent in 2010. As described in chapter 1 the government’s goal is that that 60 per cent of a youth cohort is to complete a higher education by 2020 and at least 25 per cent is to complete a long-cycle higher education.

The employment rate of people with higher education has remained over 80 per cent over the last 5 years, while the employment rate of people with upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary has been around 77 per cent and people with less than primary, primary and lower secondary has remained around 53 per cent. Moreover, the median income is influenced by the education level, even though it has fluctuated in all groups over the last years.161

B.7.2 Internationalisation and mobility of students

The continued development of cooperation in European higher education has been a governmental priority, not only to facilitate mobility, but to enhance quality and strengthen the Danish higher education system’s attractiveness and competitiveness. The Danish higher education system has become more comparable and transparent for national and international students and other stakeholders. This has in part been realised through the introduction of the three cycle degree structure – bachelor, master and PhD – and the full implementation of the ECTS credit system, flexible learning paths, student-centred learning and Diploma Supplement free of charge for all students in higher education.162

The internationalisation of education and training is high on the political agenda in Denmark. The goal is to enforce incoming and out-going mobility and strengthen the participation of Danish universities in international cooperation within education and research. In 2013, the Government launched the first part of an action plan to, among other things, increase the number of Danish students going abroad.163 As outlined in

163 http://ufm.dk/uddannelse-og-institutioner/politiske-indsatsomrader/politiske-indsatser-pa-uddannelsesomradet
Table 2, almost 1 per cent of the student population in Denmark went abroad between 2009 and 2012. However, the number of foreign students as percentage of student population in Denmark was around 10 per cent during the same period.

### Table 2. Mobility of students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Tertiary (ISCED 5–6)</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign students as percentage of student population in the host country</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students going abroad (Outward mobile students as percentage of student population in country of origin)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eurostat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B.8 Research

The Research and Innovation Indicators report for 2014 shows that Denmark is one of the top OECD countries in terms of investments in research and development in 2012. As described in chapter 1, public investment in R&D accounted for 1.6 per cent of GDP, ranking Denmark fourth out of all OECD countries for public R&D investment. Private R&D investment accounted for 2.03 per cent of Danish GDP. Medical and health sciences is by far the most prioritised area in Denmark, with more than 1/3 of all public investments going to this scientific field. Furthermore, Denmark is the country with the largest share of R&D investments in the medical and health sciences.\(^{164}\)

In 2012, more than 39,000 persons were engaged in research and development in the public sector in Denmark, corresponding to almost 22,000 full-time equivalents (FTE). When adjusted for population, Denmark is ranked fourth in an international comparison regarding number of persons involved in research and development. Finland takes the second place and Norway the third. In the same way Denmark awards the seventh highest number of PhDs in the OECD, right after Finland on sixth place.\(^{165}\)

#### B.8.1 Research output

The Research and Innovation Indicators report for 2014 shows that Danish research continues to perform really well in recognised indicators for research quality. Danish researchers are among the most productive in the OECD regarding scientific publications. In the period 2008–2012 more than 62,000 articles from Danish researchers were registered in Thomson Reuter’s database. Denmark is ranked third after Switzerland and Iceland in terms of the number of publications in relation to the size of the population. When comparing the number of citations per publication during 2008–2012, Denmark ranks third (only surpassed by Switzerland and Iceland). When comparing the share of publications among the top 10 most cited publications in 2011, Denmark ranks fourth.

Another indicator of research activities is co-authorships of scientific publications.\(^{166}\) Many publications are nationally or internationally co-authored. Three quarters of Danish publications are written in collaboration with one or more national institution, resulting


in co-authorships. This is only slightly higher than the OECD average of 71 per cent. By contrast, Denmark is well above the OECD average when looking at the proportion of publications that have been co-authored with authors from one or more other country. With 60 per cent of the publications co-authored with at least one researcher from another country, Denmark is one of the countries with most international collaboration.  

Table 3. University rankings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University rankings</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of universities top 100 Shanghai</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shanghai Ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of universities top 100 QS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>QS Ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of universities top 100 Times Higher</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Times Higher Education Ranking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in Table 3, two of the eight universities in Denmark belong to the top 100 in different university rankings, except in the Times Higher Education Ranking, where none of the Danish universities qualify. In the QS World University Rankings 2014 the University of Copenhagen is ranked in 45th place while Aarhus University is placed in 96th place. And in the Shanghai Ranking, the University of Copenhagen is ranked in 39th place while the Technical University of Denmark is placed in 74th place. As such, the University of Copenhagen is ranked as the best university in Scandinavia by the Shanghai Ranking.  

B.8.2 Funding from EU and ERC

In March 2014, Denmark had received a total of EUR 971 million from FP7, corresponding to 2.35 per cent of all EU funds in FP7. Denmark is ranked as the third best country for receiving the most EU funding per capita from the FP7 programme. However, when measured compared to GDP, Denmark is seventh on the list.

Table 4. Participation in FP7 (2007–2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of participants</td>
<td>2727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total EU financial contribution (€ million)</td>
<td>1044.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions Fellows</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of applicants</td>
<td>11054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success rate</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank in number of participants signed contracts (EU-28)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank in budget share (EU-28)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: http://ec.europa.eu/research/fp7/index_en.cfm?pg=country-profiles

168 University of Copenhagen (39), Technical University of Denmark (74).
169 University of Copenhagen (45), Aarhus University (96).
170 http://www.shanghairanking.com/World-University-Rankings-2013/Denmark.html
Of the 35 countries receiving FP7 funds during 2007–2013, Denmark has the second highest rate of success measured in number of applications (26.1 per cent) in the Cooperation programme (overall success rate 24.2%). However, there are large variations in Denmark's success rates when they are broken down by the 11 thematic subject areas in the Cooperation programme.

Table 5. ERC grants per year of calls (number of grantees)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starting Grant</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidator Grants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Grant</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof of Concept</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synergy Grants</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ERC

Comparing the quantity of ERC grants in 29 countries, Denmark is ranked as third (when corrected for population size), performing best in physical science and engineering and health sciences.\(^{173}\)

**B.9 Third mission**

The focus on interaction between the university and the surrounding community has increased significantly in recent decades. During the 2000s several actions have been taken by the Danish government to ensure that more of Denmark's knowledge and business positions of strength are translated to new jobs and growth.

During 2012 a new innovation strategy was developed: *Denmark – a nation of solutions. Enhanced cooperation and improved frameworks for innovation in enterprises.* The strategy is the outcome of a strategy process that started in March 2012 and was completed by the end of 2012. It is based on collaborative efforts between the involved ministries, i.e. the Ministry of Science, Innovation and Higher Education, the Ministry of Business and Growth and other relevant sectorial ministries, as well as stakeholders from the Danish innovation system. The strategy contains 27 policy initiatives regarding research, innovation and education. It focuses on three areas:

- Innovation for the grand societal challenges shall be stimulated by re-focused public demand and procurement policies
- The knowledge and technology transfer between public research and companies shall be improved
- The education system shall set a stronger focus on innovation in order to enhance the innovation capacity

In order to measure the effectiveness of the innovation strategy, the Danish government has translated the vision of the innovation strategy into the following STI policy goals:

- The share of companies introducing innovation should be increased, such that Denmark by 2020 is among the five OECD countries with the highest share of innovative enterprises.

- Private investments into R&D should be increased, such that Denmark by 2020 is among the five OECD countries with the highest private investments into R&D as a share of GDP.
- The share of highly educated employees in the private sector should be increased, such that Denmark by 2020 is among the five OECD countries with the highest shares of highly educated employees in the private sector.

Furthermore, an INNO+ catalogue was presented in September 2013 which defines 21 concrete areas for research and innovation that are geared towards finding solutions to the grand societal challenges. The catalogue complements the previously introduced RESEARCH2020 initiative since it focuses on the innovation policy that results from the prioritisation outlined in RESEARCH2020.

A new element of the Research and Innovation Indicators report for 2014 is the inclusion of indicators for innovation. For example, the report highlights how a little over half of Danish companies are innovative. Denmark is currently ranked eleventh among OECD countries with the most innovative companies. Furthermore, 41 per cent of Danish innovative companies have introduced new products or production processes, while 44 per cent of the companies have innovated their organisation and/or marketing. This is above the OECD average, especially in the case of organisation and/or marketing innovation.\(^\text{174}\)

Regarding patent applications in the OECD countries in 2013, Denmark is located well above the middle, and adjusted for population size Denmark ranks sixth. However, this is a step down compared to Research Barometer 2012, as Denmark has been surpassed by Finland.\(^\text{175}\)

**B.10 Cost effectiveness**

The investments in HEI (as percentage of GERD) have increased from 2009 (28 per cent) to 2012 (32 per cent). The same pattern is seen in the public expenditure (as percentage of GERD). In 2009, the number was 26 per cent and in 2012 it increased to 29 per cent.\(^\text{176}\)

In 2014, the Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation, in cooperation with the Nordic Council of Ministers, published a report comparing and analysing the return on private business R&D investments in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland. The report shows that there is a positive return on additional investments in R&D for all four countries. Danish companies have the highest marginal rate of return on R&D investments of the countries compared. However, there are large variations in the rates of return across sectors, and in Denmark, the marginal rate of return is highest in the sector covering other services (which for example include wholesale and retail trade, transportation, storage, food service activities and financial and insurance activities). Across countries and sectors there is not a single country that stands out with the highest rate of return across all sectors.\(^\text{177}\)


\(^{176}\) Eurostat 2009–2012.

B.11 Conclusions

As described above, the Danish HEI system is well-performing. The educational level among the population is continuously increasing and the Danish government has ambitious goals for the future. The attainment in tertiary education is in line with the EU 2020 target of at least 40 per cent. The number of students who were offered admission to higher education has increased with 44 per cent from 2005 to 2013. Denmark is one of the top OECD countries in terms of investments in research and development and Danish researchers are among the most productive in the OECD regarding scientific publications. Denmark is also one of the OECD countries with most international collaboration measured as scientific co-publications. Two of the eight universities in Denmark are on the top 100 in different university rankings. Several actions have also been taken by the Danish government to strengthen the knowledge and technology transfer between public research and the surrounding society.

In 2012 a peer-review of the Danish research and innovation system was conducted for the European Research Area Committee (ERAC). The experts concluded that Denmark is an excellent example of a well-performing R&I system. Its notable strengths lie in a strong education base with excellent higher education and research systems, a strong international standing in terms of comparative international performance in most RDI indicators, a strong public and private sector commitment to continue to maintain the necessary levels of investment into education, research and innovation and a unique Danish approach and culture for innovation and innovation policy. However, a number of concerns also exist which may call for further attention, e.g.: a large and heavy Danish public sector, which tends to dominate the R&I system, and a need to increase the visibility, both in performance and policy attention, of sectors of the Danish economy outside multinational companies in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology and energy sectors.178

HEI policies and trends

B.12 National policies

As described earlier the universities in Denmark have been through a fundamental reform process as regards governance, and performance based funding during the last decades. In the beginning of the 1990s, a ministry for research was established and national strategies for research and the universities were drawn up. New funding streams were established, the postgraduate education system was reformed and the research councils were modernised. The period has also seen a strong growth in total research funding and the introduction of an academically oriented performance based floor funding model.179

During the 2000s education, research and innovation has become key elements in the development of a knowledge-based, global economy. Education of a highly qualified workforce and the production of new knowledge are central for Danish competitiveness in the future. As mentioned earlier a Globalisation Strategy was presented by the Danish Government in 2005, which among other things has led to increased public funding of research from 2006 and onwards.

Some of the most important university-oriented policy goals introduced in the framework of the Globalisation Strategy were to raise the public investments in research from 0.75 per cent to 1 per cent of the Danish GDP, link the basic public funding of universities more directly to the quality of their activities, integrate the government research institutions (GRIs) into the universities, double the number of PhD students and increase the higher education participation rate from 45 to 50 per cent. As has been described above, several of those goals have already been fulfilled. The Barcelona target, that 3 per cent of GNP should be devoted to research has also been met. There is a discussion if the public investments in research should increase to 1.5 per cent of the Danish GDP in the future.

To fulfil the educational goals the Danish Government has made strong financial efforts to increase the number of students who complete higher education. There is also a focus on how to improve the quality, relevance and consistency of higher education and the Danish government has therefore established an Expert Committee on Quality in Higher Education. As part of its work, the committee is carrying out a review of the quality, relevance and cohesion of the Danish higher education system.\(^{180}\)

The committee published its first set of recommendations for the Danish Government in April 2014 and its second set in November 2014. A final report which encompasses previous reports is to be published in 2015. One of the recommendations from April 2014 was that a new higher education degree structure should be established. For example, the duration of academic Bachelor programmes should be changed from 3 to 4-years with an integrated option to focus on either the subject area’s vocational application or on research-oriented theoretical and methodological aspects. Another recommendation was that a central regulation of student admission within selected programmes or educational streams with a substantial risk of overproduction should be conducted every three years and with a validity period of three years. The committee also recommends fewer and larger education programmes.\(^{181}\)

**B.13 Institutional policies**

Danish universities have had a long tradition of decentralised decision-making, but as described earlier several reforms have changed their internal governance structure during the 1990s and 2000s. Responsibilities has been centralised to university boards and the vice-chancellors were appointed by the boards. The universities have gained more organisational autonomy, but also entered into detailed contracts with the state regarding performance indicators and impact assessments.\(^{182}\) Each university formulates 3–5 individual targets in their performance contracts. The targets are based on the universities own strategies and profiles for education and research.\(^{183}\)

As mentioned earlier the University Evaluation from 2009 concluded that more autonomy of the universities has been achieved and the decision-making capacity of universities has been improved. The reforms have been welcomed by many, contributing to a more straightforward placing of responsibility with the managers and a more direct

---


\(^{183}\) [Link](http://ufm.dk/uddannelse-og-institutioner/videregae-uddannelse/universiter/styring-og-ansvar/udviklingskontrakter)
and shorter process of decision-making. At the same time some universities experienced an element of dissatisfaction with the abolition of collegial/staff democracy\textsuperscript{184}.

The mergers between universities and between universities and government research institutions have been carried out in order to strengthen the university and research sector, especially in an international setting. The question of university profiles did not exist as a key issue for the mergers at the time of the merger process, and in order to be more competitive, the University Evaluation from 2009 recommended a debate on university system diversity, aimed at determining what kind of diversity basis the system should have.\textsuperscript{185} The merger processes have in certain ways acted as change drivers, although it was concluded in the University Evaluation from 2009 that the effects of the mergers have not yet been fully materialised. Today, 2015, it is not unlikely that some effects of the mergers do appear.

**Conclusions**

Although there is still a need for further development of higher education to secure Danish competitiveness in the future, the Danish HEI system is all in all well-performing. Danish research is regarded to be very successful and the impact has steadily increased during the 1990s and 2000s up to the high level it has today. Although the latest data show some signs of stagnation since the end of 2000s, the performance is still at a very high level.\textsuperscript{186}

At present there is a discussion in Denmark (and its neighbouring countries) about key factors explaining the success of Danish research. Different factors are mentioned as crucial in various studies as for example the increased allocation of resources, new channels of financing, increased competition in the distribution of resources, large investments in programmes and centres, the merger of universities and research institutions, and more autonomy for universities which have improved their decision-making ability.

However, Danish researchers have recently stressed that the explanation lies in a random combination of more or less isolated research policy reforms and actions, rather than in a carefully planned and executed political strategy. This means that it is difficult to generate recommendations for how research policy should be designed in the future.\textsuperscript{187} This conclusion is also drawn in the report *Fostering breakthrough research: a comparative study*, although the report stresses that the increased funding of Danish research during the 1990s and 2000s is a major key factor behind the success of Danish research.\textsuperscript{188}

One of the central questions in Danish research policy today is how the recent major reforms will affect academic performance in the coming years. The effects of these changes are not yet visible in the performance indicators as most of the changes have taken place after 2006.\textsuperscript{189} At the same time there is also a discussion about how much room there is for further policy changes due to the high and stable level of performance of the research system in Denmark.\textsuperscript{190} At present the Danish Council for Research and Innovation Policy is analysing the effects of different key factors for the development in Denmark through, among other methods, bibliometric analysis.

---

\textsuperscript{184} Danish universities – a sector in change. Universities Denmark 2009.


\textsuperscript{186} Dansk forskning anno 2030 – er vi stadig i verdensklasse? DEA 2014.

\textsuperscript{187} Dansk forskning anno 2030 – er vi stadig i verdensklasse? DEA 2014.


\textsuperscript{190} Dansk forskning anno 2030 – er vi stadig i verdensklasse? DEA 2014.
Appendix C. Benchmark case study: Ireland

Structure and characteristics of the HEI system

Kristel Kosk, Jelena Angelis

C.1 Main characteristics of the HEI system

Ireland has a binary higher education system. Among the publicly funded institutions, there are seven universities and several college-type institutions: 14 Institutes of Technology, seven Colleges of Education and a number of other third level institutions providing specialist higher education (i.e. in art and design, medicine, business studies, rural development, theology, music and law). Moreover, there is also a relatively small number of well-established private colleges in Ireland. However, their contribution to the whole higher education system in the country is rather small.

The Irish university system offers degree programmes at Bachelor, Masters and Doctorate level in the humanities, sciences (including technological and social) and medicine. Institutions in the technological sector provide programmes of education and training in areas such as Business, Science, Engineering, Linguistics and Music to certificate, diploma and degree levels. Colleges of Education offer two courses – a three-year Bachelor of Education Degree and an eighteen-month Post Graduate Diploma. In the third cycle of education there are also further education schools, that offer vocational, technical and craft education, but as they are not part of the higher education system, they will not be further considered in this case study.

Higher education is mostly free of charge for the students. Thus, most undergraduate students (from the EU/EEA/Switzerland) attending publicly funded third-level courses do not have to pay tuition fees in Ireland. This is regulated under the terms of the Free Fees Initiative, according to which the Department of Education and Skills pays the fees to the HE institution instead. However, students need to cover separate annual charge for the costs of student services and examinations (maximum rate of the student contribution for the academic year 2014–2015 is €2,750).

C.2 Main actors in the HEI system

The Irish HE system consists of several key players:

- Department of Education and Skills
- Higher Education Institutions (universities, institutes of technology, colleges of education, private colleges)

191 In this case study all higher education institutions, that are not universities, will be called Colleges for reasons of simplicity.
192 For a list of publically funded HEI in Ireland please visit: http://www.education.ie/en/Learners/Information/Providers-of-Higher-Education/List.html
193 Further information: http://www.studentfinance.ie/mp9377/course-fees/index.html
– the Higher Education Authority (HEA)
– the Central Applications Office (CAO) and the Postgraduate Application Centre (PAC)
– Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI)
– Science Foundation Ireland (SFI)

A schematic representation of key stakeholders in the Irish HE system is presented in the figure below.

Figure 41. Organisational chart of the Irish higher education system

The ministry responsible for educational sector in Ireland is the **Department of Education and Skills** established under the Ministers and Secretaries Act back in 1924. At the head of the Department is the Secretary General, who acts as Chief Executive Officer. He has overall responsibility for implementing and monitoring policy and delivering outputs, and for providing policy advice to the Minister and Government. In managing the Department, the Secretary General is assisted by the Management Advisory Committee representing the most senior officials in the Department. The mission of the Department is “to enable learners to achieve their full potential and contribute to Ireland’s economic, social and cultural development”. The governing authorities are required to see that strategic development plans in the education sector are in place, and that procedures for evaluating teaching and research are ready. The structure of the Department with emphasis on unit responsible for higher education is presented in the figure below.

The unit in the ministry which is mainly responsible for higher education is the **Higher Education – Equity of Access and Qualifications Section**. The Section is in charge of the development of national policy on equity of access to higher education for all students and, in particular, for under-represented groups such as disadvantaged students, mature students and students with disabilities. It is also responsible for the provision of Student Grant Scheme, the implementation of EU Directive 2005/36/EC (Mutual Recognition of Professional Qualifications) and the National Framework of Qualifications and associated policies on quality assurance of providers of education and training through Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI).

194 http://www.education.ie/en/
195 Further information: http://www.studentfinance.ie
The main administration of the Irish education system is centralised in the Department of Education and Skills. The goal of the Regional Offices is to make the Department more accessible to the public and to free the Department from excessive preoccupation with details of the operation of the education system. The role of the ten Regional Offices in Ireland is to facilitate a two-way information flow between the educational users in the regions and the Department. They also promote networking between the different educational partners.

Higher Education in Ireland is carried out by universities, institutes of technology, colleges of education, and private, independent colleges. All institutions except for the private, independent colleges are autonomous and self-governing, but substantially state funded (about 90% of their income is from state funds).

The higher education system is split into three main groups of institutions in the following way:

- seven comprehensive universities;
- 14 Institutes of Technology (or IOTs as they are called in Ireland), which historically were set up to specifically cover the country geographically and provide closer links to industry in terms of preparations of skilled labour force;
– a couple of private education providers, which tend to be rather specialised. These institutions do not get any state funding but are being regulated by the Higher Education Authority for quality.

Over the years the boundaries between universities and IOTs started to blur with some IOTs now offering PhD programmes and doing research.

Four out of in total seven universities are constituent universities of the National University of Ireland (NUI), which maintains authority over basic matriculation requirements and reviews the content and teaching of courses. The representative body for 13 of Ireland’s Institutes of Technology is Institutes of Technology Ireland (IOTI).

The Higher Education Authority (HEA) is the statutory planning and development body for higher education and research in Ireland. The HEA has wide advisory powers throughout the whole of the third-level education sector. Its role is to oversee the strategic planning as well as evaluation processes in the area of higher education. In addition it is the funding authority for the universities, institutes of technology and other designated higher education institutions. The HEA’s mission is “to create a higher education system that maximises opportunities and ensures a high quality experience for students”. The HEA is accountable to the Minister for Education and Skills, through her Department, for the achievement of national outcomes for the higher education sector.

The Central Applications Office (CAO) – founded in 1976 – is a central not-for-profit institution responsible for collecting and processing undergraduate entry applications in Irish Higher Education Institutions. The participating universities and colleges retain the function of making decisions on admissions.

The Postgraduate Application Centre (PAC) is a similar organisation to the CAO, with the distinction of being responsible for administration of postgraduate level applications. However, not all the HEIs in Ireland use the help of the PAC for their postgraduate applications. Currently students applying for postgraduate studies at Dublin City University, University College Cork, National University of Ireland (NUI) Galway, Maynooth University, Waterford Institute of Technology, Cork Institute of Technology and 3U can currently do it through the PAC. The Centre also processes applications for the National Qualification Programmes such as the Professional Diploma in Education, and qualifications in Public Health Nursing and Midwifery.

The main body responsible for quality assessment / quality management and accreditation is the Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI). It is a state agency established by the Quality Assurance and Qualifications (Education and Training) Act 2012 with a board appointed by the Minister for Education and Skills. The Agency is responsible for a) qualifications, standards, awards, recognition; b) quality assurance; and c) International Education Mark (IEM). HEA and QQI signed a memorandum of understanding to explain their role and ensure that there is no duplication; that activities are aligned and complimentary to each other.

---
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In the area of qualifications, the QQI is responsible for maintaining the ten-level NFQ (National Framework of Qualifications) system including awarding its qualifications and setting its standards. The agency also validates education and training programmes and issues extensive qualification awards. For example, in higher education they issue awards to mainly learners in private providers. However, the universities and institutes of technology largely issue their own awards. QQI also advises on recognition of foreign qualifications in Ireland and on the recognition of Irish qualifications abroad. As a new function of QQI, it will publish a directory of providers and awards in the NFQ. In the area of quality assurance, the agency performs external reviews of the effectiveness of quality assurance in further and higher education providers in Ireland. Another new function of QQI is to authorise the use of an International Education Mark (IEM) for providers. This will be awarded to providers of education and training (including English language training) who have demonstrated compliance with a statutory code of practice in the provision of education and training to international students. Applications for the IEM will commence in January 2015.

The authority responsible for evaluating quality of research is Science Foundation Ireland (SFI). Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) is the national foundation for investment in scientific and engineering research. SFI invests in academic researchers and research teams who are most likely to generate new knowledge, leading edge technologies and competitive enterprises in the fields of science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM). The Foundation also promotes and supports the study of, education in, and engagement with STEM and promotes an awareness and understanding of the value of STEM to society and, in particular, to the growth of the economy. SFI makes grants based upon the merit review of distinguished scientists.

C.3 Acts and regulations

The Main laws and regulations governing higher education in Ireland are:

- Irish Universities Act 1997
- Institutes of Technology Act 2006
- Qualifications and Quality Assurance (Education and Training) Act 2012

The Irish Universities Act 1997 is the first comprehensive legislation that affected all seven universities in Ireland. The Act sets out the objects and functions of a university, the structure and role of governing bodies, staffing arrangements, composition and role of academic councils and sections related to property, finance and reporting. Also the relationship between the State and the universities is defined. It confers autonomous statutory responsibilities on universities in relation to the day-to-day management of their affairs, designates modes of accountability and strategic planning procedures for quality assurance, while respecting the academic autonomy of the universities.

Regional Technical Colleges (predecessors to Institutes of Technology) were established in Ireland in the 1960s and they were run as special subcommittees of the Vocational Education Committees in 1970–1992. They started operating on independent basis.

---
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when the Regional Technical Colleges Acts in 1993 was passed. In the late 1990s, all of the institutions were upgraded to the status of Institute of Technology, which recognised them with institutes of high quality and enabled them to do some research and offer PhD courses. The Institutes of Technology Act 2006\(^{205}\) created a similar relationship between the institutes of technology and the state as the Irish Universities Act 1997 did for the universities. It provided for greater institutional autonomy, improved governance and a statutory guarantee of academic freedom for the institutes of technology. Qualifications and Quality Assurance (Education and Training) Act 2012\(^{206}\) created the QQI (Qualifications and Quality Ireland) via amalgamation of three previously existing agencies to assure quality in the third level of education: FETAC (Further Education and Training Awards Council), HETAC (Higher Education and Training Awards Council) and the NQAI (National Qualifications Authority of Ireland).

Many legislative reforms in the higher education sector, consistent with the Bologna Process, were made during the late 1990s. New need for reforms in Ireland has emerged with the recent economic recession. Many issues such as increased financial pressures, managerial reforms, and mass participation have caught the interest of policy makers. Hence, the current Programme for Government contains a number of commitments in relation to higher education, including:

- a review of the financing of the system
- improvement of learning outcomes
- reform of academic contracts
- increased internationalisation
- greater specialisation by institutions

To implement some of these proposed changes, the legislative programme contains new bills:

- Technological Universities Bill
- Universities (Amendment) Bill

The new Technological Universities Bill is about a creation of new universities out of Institutes of Technology. The Dublin Institute of Technology is leading here, as they have historically been much stronger and diverse compared to other IOTs. The Bill explicitly calls for the institutes to have a different set of objectives compared to the traditional universities. The new legislation calls for maintaining the local orientation the institutes had/have but perhaps on a bigger scale (e.g. targeting large multinationals rather than just local companies).

The Universities (Amendment) Bill plans to give the Minister the power to require universities to comply with government guidelines on remuneration, allowances, pensions and staffing numbers in the university sector. It is about reducing the flexibility of employees. The governance structure of the institutions will have to change from a traditional representational model to a more executive (business) model.

Both of these bills are currently at the pre-drafting stage. However, the tricky bit with any legislative changes is that these are rather political. Ireland will have elections in spring 2016. According to the interviewed experts, if these Bills do not pass by September 2015, then it might take longer for them to pass, and they might change or be even abandoned (dependent on the nature of the new government).


C.4 Funding of HEI

The Higher Education Authority Act 1971\(^{207}\) authorises the Higher Education Authority to allocate the money provided by the Oireachtas\(^{208}\) (more specifically by the Department of Education and Skills) to publicly funded institutions. There are three different types of funding distributed to the HEI:

- Institutional funding, which is the recurrent grant funding
- Capital funding allocated once for physical new infrastructure or for renovating the old one
- Research funding allocated for scientific research activities (salaries, equipment, research specific physical infrastructure etc.)

C.4.1 Institutional funding

Up to 2006, a unit cost allocation model was used by HEA to distribute the core recurrent grant from the state to HEIs. There were considerable delays in generating cost data used as part of that model. In 2006, a new grant allocation model was introduced by the HEA. This new model – the Recurrent Grant Allocation Model – allocates funding based on the type and resource intensity of courses.\(^{209}\)

The new Recurrent Grant Allocation Model (see schematic representation of the model below) consists of three separate – but related – elements:

- **An annual recurrent grant** is allocated to each institution using a formulaic approach. The key objectives are clarity, transparency and fairness as to how the institutions are funded. Also, uniformity of core grant allocation for students in the same broad areas, regardless of the institution at which he/she chooses to study and recognition of the extra costs which arise in the case of students from under-represented backgrounds are considered. The annual recurrent grant has two parts: core grant and grant in lieu of undergraduate fees (free fee funding). The annual core grant is allocated as a block grant – the internal allocation of funds as between teaching and research and across faculties and departments etc. is a matter for each institution.

  The formula used for core grant allocation is based on a standard per capita amount in respect of weighted EU student numbers (and non-EU research) in four broad subject price groups. Student numbers in the four groups are weighted to reflect the relative cost of the subject groups. The standard per capita amount depends on the total level of funding received each year. Total available funding divided by total weighted student numbers equals the standard per capita amount.\(^{210}\) This system draws from the one used in the UK by the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE). It accounts for the fact that broad groups of subjects have different levels of resource requirements. The Irish State has paid tuition fees on behalf of eligible full-time undergraduate EU students since 1995/96. The free fee funding is based on fee claims submitted by the HEIs.


\(^{208}\) Irish National Parliament, see more [http://www.oireachtas.ie](http://www.oireachtas.ie)


\(^{210}\) Further information on the price groups and weightings used in the model can be found at: [http://www.hea.ie/sites/default/files/rgam_summary_2014_final.pdf](http://www.hea.ie/sites/default/files/rgam_summary_2014_final.pdf)
Figure 43. Overview of the institutional funding allocated to the higher education institutions in 2014
Source: HEA211

- Performance related funding will be allocated based on benchmarking against best national and international practice, with emphasis on setting targets and monitoring outputs. Currently this part of the model is being planned to start in 2014. It is proposed that up to 10% of the annual core recurrent grant will be linked to performance by HEIs in delivering on national objectives set for the sector.

- Targeted/Strategic Funding supports national strategic priorities which may be allocated to institutions on a competitive basis.

- While designing the model HEA set the following goals. The model should:
  - Support institutional autonomy, while providing meaningful accountability to the various stakeholders
  - Promote a strategic approach by institutions to their long-term development, consistent with their existing strengths and capabilities
  - Reward institutional responsiveness to national and regional needs
  - Increase opportunities for students from all types of backgrounds to benefit from higher education
  - Support excellence in teaching, learning and research
  - Be transparent and rational
  - Provide positive incentives to institutions to diversify and increase their income from non-state sources, consistent with their mission
  - Provide stability in funding from year to year and encourage efficiency in the use of public funding
  - Recognise the extra costs which arise in the case of students from disadvantaged backgrounds

The Irish government funded higher education of in total €939m in 2014. The HEA split it between different HEIs; universities and colleges received in total €528m, Institutes of Technology €349m and other types of third cycle education institutions (e.g. nursing schools) received €51m. The rest of the money, €10m, was spent on strategic planning.

Both universities and Institutes of Technology receive two types of institutional funding. One is free fee funding for student fees and the other is the recurrent grant. The recurrent grant for the university and colleges is split into university core grant, college core grant and other specific funding. The recurrent grant for the Institutes of Technology is similarly split into core grant and other specific funding, but they also have an additional stream for funding apprenticeship provision.

### C.4.2 Capital Funding

Moreover, there are capital funds available for developing teaching, research and student services, buildings, refurbishment projects, infrastructure development and property acquisition through the Capital Programmes Section of the HEA. The current portfolio of HEA administered physical Infrastructure programmes includes:

- Programme for Research in Third Level Institutions (PRTLI) – Cycle 5
- Third Level General Capital Programme
- Large Items of Research Equipment Database
- Access to Large Items of Research Equipment

### C.4.3 Research Funding

The Irish government has made significant investments in programmes designed to enhance the research capabilities, capacity and infrastructure of the HEIs. These investments are made in coherence with national research policies. The programmes financed through HEA have a focus on cross-disciplinary research varying from humanities and social sciences to the bioscience, technology and innovation sector. The aim is to encourage national collaboration while reaching excellent research outputs.

The current portfolio of HEA-administered research programmes are:

- The Programme for Research in Third-Level Institutions (PRTLI) offers third-level institutions an opportunity to build infrastructure, invest in capacity and capability, in line with institutional strategies.
- The Programme of Strategic Cooperation between Irish Aid and Higher Education and Research Institutes 2007–2011 funds innovative research activity across a range of thematic areas within higher education and research institutes in Ireland and in partner countries in support of Irish Aid’s mission to reduce poverty.
- FP7 and Horizon 2020: the Higher Education Authority acts as the National Contact Point (NCP) and National Delegate (ND) for Research Infrastructures within the “Capacities” strand of the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7).

### C.5 System of accreditation and quality control

The principal legislation underpinning quality assurance in Irish higher education and training is the Universities Act 1997 and the Qualifications and Quality Assurance
(Education and Training) Act 2012. According to the latter the authority responsible for the quality assurance of providers of education and training in the HEI in Ireland is the Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI). Its quality assurance functions are executed and internally quality is assured consistently with Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area. Moreover, the Irish Higher Education Quality Network (IHEQN)\(^\text{212}\) provides a forum for discussion of quality assurance/quality improvement issues amongst the principal national stakeholders (practitioners, policy makers and students) involved in the quality assurance of higher education and training in Ireland.

The backbone of the quality control system is the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ), maintained by QQI, which is a ten-level system (1–10) giving an academic or vocational value to qualifications obtained in Ireland.\(^\text{213}\) The system is linked with similar frameworks in Europe to enable mobility between countries as well as to enhance life-long learning. As can be seen from the figure below, the higher education is equivalent to levels 6–10. Different qualification levels indicate how a received award can be used for training, education and employment opportunities. The NFQ’s major award-type descriptors are default standards for higher education awards. These levels are described in terms of general (non-subject-specific) indicators of a person’s knowledge, skill and competence (i.e. standards for their learning achievements). Also, guidelines may be issued by QQI to assist interpretation of the NFQ and its award-type descriptors. They apply to all bodies, which make awards recognised in the NFQ.

Source: QQI

\(^{212}\) http://www.iheqn.ie

\(^{213}\) Current list of NFQ standards can be found here: http://www.qqi.ie/Pages/Active-NFQ-Standards-for-HE.aspx
The quality control of the higher education sector is done at two levels in Ireland: at institutional and at programme level. Ensuring effective quality assurance procedures of providers involves the following:

- Statutory periodic review of providers by teams of independent reviewers working on behalf of QQI214
- Establishing and promoting frameworks for the enhancement of quality assurance
- Other institutional / system-level reviews
- On programme level the validation process normally includes:
  - Provider’s self-assessment against QQI criteria of the proposed programme
  - External assessment against QQI criteria by an expert panel
  - Validation decision by QQI based on recommendation of an expert panel
  - Report publication following QQI decision on validation
  - Follow-up by the provider as appropriate

QQI is currently developing a new policy on monitoring the qualifications and quality assurance landscape of HEIs. Recently the White Paper on Monitoring215 was published. However, currently the old monitoring system is still used. For the future QQI is looking at changes to decide whether to have one single model or several different models. However, it seems that it will be difficult to establish one unique body as most likely the existing legislation will not allow one model as universities are autonomous.

Some other changes are envisaged. QQI are currently undergoing a consultation process about changes for institutional reviews (‘a review of reviews’), which commenced in May 2013. This review is supplemented with a report looking at common themes (‘a review of themes’) and suggestions on how changes should be implemented.

The reasons why changes in the quality review and assurance system are happening now is to prepare for the next round of institutional reviews which starts in 2016. Institutional reviews take place every seven years; the first was in 2008–2013, the second was in 2009–2012 and the third will be in 2016.

C.6 Feedback on the structure and characteristics of the HEI system

The Irish higher education sector has altered significantly since the 1960s, when expansion of secondary education led to an increased demand for access to higher education. In accordance with the OECD recommendations to further invest in education to enhance economic development, the state began to spend more on the sector as well as started reforming the system.

The reform of Regional Technological Colleges to Institutes of Technologies in 1966 was conducted, which brought major expansion in the sector, making the higher education more accessible to the masses.

The reform in governance was followed by the establishment of Higher Education Authority (HEA) in 1972, which is still functioning under the Department of Education and Skills. The Authority is responsible for planning, developing and funding higher
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214 The reviews of Irish HEI are available at http://qsearch.qqi.ie/
education and research in Ireland. While the majority of the HEIs in Ireland (universities and colleges) are state funded, they remain autonomous in their nature under the current system. For example, application to HEIs is done through a central organisation, but the universities keep their right to make the final decision regarding the students they accept.

Trends show that the need for higher education in Ireland is increasing. For example, since 1960 the participation rates in higher education have increased by an average of 2% per annum\textsuperscript{216}. Predictions done by Department of Education and Skills show that the increase will also continue in the near future. At the same time State funding for the education sector has declined by 25% between 2009 and 2014. This gap between increased demand and reduced funding has brought forward concerns about keeping up the quality of education and general outcomes. Hence, a need for reforms has emerged.

In 2012 the Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) was established. The authority brought more focus to the quality of higher and further education in the country. A 10-level National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) was created, to give good quality academic or vocational value to qualifications received from the Irish HEI. The authority also conducts regular reviews of the institutions and programmes they offer. Since 2014 annual performance reviews of Ireland’s higher education system are undertaken.

Reforms in the funding system of HEIs are being developed as well. In the near future the institutions will start receiving part of their funding based on performance as well as strategic goals of the country. Moreover, the proposed changes will be supported by the planned legislative changes.

**Performance of the Irish HEI system**

Ireland’s higher education system is performing very well according to the currently available statistics and has been considered to be one of the success factors leading to economic growth.\textsuperscript{217} This statement is supported by the findings of the first ever performance review of Ireland’s higher education system published in 2014 by the Higher Education Authority. The HEA concluded, that amongst other performance indicators of the system

- 50% of 30-34 year olds now have third level qualifications, which is the highest level in Europe;
- Irish universities are in the top 1 per cent of research institutions in the world across 18 academic disciplines;
- Ireland is the 1st in the world for the availability of skilled labour;
- Ireland has the 4th highest percentage of Maths, Science and Computing graduates in the EU;
- 75% of Irish employers are satisfied with graduate skills.

The next sections will provide more key statistics and findings about the system performance covering education, research, third mission as well as cost effectiveness over last 5 years to explain the success story behind Irish higher education system.

\textsuperscript{216} OECD (2006). Higher Education in Ireland.

\textsuperscript{217} Experts interviewed for this case study expressed their concern that due to the data availability lag (last statistics are from 2010) the good performance is no longer entirely true. As the funding has been reduced a lot in the last five years, the performance indicators must have also decreased. Most up-to-date statistics will be available in 2015.
C.7 Education

The prerequisite to access higher education is graduation from upper secondary programmes designed to prepare students for tertiary education (ISCED 3A). In Ireland the graduation rate from these programmes has remained high over the past years (97% in 2012), while the entry rate to higher education has been around half (54% in 2012).^{218}

![Figure 45. Full-time (left) and part-time (right) enrolments in the Irish HE system between 2000–2012](image)

Source: Department of Education and Skills statistical database

The university participation has increased both full-time as well as part-time over the years as can be seen from the figure above. This is one of the major causes for a change in the higher education sector in Ireland. In the academic year of 2012/2013 there were 202,504 students enrolled in the higher education institutions in Ireland, of whom 50.9% were women. A majority of enrolled students studied at the universities (53%) and Institutes of Technology (41%), while only 4% were enrolled in other types of colleges. Most of the enrolled students participated in their studies full-time (81.2%), less part-time (17.4%) and on distance (1.4%). The number of new entrants to full-time undergraduate studies was 41,413 pupils, of whom 94% were from Ireland. As can be seen from the figure below, the participation rate is the highest amongst the age group 25–34 and decreases with increased age.

![Figure 46. Participation rate in education and training at any level in the last 4 weeks](image)

Source: Eurostat

In 2013 Ireland showed the best graduation rates in Europe. 52.6% of the population aged 30–34 attained tertiary education. It can be seen from the figure below that the share of adults who have attained higher education has increased in all age groups in Ireland over the years.

Similarly, Ireland’s performance in terms of student mobility over the years has also been relatively high. The outward and inward mobility have been rather stable as can be seen from the graph below; around 9% and 15% respectively.

According to Eurostat the employability of people with higher education has remained around 80% over the last 5 years (80.2% in 2014), while the employability of people with upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary has been around 60% (62.3% in 2014). People with less than primary, primary and lower secondary have an employability rate of around 35% (33.6% in 2014). Moreover, the median income is strongly influenced by the education level, even though it has dropped in all groups over the last years.

C.8 Research

The national target for Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D (GERD) for Ireland is 2%, which has not yet been reached (see Figure 49). As the GDP for Ireland has decreased over the last years, the actual money received by the HEIs has in fact declined. As a result, the various research outputs shown in the table below have slightly declined.

The number of publications was 71,395 in 2011, while international collaborations as a percentage of scientific publications was 47.62%219. 14.95% of the articles were labelled
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as excellent\textsuperscript{220} in the same year. Irish universities are in the top 1 per cent of research institutions in the world across 18 academic disciplines.

Figure 49. Research output indicators for Ireland for years 2009–2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research output indicator</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross domestic expenditure on R&amp;D (GERD)</td>
<td>1.69%</td>
<td>1.69%</td>
<td>1.66%</td>
<td>1.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patent applications to the EPO per million inhabitants</td>
<td>74.45</td>
<td>68.49</td>
<td>66.99</td>
<td>65.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of patent applications to the EPO</td>
<td>336.63</td>
<td>311.61</td>
<td>306.22</td>
<td>300.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat, OECD STIS 2013

Despite the overall good performance of the higher education system, only one university in Ireland reached the top 100 in university rankings. Trinity College Dublin was the only Irish university listed in the QS ranking in 2014. However, different ranking systems have been widely criticised by academic circles, as they tend to focus too much on specific variables. The Minister for Education and Skills commented that instead of focusing on individual institutional performance, the government needs to think about the performance of the system as a whole.\textsuperscript{221} In this regard, the “strategic dialogue” process is viewed as a key instrument in maintaining a national or system focus, rather than an individual institutional one.

Total EU contribution to Irish research was €621.46m and the total number of participants in FP7 between 2007 and 2014 was 1,939 in 2014. In terms of budget shares, Ireland ranked 13\textsuperscript{th} of all EU28 countries.

C.9 Third mission

Ireland has been in pursuit of ‘knowledge-based’ economy and lately the ‘smart’ economy, through different mechanisms. This involved funding higher education research mainly in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) areas, as well as encouraging diffusion of knowledge through technology transfer, commercialisation and patenting of discoveries. As a result Ireland has the 4th highest percentage of Maths, Science and Computing graduates in the EU.

Funding agencies, cycles and programmes which have been part of this process included Science Foundation Ireland (SFI), the Programme for Research in Third Level Institutions (PRTLI), Enterprise Ireland, IDA, the Health Research Board, HEA, the Irish Research Council for Humanities and Social Sciences, and the Irish Research Council for Science, Engineering and Technology (these last two now comprise the Irish Research Council). More generally, in the year 2011 alone, the Irish state allocated over €900 million for research through programmes implemented by different agencies.

C.10 Cost effectiveness

State funding for the education sector has declined in recent years, with a particular reduction on higher education funding. As outlined in Figure 50, the total funding for higher education declined by approximately 25% from €2.05 billion in 2009 to €1.5

\textsuperscript{220} Share of the publications that are "top-cited publications" (10% most cited papers in each scientific field).

\textsuperscript{221} Hazelkorn, E. (2013) op.cit.
billion in 2014. However, the overall share of public money out of the total funding for higher education in Ireland is significantly above the OECD average: in 2010 it was 81%, while the OECD average was 68%.

**Figure 50. Funding of higher education 2009–2014**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Current (€m)</th>
<th>Capital (€000)</th>
<th>Total (€b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>€1,849</td>
<td>€201,000</td>
<td>€2.05b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>€1,776</td>
<td>€164,000</td>
<td>€1.94b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>€1,688</td>
<td>€79,000</td>
<td>€1.767b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>€1,591</td>
<td>€56,000</td>
<td>€1.647b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>€1,533</td>
<td>€60,000</td>
<td>€1.593b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>€1,467</td>
<td>€35,000</td>
<td>€1.502b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Delaney and Healy (2014)

In the period, core expenditure per student declined by 15%, with a reduction of almost 2,000 in staff numbers. As a result the staff-student ratio declined from 1:15 to 1:16 (a norm in the OECD countries) to 1:19.5. At the same time there has been severely limited investment in capital infrastructure, including maintenance – this in the context where already back in 2010 the HEA has concluded that about 41% of the existing space is not of appropriate standard.

Nonetheless, the information presented above is not the whole story as more and more money to HEIs come from other sources. In 2011, the total funding for universities and institutes of technology was contributed by state grants (27.5%), tuition fees from overseas students (31.2%), research grants (17.3%) and other income (23.9%). The total income of the sector increased by 6.7% from €2.45 billion to €2.61 billion between 2007 and 2011. This was mainly due to the increased income from tuition fees and other income. 222

Another potential source of funding is the private sector. In summer 2014 India’s richest company – Tata Group – announced that Ireland is one of the strongest contenders (another one is Canada) for Tata’s plans to create and sell online courses based on Irish universities’ curriculum into the US market (where the concept is most advanced but a lead provider has not yet emerged) as well as Ireland’s and India’s global diaspora. If this deal comes through Irish universities will „earn millions“ 223

C.11 Conclusions

Ireland has the highest share of 30-34 year olds in Europe with third level qualifications. The access to education is good, as most of the tertiary education is publically funded and free of tuition fees for students (except for the overseas students). Over the last six years, the higher education system in Ireland has delivered 25,000 extra student places. This was done as a response to the increased demand induced by school leavers as well as increased number of unemployed people during recession, looking for ways for up-skilling in order to return to the labour market.

Ireland is the 1st in the world with respect to availability of skilled labour. The Irish higher education system has been effective in responding to the needs of the labour market via supplying the right graduates with good mix of discipline-specific and employability skills. The provision of up-skilling, retraining and targeted skills places
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remains strong. The survey done amongst the employers concluded that employer satisfaction is high and graduate employment outcomes have recovered to pre-crisis levels. Moreover, the data on salaries as well as employment rates show that people with higher education have a strong advantage compared to those without tertiary education.

The research output indicators have slightly decreased in recent years, as less public funding is available for science. Despite these limitations, international performance of the Irish system is good according to the current statistics. However, there is a huge lag in data availability. The OECD data reports on the situation up until 2010. Hence, the results of the reduced funding will only show up in figures coming up next year onwards. Only then will a true picture of how the Irish higher education sector has been affected in crisis appear.

Only one institution (Trinity College Dublin) made it to the top 100 in the major university rankings. Irish universities are still in the top 1% of research institutions in the world across 18 academic disciplines. This shows that the country focuses on overall system performance, not just single institutions. In search for knowledge-based smart economy, the state has been funding more higher education research in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) areas, as well as encouraging diffusion of knowledge through technology transfer, commercialisation and patenting of discoveries.

This level of performance has been achieved against a backdrop of national economic crisis with a consequent reduction in public resources, which decreased by 25% between 2009 and 2014. Thus, funding of HEIs is rather constrained at the moment. All the sources of capital investment have been reduced. The number of students increased but not only because people wanted to study but also as a way to keep people off the unemployment benefits (thus taking off this financial burden from the State). Funding per student has been decreased over the last five years and is at the moment at €6,000–8,000 per student.

In the future is very likely that the number of staff at the HEIs will be reduced as the whole system is being stripped down to reduce costs. Having said that the sector itself does not see change in staff numbers in the same light. Staff mobility makes it a more positive picture – Irish researchers move from Ireland to other countries (mostly to the UK). However, there are certain difficulties with this mobility. There are conditions for individual students to move and individual institutions can offer their services. When it comes to an individual academic, however, it is pretty difficult for him or her to move given legal requirements for work and working conditions. Once the system is more flexible, it will make individual movements easier.

There are only two ways of funding the system – from the State and from students. It is very unlikely that the Irish system can develop an endowment culture (which is a powerful funding strength in the USA) where large volumes of funding can be secured from private companies or via commercialisation activities. Graduate taxes is another option but this is rather political and will take long time to materialise; besides, it usually does not work as people leave the country. All these various additional funding streams are possible but not to the level where they can replace a substantial part of institutional funding.

Another issue related to the HEI funding is that it is spread over several government departments. HEA provides an informal environment where all these various stakeholders interact and acts as an interface.

The gap between increased demand for higher education and reduced public funding has brought about need for reforms in the higher education system as there is increasing concern for potential drop in quality of graduates and outcomes generally, if the situation continues. Hence, the Irish higher education system is currently undergoing several structural reforms. It includes merging institutions and developing clusters of collaboration.
to enhance quality of outcomes and create scale, in order to develop a more coherent system of HEIs, working together to deliver on national economic utilitarian objectives.

HEI policies and trends

C.12 National policies

As part of the governance shift in higher education, governments are increasingly taking interest in the quality and standards of HEIs. Quality has become “increasingly government-driven rather than institution-led” and in Ireland there is no difference in this matter. Thus, national policies regarding the higher education sector are strongly looking for ways to maintain or even improve the performance of the higher education system. Being part of the EU, national policies in Ireland are strongly influenced by the European level policies in the areas of education and research.

The Bologna Process brought many reforms to the higher education system in Europe. Ireland is one of the countries credited with the most comprehensive implementation of the Bologna Process, including its quality assurance mechanisms that are in accordance with international best practice.

European countries are currently expected to develop their own National or Regional Research and Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialisation. Ireland initiated a National Research Prioritisation Exercise in 2010 and published the Report of the Research Prioritisation Steering Group in 2012. In Ireland’s Smart Specialisation Strategy for Research and Innovation, 14 priority areas have been chosen and the implementation strategy was established in the Action Plans published in July 2013. More so, an international review of this strategy was held in summer of 2014.

At the national level the National Development Plan for 2007–2013 planned the largest and most ambitious investment programme to date in Ireland, contributing €25.8 billion for investments in schools, training and higher education. Despite the ambitious plans, the funding was in reality actually decreased and promotions blocked due to economic recession.

Another important strategy for the Irish higher education sector is the National Strategy for Higher Education to 2030 (also known as the Hunt Report) published in 2011. The Strategy makes 26 recommendations aimed at altering the structure of the system, its governance and funding, and the role higher education plays in teaching, research and engagement with society. It identifies and suggest ways to lessen the main pressures in the Irish higher education system:

- Increased demand for places – both full-time and part-time – over the next fifteen years
- Resource implications of the commitment to quality in teaching, research and scholarship, and cost implications of fulfilling such a commitment
- Resource implications of the commitment to maintain the physical infrastructure of the institutions and the growing need for space resulting from projected increased demand
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225 https://www2.ul.ie/pdf/932500843.pdf
The report proposes the reform of both the governing authorities of individual institutions and the Higher Education Authority. It also proposes the development of a framework for collaboration between institutions, and in some cases consolidation and amalgamation (i.e. merging Institutes of Technology). Moreover, regarding financial sustainability, it suggests introduction of measures such as changing academic contracts and associated human resource aspects such as pay, staff consultation and maintenance of balanced budgets, as well as establishing some form of student loan system to make the financing of higher education sustainable. It finally suggests development of service level agreements for HEIs establishing key outputs, outcomes, levels of service and resources allocated to achieve them.

As a result of various factors mentioned earlier, the Irish higher education system is undergoing large reforms at the moment. This reform was announced by the Minister for Education and Skills in May 2013 and followed previously received recommendations from the Higher Education Authority.\textsuperscript{227} The current Programme for Government echoes much of the content of the National Strategy for Higher Education to 2030.

Currently a new system performance framework is being put in place by the HEA based on key system objectives and indicators noted by the Government. In the next stage of implementation of the framework the HEA will enter into a set of individual institutional performance contracts with higher education institutions which will reflect each institution’s contribution as part of a new higher education system designed to respond to the needs of Ireland’s economy and wider society in the coming years. A key element in the overall approach will be the implementation of performance funding in the sector.

More so, certain changes to the quality assurance system will need to take place. According to the expert interviewed for this case study during the last European Quality Assurance Forum (which took place this autumn in Barcelona) it was discussed that there are a number of key things that need to be improved in the quality assurance in the future. The Irish legislation requires HEIs to take responsibility for their own quality; put process in place for quality assurance; evaluate their own departments and programmes and publish the results of this evaluation. The QQI’s role should be about investigating how recommendations of internal reviews are being taking forward on the institutional level. The national assessment agency should serve as a guiding light, as a Forum with national guidelines of good practice.

\textbf{C.13 Institutional policies}

According to the European University Association the institutional autonomy in Ireland is rated consistently high in all four dimensions: 6\textsuperscript{th} in organisational autonomy, 11\textsuperscript{th} in staffing autonomy, 1\textsuperscript{st} in academic autonomy and 12\textsuperscript{th} in financial autonomy, in Europe. Ireland is in the “high” group in the first three categories and in the “medium high” in the financial category.

Nevertheless, the universities’ capacity to freely use their public funds is somewhat constrained in Ireland. Surpluses cannot be kept and money can only be borrowed up to a maximum percentage. Universities may freely charge fees for all student groups except for national and EU students at Bachelor level. For the latter, a substantial yearly service charge is applied instead. The ministry’s influence on universities has recently increased, mainly due to the austerity measures introduced by the central government. More generally, the limited availability of private funds is also considered to limit institutional autonomy.

Each university has a Strategic Plan that gives the specific research policy of that institution in terms of research areas, infrastructure and career development. Collectively, the universities develop common research policy through the Vice Presidents and Deans of Research Group. Moreover, the universities have independent Teaching and Learning Strategic Plans. All the institutional strategies need to be in coherence with the national strategies.

While the term for executive head is legally set at ten years, there are no additional regulations regarding the position. The appointment procedures for external members of the senate are, however, laid down in the law in great detail and for each institution.

Salary limits are centrally set for senior academic and administrative staff. Staffing autonomy has also been strongly affected by the economic crisis. In 2009 the government instituted a moratorium on recruitments and promotions in the public sector which applied to higher education institutions and was renewed in 2011. With no notable restrictions being imposed on the universities’ academic freedom, Ireland is the strongest higher education system in Europe in this dimension.

The Institutes of Technology achieved similar institutional autonomy, improved governance and a statutory guarantee of academic freedom as the universities have with the approval of the Institutes of Technology Act 2006. Currently some mergers between Institutes of Technologies are expected to create a stronger institution. Some of the Institutes are aspiring to become universities.

According to the experts interviewed for this case study, the main concern regarding the potential reforms mentioned above is with the regard to the focus of the Institutes of Technology. It is not clear that they will be able to maintain their (technical) focus once they get university status.

Another concern is whether the Institutes will manage to change/adjust the profiles of their staff to truly act as research-intensive institutions, which a university is. Historically, the Institutes focused on education with staff having higher-class contact hours (e.g. 18–20 hours/week). The shift to university status would mean that these employees would have to do research. There are two crucial questions deriving from this:

- Will that affect teaching hours?
- Do current employees have the necessary skills to do research as the Institutes historically did not have requirements for their personnel to have a strong research background?

The authorities do not oppose a change of status as such but emphasise that certain hurdles need to be overcome. Introducing such a change into the system needs to be considered carefully. The UK experience of turning polytechnics into universities showed that although some institutions became a bit stronger, the majority did not, on the opposite, it devalued their degrees. There is also a thought that some courses currently offered by the Institutes of Technology would be downgraded and be offered by the further education colleges.

Employers are generally happy about the quality of graduates, although this does not mean that this is the same as labour market needs. Employers get broadly trained people with good perspective and who can be further trained on the job. The IOTs prepared people more tuned to the industry needs and it is crucial to maintain this in the future.

The perception at the moment is that universities are rather theoretical whereas the Institutes are ‘digging into the soil’. What is missing and needed is something in between. The idea is that by having better education and practically equipped people, it will be easier to attract multinational companies to Ireland. However, what is often forgotten is that multinationals are not that generous in funding education and/or research and are usually attracted to countries like Ireland by the favourable tax policy and not the quality of research.

Ireland is following a mass education policy. About 60% of school leavers continue to the HEIs. The objective (later abandoned) was to have 72% participation of school leavers. What is not clear and no data are currently available is what is a tipping point in a debate about number of students vs. quality of studies. Does it make sense for two-thirds of the school leavers’ population to be in further education? There are of course various cultural and political considerations to be taken into account but, nevertheless, there are no data available to answer this fundamental question of quantity vs. quality.

Conclusions

Ireland has a binary higher education system. There are publically funded universities, Institutes of Technology, colleges of education and some private colleges. The governance of the sector is the main responsibility of the ministry (Department of Education and Skills) and the Higher Education Authority (HEA). The intermediary authorities include Central Applications Office (CAO) and the Postgraduate Application Centre (PAC), which are responsible for HEI application processing and HEAs local information offices. Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) is the responsible authority of quality assurance in the research sector and the Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) in the higher education sector.

The main laws and regulations governing higher education in Ireland are:

- Irish Universities Act 1997 which sets the out the objects and functions of a university, the structure and role of governing bodies, staffing arrangements, composition and role of academic councils and sections related to property, finance and reporting
- Institutes of Technology Act 2006 which sets out the same aspects for the Institutes of Technology as the previous act does for the universities
- Qualifications and Quality Assurance (Education and Training) Act 2012 which created the Qualifications and Quality Ireland to enhance the performance of the HE system.

There are three different types of public funding distributed to the HEIs in Ireland: institutional funding (recurrent grant funding), capital funding (for infrastructure) and research funding. Ireland is moving towards funding models that are based more on performance and quality and for that the Recurrent Grant Allocation Model is being developed. Establishment of the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) is one step towards that.

The Irish higher education system has been performing exceptionally well in a European context so far according to the currently available statistics (with the latest sets being available for the year 2010). For example, Ireland has the highest share of 30–34 year olds in Europe with third level qualifications, and a great access rate to third level education. Also, satisfaction amongst the employers on graduate skills is high and the graduate salary levels reflect that higher education is valued in the Irish society.

When looking at research indicators it must be kept in mind that data availability lag brings bias and discrepancy into this analysis. The OECD data reports the situation
up until 2010, thus not showing the trends during the crisis. According to the experts interviewed the actual performance after the crisis is less good due to drastically decreased public funding (which decreased by 25% between 2009 and 2014) compared to the impression given by the figures currently available. In the light of harsh reality of less funding available and considering that the demand for higher education is still increasing, the system is in need of a change. The higher education system in Ireland is no longer sustainable as the quality of graduates and general outcomes are starting to suffer.

In accordance with the EU policies Ireland is working on its Strategies for Smart Specialisation to allocate research funding more wisely. In the education sector the National Development Plan for 2007–2013 promised ambitious investments in the sector, but due to the crisis not all of them happened. Newer National Strategy for Higher Education to 2030 sets several reform plans including creation of new sustainable funding models, institutional reforms (both HEI and HEA), development of clusters of collaboration and merging some of the Institutes of Technology.

On an institutional level some of the Institutes of Technology are aspiring to become universities in the light of lack of funding to gain access to additional research funding. This change of status will possibly bring several problems. First, it is not clear that IOTs will be able to maintain their (technical) focus once they get university status. Second, it is doubtful if the Institutes will manage to change/adjust the profiles of their staff to truly act as research-intensive institutions, which a university is. The UK experience of turning polytechnics into universities showed that although some institutions became a bit stronger, the majority did not. Moreover, some IOTs are planning to merge, to have a stronger institutional performance. In these cases the regional coverage by these institutions needs to be ensured.
Appendix D. Benchmark case study: The Netherlands

Structure and characteristics of the HEI system

Derek Jan Fikkers

D.1 Main characteristics of the HEI system

The Netherlands has a binary HEI system that consists of 37 state funded colleges and 14 state funded universities. Together they run a three-cycle degree system, consisting of bachelor’s, master’s and PhD degrees. The colleges in The Netherlands are referred to as Hoger Beroeps Onderwijs (higher professional education, HBO). There are a total of 37 state funded colleges in The Netherlands. They include general colleges as well as colleges specialising in a specific domain such as agriculture, fine and performing arts or teacher training. At this moment the Dutch colleges host over 420,000 students and employ over 40,000 staff members. The colleges have increased significantly in size since the mid-1990’s, due to increasing student inflows, but especially due to large numbers of subsequent mergers. The 14 universities house a total of 240,000 students. Almost half of the Dutch universities (6) are referred to as general universities, as they offer the full range of disciplines. Three universities are specialised in terms of discipline, focussing on either technology, or on food, health and agriculture. One university is specialised in distance education for ‘lifelong learning’. All fourteen universities offer graduate and undergraduate education.

Both the colleges and the universities are publicly funded. Block funding is largely provided for by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (OCW). In this binary system bachelor’s, master’s and PhD degrees are awarded. Short-cycle higher education leading to the associate degree is increasingly being offered by the Colleges. Degree programmes and periods of study are quantified in terms of the ECTS credit system.229

D.2 Main actors in the HEI system

D.2.1 Responsible Ministry (Ministries)

The Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (OCW) is the responsible ministry for higher education in The Netherlands. The Ministry aims to “create a smart, skilled and creative environment in the Netherlands. Its mission is to ensure that everyone gets a good education and is prepared for responsibility and independence. The Ministry also wants people to enjoy the arts, and aims to create the right conditions for teachers, artists and researchers to do their work.”230 It is designed as presented in Figure 51. The red units are directly relevant for the HEI system. The grey units have no direct relationships with the system or have only an indirect relationship.

---
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The Directorate General DUO is responsible for the administrative agency Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO). This agency is responsible for e.g. student grants and information management. The Directorate General Higher Education consists of four directorates. Only two of them are directly relevant for the Dutch Higher Education System. These are the Directorate Higher Education & Student and the Directorate Science Policy. The first directorate focuses on e.g. higher education participation, graduation rates; student motivation issues; programme quality; and internationalisation. The Directorate Science Policy coordinates Dutch science policy over several departments, and is responsible for international science policy in The Netherlands.\textsuperscript{231} The Dutch Inspectorate of Education has a role in the higher education system that is described in Section D.2.4.

\textit{D.2.2 Universities, Colleges and public research institutes}

There are fourteen universities in The Netherlands, and 38 state-funded colleges. The fourteen universities offer ISCED\textsuperscript{232} levels 6 (in three year programmes), 7 and 8. They are the only institutions that can offer funded tracks at level 7, and they are the
only institutions that have the *ius promovendi* to offer level 8 tracks. The universities are distributed over the country though there is a strong concentration in the densely populated Randstad Region (cf. Figure 4). Six of the fourteen universities (Radboud University Nijmegen; Leiden University; University of Amsterdam; Free University Amsterdam; University of Groningen; Utrecht University) are labelled general universities or classical universities. That implies that they cover basically all domains. In addition to that, there is a total of three universities (TU Delft; Universiteit Twente; Technische Universiteit Eindhoven) that only cover the exact sciences domain. There have been discussion about mergers of these universities for some years, yet without concrete results. One university (Wageningen University) primarily covers agriculture educations. Three universities (University of Maastricht; Erasmus University Rotterdam; and Tilburg University) focus on humanities.

The fourteen Dutch universities offer a total of 422 BA programmes, and a total of 964 MA programmes. Both numbers are about three to four times as high as the Finnish numbers. The Dutch universities have a total of 160,000 BA students, and a total of 85,000 MA students.

The 37 colleges offer ISCED levels 6 (in four year programmes) and indirectly also 7. They do so be acting as an employer for young researchers tot in parallel have a PhD tenure at one of the 14 universities. The 37 colleges are referred to in The Netherlands as Hogescholen. In systems terms they are referred to as Hoger Beroepsonderwijs (HBO, Higher professional Education). Unlike the universities, the colleges are distributed over the country more evenly, which is a clear result of their role in the regional labour markets (cf. Figure 4). A substantial set of colleges are general in the sense that they offer a large variety of tracks. The colleges gave gone through significant changes in the last few decades. In the beginning of the 1980’s the colleges could be described as a group of about 400 independent monosectoral schools, that were internally oriented and intensively supervised by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sciences. Though an almost continuous series of mergers, combined with growing ambitions, and increased autonomy, the colleges have become a rather heterogeneous group of institutions that includes large general colleges, often with several locations or spokes. But this group also includes a large set of specialised colleges, many of them often art schools, or Christian schools. In the public debate these mergers have often been associated with decreased performance in educational terms.

The 37 Dutch colleges offer over 1200 BA programmes, and over 300 MA programmes. The Dutch colleges have a total of 421,000 students.

---
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Most basic research is being done in the universities, so the public research institutes capacity is small compared to that of countries such as Belgium, or Germany. Moreover, public research institutes’ capacity is mainly focused on the higher Technology Readiness Level (TRL) scales. These institutes include e.g. TNO; Deltares; Energieonderzoekcentrum Nederland (ECN); Maritiem Research Instituut Nederland (MARIN), The National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) en Stichting DLO). The colleges are beginning to build research capacities, in which they are inspires especially by the German Colleges. Therefore they build Centres of Expertise and hire so-calles lectors. The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) is the research council in The Netherlands. The organisation falls under the responsibility of the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science. It aims to advance the quality of scientific research and initiate and encourage new research developments; to allocate research funding; to facilitate the transfer of knowledge from research initiated and encouraged by NWO for the benefit of society; and to focus on university research and to coordinate scientific research strategy where necessary. NWO’s Strategy Memorandum ‘Growing through Knowledge’ describes its vision as a research council and the role it sees for science. The colleges have their own research funder, called SIA. This is officially part of NWO.

D.2.3 Intermediary organisations

The list of organisations active in Dutch higher education is substantial. Here, we focus on organisations that are considered important actors by the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture, and Sciences. These are the following:

- The Dutch Inspectorate of Education has a role in the higher education system that is described in section D.2.4.

---
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– Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO). The DG that governs DUO is described in section D.2.1. DUO itself arranges the evaluation of non-Dutch diplomas; student grants; student loans; student travel products; and drawing lots.\textsuperscript{239}

– Nuffic is an important intermediary organisation that promotes international cooperation in higher education; manages programmes on the instruction of the Dutch government, the European Union and third parties; it provides information about Dutch and foreign higher education.\textsuperscript{240} It aims to strengthen the position and raising the profile of Dutch higher education and scientific research, and evaluates diplomas and promoting the transparency of education systems.\textsuperscript{241}

– NVAO is an independent and authoritative accreditation organisation, whose primary goal it is to provide an expert and objective judgement of the quality of higher education in Flanders and the Netherlands. NVAO is described in section D.2.4.

– The Commission of Functionality of the Higher Education (Commissie Doelmatigheid Hoger Onderwijs, CDHO) advise the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sciences on the added value of individual courses for Dutch society and economy.

– VSNU is the Association of universities in the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{242} VSNU represents the universities to the government, Parliament, and governmental and civic organisations. In addition to that, VSNU also facilitates debate, and it develops and disseminates common positions held by its member universities. Moreover, VSNU is the employers’ organisation, which means it has an important role vis-à-vis labour unions in the decision making on employment conditions in the university sector.

– The Vereniging Hogescholen is the association of the 37 Dutch colleges.\textsuperscript{243} The association focuses on strengthening the position of colleges. To this end it maintains contacts with a broad range of people and organisations. Like the VSNU, the Vereniging Hogescholen also operates as the formal employers’ organisation.

\textbf{D.2.4 Main bodies for quality assessment / quality management and accreditation}

The main body for accreditation in The Netherlands is the Accreditation Organisation of the Netherlands and Flanders (Nederlands-Vlaamse Accreditatieorganisatie, NVAO). NVAO is an independent and authoritative accreditation organisation. It was established by treaty between the Flemish government and the Dutch government to operate as an independent accreditation organisation. Basically, NVAO has three tasks in the Dutch higher education system: (1) assessing and assuring the quality of Dutch and Flemish higher education; (2) promoting the quality of higher education by promoting a culture of quality, aimed at regular assessment and continuous quality increase; and (3) putting Dutch and Flemish sectors of higher education (institutions, programmes) on the map and strengthening their position by means of international cooperation.\textsuperscript{244} Its role is presented in section D.2.6. In addition to the NVAO, the Dutch Inspectorate of Education (that was presented in section D.2.1) also has a clear role in quality assessment. This role can be described as ‘meta evaluator’, and is presented in detail in section D.2.6.
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\textsuperscript{241} Nuffic (2010). Link Int!: Strategic framework 2010.
\textsuperscript{242} www.vsnu.nl
\textsuperscript{243} www.vereniginghogescholen.nl
\textsuperscript{244} NVAO (2012). Strategy NVAO 2012-2016.
The Quality Assurance Netherlands Universities (QANU) is an independent organisation that offers external assessments of academic education and research programmes. It also offers advice on ways of improving quality assurance procedures. QANU’s services include peer review of university education and research, support for submission of applications for accreditation from universities in the Netherlands and abroad, and advice on improvement of internal quality assurance. QANU assesses scientific bachelor’s and master’s degree programmes on the basis of the frameworks developed and established by the NVAO. QANU uses the Standard Evaluation Protocol, a joint protocol of the VSNU, the Royal Academy of Science (KNAW) and the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO), as the starting point for its assessments of scientific research programmes. This protocol is elaborated in section D.5. Even though QANU was originally set up by the VSNU (and is nowadays independent), individual universities are not obliged to use QANU’s expertise. The Vereniging Hogescholen has got its own quality mechanisms for the lectors that we identified earlier.

D.2.5 Organisation chart

The figure below presents the organisational chart of NVAO, which is also described in the previous section.

Figure 53. Organisational chart of the main body for quality assessment (NVAO)
Source: NVAO

D.2.6 Roles and responsibilities

The primary goal of NVAO is to provide an expert and objective judgement of the quality of higher education in Flanders and the Netherlands. NVAO is supposed to do this “with a constructive, critical attitude, respecting the autonomy of institutions and their primary responsibility for the quality of their education, and with an open eye for the growing international context”. Both universities and colleges increasingly make use of the so-called ‘Instellingstoets’. This is a test that involves the entire institution, and not just a department.

The Dutch Inspectorate of Education also has a role that involves the supervision and the reporting on developments in higher education, including the accreditation system (‘meta accreditation’); maintaining checks and balances within (or in the environment of) institutions of higher education; and the supervision of financial compliance by higher education institutions.
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D.3 Acts and regulations

The most important act is the Law on Higher Education and Research (Wet op het hoger onderwijs en wetenschappelijk onderzoek, WHW) from 1992 and in addition to that in Law Quality in Diversification (Kwaliteit in Verscheidenheid, Law QiD). The latter is described in detail in section D.12.

The changes in the law are described in detail in section D.12.

D.4 Funding of HEIs

The table below presents some basic figures on system in which the Dutch HEIs operate. As in many countries, GDP growth has been low. As a consequence GERD as % of GDP (but also GERD in absolute figures) have risen. R&D funded by government has declined, while R&D funded by Business Enterprise Sector seem to be climbing. R&D performed by HEIs is stable.

Figure 54. Basic funding characteristics in the Dutch system (1/2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>EU27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP growth rate</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERD as % of GDP</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERD (euro per capita)</td>
<td>631.3</td>
<td>657.1</td>
<td>728.9</td>
<td>772.6</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total GBAORD as a % of total general government expenditure</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>90,333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D funded by Government (% of GDP)</td>
<td>0.74 na</td>
<td>0.72 na</td>
<td>0.7 (e)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D funded by Business Enterprise Sector (% of GDP)</td>
<td>0.82 na</td>
<td>1.01 na</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D performed by HEIs (% of GERD)</td>
<td>0.73 0.75</td>
<td>0.67 0.7</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D performed by Government (% of GERD)</td>
<td>0.23 0.22</td>
<td>0.22 0.23</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D performed by Business Enterprise Sector (% of GERD)</td>
<td>0.85 0.89</td>
<td>1.14 1.22</td>
<td>63.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat

Colleges in The Netherlands receive funding from three different sources. The Ministry of Education, Culture, and Sciences funds about €2,500 mln per annum. In addition to that tuition fees make up an additional €700 mln per annum. Additional sources are received up to €390 mln. This includes both additional government funding, and work done for third parties, mainly contract research, and contract education for industry. With regard to the governance of the colleges, the Ministry of Education, Sciences, and Culture is responsible for funding allocation, mainly on the merits of student numbers (80%) and graduation rates (10%). In addition to that, colleges receive extra funding when responding to specific policy targets set by the Ministry, including setting up research capacity and specialising (10%).248 The lector positions that were mentioned earlier, as well as the Centres of Expertise, are the major results of these investments.

Universities in The Netherlands are subject to a more complex funding system. They receive funding from four different sources. They are referred to as funding streams. The institutional funding system is restricted to the first budget stream. The main funder here is the Ministry of Higher Education, Culture and Sciences, although the Ministry of Economic Affairs specifically funds the Wageningen University and Research Centre. The other streams are (semi-) competitive.

The first budget stream involves all lump sum government contributions that are used for the execution of all university tasks and activities. The lump sum size for the universities is formula based, and made operational in a funding model (bekostigingsmodel) that includes parameters in the figure below.249 In addition to that, universities can receive extra funding for meeting certain output agreements that are referred to as prestatieafspraken. This can rise to 6%.

The second budget stream involves all means that the universities and colleges receive from the research funders NWO (including SIA for the colleges) and KNAW. For the universities these budgets are crucial, for colleges the income from the second budget stream is small. The third budget stream involves competitive funding (contract revenue) from third parties (public and private, national and international sources) for both education and research. Apart from that, universities and colleges in The Netherlands also receive funding from tuition fees, which we refer to as the fourth funding stream. They receive these directly from the students.251 The second and the third budget streams

---


250 Onderwijsopslag.

have grown significantly in importance over the last decade and a half. Contributions from industry have for instance risen with 307% between 1999 and 2010. Income from abroad has risen with 299% in that same period, which is mainly due to increasing size of the Framework Programmes for research and innovation. The second and the third budget streams in general have seen a 220% increase in that period. Several reasons can be identified. Several corporates have decrease their own basic research capacities, and increased investments in public private partnerships. Philips is a good example, as it abolished its Natlab that once hosted 2000 researchers that mainly worked on basic natural sciences. Nowadays, much if its research is outsourced. Government base funding has increased with 150% in that particular period.

Changes in funding of HEIs have not been substantial. Public expenditures have risen over the last decade. R&D expenditures as % of GDP have risen dramatically since 2008, but mainly due to GDP decline. Solvability of the institutions has risen from 0.41 to 0.46 in the last four years. Profit-earning capacity (in %) has fallen from 3.9% to 1.7%. Income from tuition fees are expected to increase in the coming years, as there has been a period of deregulation in this respect. Universities and colleges are expected to strategically rise tuition fees.

**D.5 System of accreditation and quality control**

**D.5.1 System of accreditation: description of the organisation, which criteria?**

The main body for accreditation in The Netherlands is the Accreditation Organisation of the Netherlands and Flanders (Nederlands-Vlaamse Accreditatieorganisatie, NVAO). In addition to the NVAO, the Dutch Inspectorate of Education (that was presented in section D.2.1) also has a clear role in quality assurance. This role can be described as 'meta evaluator'. The Quality Assurance Netherlands Universities (QANU) is an independent organisation that offers external assessments of academic education and research programmes. It sees its mission as follows:

---
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QANU conducts activities in the field of external quality assurance in higher education and research, commissioned by universities in the Netherlands: QANU organises and co-ordinates assessments of degree programmes and research programmes on the basis of formal frameworks established by the relevant authorities. QANU thus contributes to maintaining and further improving the quality of scientific education and research in the Netherlands and has, on the basis of its experience and expertise, a role and a position of its own in the system of external quality assurance in the Netherlands.

QANU assesses scientific bachelor’s and master’s degree programmes on the basis of the frameworks developed and established by the Accreditation Organisation of the Netherlands and Flanders (NVAO). QANU uses the Standard Evaluation Protocol 2003–2010 for Public Research Organisations (2003), a joint protocol of the VSNU, the Royal Academy of Science (KNAW) and the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO), as the starting point for its assessments of scientific research programmes.

QANU is full member of ENQA, the European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education. QANU is included in EQAR, the European Quality Assurance Register for Higher Education.

Source: QANU

The relevant bodies of accreditation are described in detail in section D.2.4 and in section D.2.6.

D.5.2 Quality control education: how is the system organised, who is responsible?

As was indicated in section D.2.4, the main body for accreditation in The Netherlands is NVAO. NVAO is an independent and authoritative accreditation organisation that was established by treaty between the Flemish government and the Dutch government. NVAO has three responsibilities: (1) assessing and assuring the quality of Dutch and Flemish higher education; (2) promoting the quality of higher education by promoting a culture of quality, aimed at regular assessment and continuous quality increase; and (3) putting Dutch and Flemish sectors of higher education (institutions, programmes) on the map and strengthening their position by means of international cooperation. NVAO’s activities are regulated by the Accreditation Treaty that states that “NVAO is an independent and authoritative accreditation organisation set up by the Dutch and Flemish governments, whose primary goal it is to provide an expert and objective judgement of the quality of higher education in Flanders and the Netherlands. NVAO does this with a constructive, critical attitude, respecting the autonomy of institutions and their primary responsibility for the quality of their education, and with an open eye for the growing international context”.

NVAO has always underlined the importance of independence. It stresses that it is neither the ‘extended arm of the government’ nor is it part of the sector of higher education. NVAO claims that its judgements have to be respected, ‘which means that institutions have to feel treated fairly, that the government has to be able to trust the outcomes of accreditation surveys, that students and society have to be able to trust the value of the accreditation judgements and that other parties (for instance foreign institutions and students) know that accredited programmes deliver what they promise’.

eight years NVAO has assessed over 4,000 programmes, and over 500 applications from HEIs.

**D.5.3 Quality control research: how is the system organised, who is responsible?**

The boards of the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences (KNAW), the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) and the executive boards of universities are responsible for the external evaluation of the research units under their authority. The KNAW, the NWO, and the VSNU have set up the so-called Standard Evaluation Protocol (SEP), which is the sixth protocol for evaluation of scientific research in the Netherlands. The SEP aims at two objectives with regard to the evaluation of research (including PhD training) and research management. The first one is the improvement of research quality based on an external peer review, including scientific and societal relevance of research, research policy and research management. The second one is the accountability to the board of the research organisation, and towards funding agencies, government and society at large. The SEP describes the methods used to assess research conducted at Dutch universities and NWO and Academy institutes every six years, as well as the aims of such assessments. These organisations have undertaken to assess all research conducted within their organisations between 2015 and 2021 in accordance with this SEP; the boards of the universities, NWO and the KNAW take responsibility for the assessments and following up on them within their own institutions. They are also responsible for assuring that every unit within their institution is assessed once every six years, for the overall scheduling of assessments at their institution, and for giving notice of pending and concluded assessments.\(^{256}\)

**Figure 59.** The Standard Evaluation Protocol for research in actual practice

The rhythm of the SEP consists of a self-evaluation and an external review, including a site visit once every six years, and an internal mid-term review in between two external reviews. In the SEP, guidelines regarding assessment criteria, minimum information requirements and the procedure of the external review are formulated. After the site visit, the evaluation committee will report its findings to the board of the research organisation. The board will publish the report after internal discussion with the assessed research unit and will make its position regarding the evaluation outcomes public. The evaluation report and the position of the board together constitute the results of the evaluation.

The Standard Evaluation Protocol entails three main characteristics:

- Two levels of assessment: The assessment takes place at two levels of research organisation, i.e. the level of the institute (or faculty or research school) and the level of research groups or programmes.
- Three vital tasks: The assessment regards the three vital tasks of research organisations, i.e. producing results for the academic community, producing results that are relevant for society, and educating and training the next generation of researchers.
- Four main criteria: The assessment entails four main criteria, i.e. quality, productivity, relevance, and vitality & feasibility.

Sources: KNAW; NWO; VSNU.

D.5.4 Changes/trends in accreditation quality control

Regarding quality control of education, there are some important trends that are noted by NVAO. These include a stronger emphasis on information accessibility of decisions and reports, including meaningful and unequivocal defining of core data; the implementation and further development of new accreditation systems in the Netherlands; promoting institutions and programmes to act on recommendations in assessment reports; increased focus on external communication and a more public stance to realise the desired positioning and stakeholder relations, including the use of social media.257 Regarding quality control of research, changes have not been very substantial. The evaluation of the previous SEP period showed positive results and users emphasised the importance of continuity in the guidelines for research assessment. It was also stressed that the administrative burden should be diminished and that more emphasis should be placed on societal relevance, on positioning and on benchmarking. In terms of research quality control, changes can be labelled as (1) decreasing administrative burden for evaluators and evaluated bodies; and (2) increasing focus on societal relevance, on positioning and on benchmarking. The emphasis on output has decreased over the years, while the emphasis on relevance and integrity has increased.

D.6 Feedback on the structure and characteristics of the HEI system

The Dutch system is a binary system that consists of 37 state funded colleges and 14 state funded universities. The colleges include general colleges as well as colleges specialising in a specific domain. The Dutch colleges host over 420,000 students and employ over 40,000 staff members. The colleges have increased significantly in size since the mid-1990s. The 14 universities are on average slightly larger in size. They house 240,000 students. Almost half of the universities are general universities; the other ones focus on specific disciplines or types of education. Both the colleges and the universities are publicly funded. The fourteen Dutch universities offer a total of 422 BA programmes, and a total of 964 MA programmes.258 Both numbers are about three to four times as high as the Finnish numbers. The 37 Dutch colleges offer over 1200 BA programmes, and over 300 MA programmes.259

Like most publically funded organisations, the Dutch universities and colleges, as well as the funding bodies, are subjects to fair amounts of feedback from society. The Dutch government is often criticised for underfunding higher education in The Netherlands. The main feedback is that absolute funding has stayed more or less the same in the past years, while the number of students increased significantly (cf. Section D.4). The Ministry’s Wetenschapsagenda that will be discussed in Sections D.12 and D.13 has received substantial feedback from society. One of the most important critiques was that the Ministry –in its funding policies- focuses too much on the higher TRL levels, the interests of a small group of PLCs, and neglects the fundamental sciences in TRL1, and in TRL2. Another claim is that the Ministry underfunds the humanities.

Individual universities and colleges also receive significant feedback from the broader public in The Netherlands. Much of this is channeled through two specific pressure groups: Beter Onderwijs Nu (BON, Better Education Now), and – more recently – Science in Transition. The first focuses primarily on education at the Dutch Universities and colleges.

258 Source: Vereniging Hogeschoolen, VSNU & NRTO via Studiekeuze123.nl.
259 Source: Vereniging Hogeschoolen, VSNU & NRTO via Studiekeuze123.nl.
It states that these institutes are spending too much of their resources on managers, and on teaching generic skills. Domain knowledge as well as the ‘teacher as a craftsman’ should receive more attention in Dutch (higher) education. The latter focuses mainly on the way research is performed at universities in The Netherlands, and the way grants are awarded. Its main concern is the emphasis put of output indicators in science in The Netherlands.

Performance of the Dutch HEI system

D.7 Education

This section discusses access, graduation performance, mobility of students, and employability outputs of the Dutch HEIs.

The Dutch ambitions in terms of access to higher education have always been significant. Students who obtain certain secondary school qualifications must be accepted into Netherlands’ public tertiary education institutions. A six-year university preparatory education (VWO) qualifies for admittance to a university or a college, while a five-year general secondary education (HAVO) qualifies for admittance to only a college, as does a senior four-year, level 4 vocational education (MBO). College students can enter university programmes with their propaedeuse diploma from an HBO, and they can enter a university master’s programme with their college bachelor degree.260 The Netherlands has always aspired to have a tertiary education participation rate of 50% of its population by 2010. This goal has been attained. There have however also been serious weaknesses when it comes to access of the system. Completion rates for non-western immigrant populations remain lower than for other populations. Part-time students are not favoured the way the full-time students are, and flexibility from the institutions towards these part-time students is often low. From a certain age (now 30 years) financial support to individual students decreases, while tuition fees increase. This hinders participation of older students. Each student is allowed to obtain one BA and one MA. A Second diploma requires an increase of tuition fees. Family income is a strong determinant of HE participation, which is a clear indication that there is still a world to win when it comes to access. The figure below shows that Dutch universities and colleges have not succeeded in recruiting students from disfavoured socio-economic backgrounds.

![Figure 60. Socio-economic backgrounds of Dutch HE students in terms of mother/ father occupations](image)

Source: Studentenmonitor

Graduation rates have always been an issue in The Netherlands: “The proportion of students who graduate, and the speed of their graduation, could be better”.\textsuperscript{261} This might be related to the fact that students in Dutch universities and colleges have traditionally demonstrated low motivation for their studies. Studentenmonitor 2007 shows that 5\% of students in the HBO sector and 6\% in the WO sector are unmotivated. Since then, graduation rates have not really improved, as the figure below shows, even though individual universities and colleges (who are primarily responsible) receive substantive incentives to boost rates.

Employability of the Dutch higher education is generally good. Unemployment rate among highly educated 20–34 years olds is among the lowest in Europe (ca 2\%), and the rate with which Dutch graduates take high positions\textsuperscript{262} is relatively high in comparison to many other countries, which is an indication that the skill level of Dutch graduates is quite high.\textsuperscript{263} The percentage of students that want to work in academia is increasing (23\% in 2014), which also goes for the percentage of students that want to work for government (26\% in 2014); these figures however also indicate that employability in the private sector is less desired by many students.

![Figure 61. Progress of studies (as a proxy for graduation rates)](image)

Source: Studentenmonitor

**D.8 Research**

*Research output (# articles, citations).* The number of articles published by research in Dutch universities has risen from 54,085 in 2000 to 68,539 in 2013.\textsuperscript{264} That is an increase of 26\%. The research in Dutch universities score above average in terms of citations. The small Tilburg University scores 10\% above average in terms of citations. The large Utrecht University scores 57\% above average in terms of citations. The other universities are in between.

*Relative share in EU and ERC funding.* The Evaluation of Dutch participation in the Framework Programmes stated that “Despite its small size, the country takes a leading European position in the return on financial investment (’juste retour’) and the absolute number of participations and coordinators. In addition, researchers from Dutch public

\textsuperscript{261} OECD (2008). OECD Reviews of Tertiary Education NETHERLANDS.
\textsuperscript{262} ISCO 1/2 and ISCO 3 level.
\textsuperscript{263} CHEPS (2010). Quality of Higher Education in The Netherlands.
\textsuperscript{264} Source: VSNU/ KUOZ.
and private sector organisations have acquired a recognised position in thematic areas such as Life Sciences and Health, Food Quality and Safety, ICT and Sustainable Energy.\textsuperscript{265} Between 2007 and 2014 a total of 8,069 non-unique organisations participated in the FPs. EU contributions to Dutch research organisations exceeded €3.29 bln. In terms of university rankings, The Netherlands is one of the few countries of which essentially all its universities can be seen in major rankings; except for three of them, they all are included among the top 100 in at least one of the major rankings (and two more universities are on place 101 or 102 in at least one of the rankings). Most of these rankings stress the weight of research. But the prominent position also goes for rankings that allocate substantial weight to education (e.g. QS Ranking), or that are based on reputation of the institute (e.g. THE World Reputation Ranking).

\textbf{Figure 62. Rankings of Dutch universities}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>ARWU 2014</th>
<th>THES 2014</th>
<th>QS 2014</th>
<th>Leiden 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht University</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leiden University</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groningen University</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU Amsterdam</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radboud University</td>
<td>101-150</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Amsterdam</td>
<td>101-150</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUR</td>
<td>101-150</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erasmus University</td>
<td>151-200</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delft University of Technology</td>
<td>201-300</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maastricht University</td>
<td>201-300</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eindhoven University of Technology</td>
<td>301-400</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Twente</td>
<td>301-400</td>
<td>200-225</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilburg University</td>
<td>401-500</td>
<td>276-300</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open University</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: VSNU

In general the Dutch universities operate well when it comes to research. This is partly due to the absence of a strong RTO infrastructure on the lower TRL levels. Basic research is in most fields the exclusive domain of universities.

\textbf{D.9 Third mission}

In The Netherlands commercialisation of scientific research has been a priority for policy makers and knowledge institutes for several years. Government policy started from several reports by the Innovation Platform (2004–2006) about the knowledge paradox (universities and knowledge institutes perform to world class standards but this knowledge does not find its way to new products, services, etc.). The main barriers for commercialisation in the Netherlands were found to be:\textsuperscript{266}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Insufficient investments
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{265} Erawatch Country Fiche, The Netherlands.

- Inadequate institutional frameworks (e.g. lack of incentives, organisational structures, and support)
- Weak links between science and industry

In response, the Government and the research councils initiated several schemes to stimulate the commercialisation of the results of scientific research, the most important one being the SKE as part of the TechnoPartner Programme. Other governmental initiatives included investment in the Casimir programme (to support mobility of researchers between science and industry), Innovation Labs, the Valorisation Grant, and a programme for entrepreneurship in (higher) education.

Commercialisation has remained one of the priorities of the Government. In the latest strategic agenda for Higher Education and Science the Government stated that commercialisation should be an even more integral part of knowledge institutes, and that science has to contribute to the so-called top sectors (priority sectors within industry). In addition, the Government has invested in the continuation of most of the support schemes mentioned above.

The SKE was a part of the Action Programme TechnoPartner that was launched in 2004 with a duration of five years. The action programme consisted of a coherent package of measures to improve the climate for starting entrepreneurs in The Netherlands. The action programme aimed at dealing with a number of bottlenecks, such as the lack of financing for high-tech start-ups, the lack of entrepreneurship within knowledge institutes, the lack of entrepreneurial spirit (entrepreneurial culture) and the small amount of patents at Dutch universities. Apart from SKE, there were also programmes aimed at Venture Capital (the Seed Capital scheme and the TechnoPartner Label) and Business Angels (the Business Angels Programme, BAP).

The SKE was created to stimulate commercial knowledge exploitation and business development of the results of publicly financed research. The programme aimed to do so by accomplishing structural attention at knowledge institutes, in order to create more and better high-tech start-ups and build up a relevant patent portfolio that can thereafter be transferred to the business community. The SKE was focused on the first parts of the knowledge exploitation chain, intervening in the entire process up to and including company creation.

The subsidy was granted to consortia including at least one knowledge institute and one company. The applications needed to contain a structured approach to knowledge exploitation and the creation of sustainable facilities for high-tech start-ups. The maximum grant consisted of 50% of the project costs with a maximum of €2.5 million per project.

The SKE consortia could file applications for four different modules:

- Screening and Scouting: screening is defined in the programme as screening research for commercial potential, and scouting is defined as looking for researchers or entrepreneurs who want to commercialise this research.
- Patent costs: support of public knowledge institutes in the financing of patent applications. In the explanation for the programme, it is explicitly stated that the subsidy was only granted to affect a growth of the number of granted patents.
- High-tech start-up support: support of high-tech start-ups, for example by providing guidance and coaching, accommodation, education and training, networking activities, or access to equipment.
− Pre-seed funding: creation of a fund that provides pre-seed capital to high-tech start-ups. The loans were granted as a personal loan to the person(s) who want(s) to start the company.

The third mission remained especially important to Dutch universities and – to a lesser extent – Dutch colleges. Universities aim to commercialise knowledge in all fields of science, including the social sciences and humanities. In addition to the SKE described above, clear indications of the increased attention to the third mission include:

− All Dutch universities, and many colleges, have set up Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs), and Entrepreneurship Centres.
− Commercialisation has become an integral part of research quality measurements.267
− HR policies pay increasing attention to commercialisation skills. Knowledge transfer skills have been added to the job classification system of universities and in the job profiles for academic staff commercialisation skills is often explicitly mentioned.
− Cooperation with industry has – according to the VSNU – increased, partly due to the establishment of science parks.

Universities however also explicitly mention the problem that they find it hard to quantify the results of their third mission effort. The main reason is that the policy field is both rather new to them and rather heterogeneous. The Figure below however is a clear indication of the results of their investments in campuses. Of the seven national campuses, six are located on or near universities.

![Campuses in The Netherlands](source)

**Figure 63.** Campuses in The Netherlands
Source: Buck Consultants

267 NWO, ERiCplus, 2012.
In addition to the instruments identified above, universities have spent considerable resources in entrepreneurship education. Some universities offer complete BA or MA programmes on entrepreneurship, while others offer entrepreneurship education in minors. The Figure below presents the percentage of students that seek a career as an entrepreneur. Percentages for both college students and university students seem to be relatively constant, despite substantial investments.

![Figure 64: Percentage of students that seeks a career as an entrepreneur](image)

**Source:** Studentenmonitor

### D.10 Cost effectiveness

No data on effectiveness of research are available. Figures on investments in HEIs as % GERD, and public expenditure as % GERD are presented in Section D.4. The figure below presents expenditures per student on both college level and university level. Rate on return studies figures are not available.

![Figure 65: Cost effectiveness: expenditures per student on both college level and university level](image)

**Source:** Ministry of Education, Culture, and Science

Expenditures per student in universities have risen with 11.86%. Expenditures per student in the colleges have risen with 6.68%. Cumulative inflation in this period was 8.9%.
D.11 Conclusions

One should conclude that the performance of the Dutch HE system is in line with what is expected from it in The Netherlands. The most important conclusion is that the role of the system in The Netherlands is significant. The Netherlands has always aspired to have a tertiary education participation rate of 50% of its population by 2010. This goal has been attained. Employability of the Dutch higher education is generally good. Unemployment rate among highly educated 20-34 years olds is among the lowest in Europe (ca. 2%), and the rate with which Dutch graduates take high positions is relatively high in comparison to many other countries, which is an indication that the skill level of Dutch graduates is quite high.

But there have however also been serious weaknesses when it comes to access of the system. Completion rates for non-western immigrant populations remain lower than for other populations; part-time students are not favoured the way the full-time students are, and flexibility from the institutions towards these part-time students is often low. All actors are aware of the improvements needed in that regards, yet the challenges remain and little improvement is witnessed. Another issue is the low graduation rates (and little improvement over there).

Research outputs are also considered good. The number of articles published by research in Dutch universities has risen from 54,085 in 2000 to 68,539 in 2013. That is an increase of 26%. The research in Dutch universities score above average in terms of citations. The Evaluation of Dutch participation in the Framework Programmes stated that “Despite its small size, the country takes a leading European position in the return on financial investment (‘juste retour’) and the absolute number of participations and coordinators. In terms of university rankings, The Netherlands is one of the few countries of which essentially all its universities can be seen in major rankings; except for three of them, they all are included among the top 100 in at least one of the major rankings.

The third mission has received considerable attention in The Netherlands. All Dutch universities, and many colleges, have set up Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs), and Entrepreneurship Centres, and commercialisation has become an integral part of research quality measurements. In addition to that HR policies pay increasing attention to commercialisation skills. Yet, the third mission has remained one of the priorities of the Government. In the latest strategic agenda for Higher Education and Science the Government stated that commercialisation should be an even more integral part of knowledge institutes, and that science has to contribute to the so-called top sectors (priority sectors within industry).

HEI policies and trends

D.12 National policies

Both the colleges and the universities in The Netherlands are highly autonomous. As a consequence the Ministry of Education, Culture, and Science is modest when it comes to developing and implementing national policies. The equilibrium is appreciated by all, and there is little room for punctuations.

268 ISCO 1/2 and ISCO 3 level.
270 Source: VSNU/ KUOZ.
271 NWO, ERiCplus, 2012.
Nevertheless, the Ministry of Education, Culture, and Science states that quality of higher education should increase. This was one of the main reasons for the Ministry to install in 2009 the so-called Commissie Veerman, and advisory group headed by a former minister. Recommendations were made to raise quality and especially differentiation in Dutch higher education. This should be done via output performance contracts that were described above.

In addition to that, the Dutch Government has implemented the new Law on Higher Education that was approved in 2013. In this context, the Government has taken a number of measures that allow for more flexibility in the system, and for a better alignment with EU research and innovation policy, and they cover the major reforms and recent developments/trends. The following aspects of that law are relevant and will have an impact on Dutch higher education.

- Increasing recognisability of programmes. The Law states that both colleges and universities should use more recognisable names for their programmes. It should be ensured that similar programmes have the same kind of name. This should allow for some rationalisation of the large number of programmes that were identified in section D.2.2. This is also a response to wide societal complaints about the large numbers of so-called ‘fashion studies’.

- Shorter College Programmes for VWO graduates. To increase the attractiveness of colleges for students with a VWO degree (and thus decreasing the pressure put on universities), colleges will be setting up three year programmes. This allows VWO graduates to enter the labour market slightly earlier.

- Broader undergraduate programmes. Universities and colleges can increasingly experiment with merging existing programmes. One of the supposed goals of universities and colleges might be to create broader bachelors tracks, that might eventually emerge into liberal arts colleges. Within these broad undergraduate programmes, students will be allowed to choose their own routes or accents.

- An Associate Degree will be implemented. The Associate Degree is set up as a shorter college programme with a strong and direct focus on the labour market. It was implemented last year, and the first AD students have entered the colleges. If it all works out well, it will become easier for MBO students (cf. section D.7) to enter higher vocational education. Associate Degree programmes will be very applied, and aim to follow from MBO level education as if it were the only logic consequence. In addition to MBO students, the AD programmes also aim at attracting people with several years of working experience. It is widely recognised that LLL is not successful in The Netherlands, and the Associate Degree is aimed to give a new impetus to this.

- Statutory tuition fees at bridging BA-MA programs. Bridging programmes (premasters) aim to make the flow of bachelor's degree at university master’s easier.

- College title to be formalised. Graduates of Dutch colleges will be allowed to hold the title of Bachelor or Master. To these titles they may add the suffix 'of Laws,' 'of Business Administration' or 'of Nursing'. Since January 1, 2014 bachelors may also carry the suffix 'Arts' and or ‘Science’. The aim of this policy is to make titles awarded by colleges better recognisable on the (international) labour market.

---

272 Wet van 10 juli 2013 tot wijziging van de Wet op het hoger onderwijs en wetenschappelijk onderzoek en enkele andere wetten in verband met de uitvoering van diverse maatregelen, aangekondigd in de Strategische Agenda Hoger onderwijs, Onderzoek en Wetenschap (Wet Kwaliteit in verscheidenheid hoger onderwijs).
Differentiation in tuition fees. Certain programmes that have been labelled by NVAO (cf. section D.2.4; D.5.1; D.5.2) as excellent, will be allowed to implement higher tuition fees (up to 5 times the statutory tuition). In other cases, the Ministry for Education, Culture, and Sciences will have to give permission for such an increase.

Internationalisation is not an issue at the system level, yet it is at the institutional level. Policies for (large) research infrastructures were covered by e.g. advisory councils and by the recent Vision on Science 2025 (Wetenschapsvisie 2025) of the Dutch Ministry.

D.13 Institutional policies

Both the VSNU and the Vereniging Hogescholen were discussed in section D.2.3. VSNU represents the universities to the Government, Parliament, and governmental and civic organisations, and facilitates debate, and it develops and disseminates common positions held by its member universities. The Vereniging Hogescholen focuses on strengthening the position of colleges. Together with their member organisations, both have set up substantial strategy projects that aim to guide their member organisations towards 2025.

In both strategy process the cooperating institutes have not yet come up with a clear vision on HEI policies and trends on education, research, third mission, and internationalisation. When it comes to the descriptive level there are however some clear findings.

In terms of education, the HEIs are dealing with new types of learning, e.g. blended learning, and MOOCs. Both are however not yet beyond the stage of policy making, apart from individual initiatives. At the same time the HEIs are aware that they are in a dynamic environment. The number of students has grown substantially, which also goes for the heterogeneity of the student population. At the same time budgets (the sum of funding streams) have not gone through the same growth, which puts colleges and universities in a challenging position. They are investing in stronger and more unique profiles, as they believe that this might increase their competitive advantage, and it will improve their base funding position (cf. section D.4). When it comes to universities this process of ‘profiling’ cannot be seen without looking at the process of clustering among universities. Universities that are complementary increasingly cooperate, and set up combined programmes.

In terms of research, the universities stress the importance of their independent position. They also stress the importance of the close ties between education and research. Dutch universities are indeed in a good position in this respect. These strong ties (especially at the graduate level) strengthen the quality of the teaching staff, and increases the changes of talent to come into contact with actual research. The close ties between education and research are considered very important by universities. Within this context, universities have invested substantially in increasing the focus of their research. They have become more dependent on foreign competitive funding (second funding stream, especially FP7/ H2020), and have witnessed a strong increase in outputs in terms of PhD students. The universities have always depended heavily on the so called ICES-KIS from the Dutch government. The funds have been abolished by the Dutch government, which has had its impacts on research funding available for Dutch universities. Most of them have identified ‘regional embeddedness’ as a way to compensate the ICES-KIS funds. It has always been considered important by universities, but the fact remains that this is difficult to combined with research excellence.

The colleges are more successful in this respect. Their resources spent on research are (very) limited, especially compared to those spent in universities. Nevertheless, there has
been a strong increase of R&D in colleges, especially in the higher TRL levels, in strong correlation with education, and in close regional embeddedness. The Wetenschapsagenda that was identified in the previous section will have its impacts on the research policies of universities, but it is too early to elaborate on their details. In terms of the third mission and in terms of internationalisation, most universities and colleges have their own policy programmes and strategies.

Talent policies and internationalisation policies are of concern to NWO. It has set up a talent scheme that is referred to as the Innovational Research Incentives Scheme (Vernieuwingsimpuls). The scheme offers personal grants to talented, creative researchers. The funding enables applicants to do their own line of research. This is expected to boost innovative research and promote mobility within scientific research institutes. The Innovational Research Incentives Scheme comprises three grants geared to different stages in a researcher's scientific career:

- Veni, for researchers who have recently obtained their PhD
- Vidi, for researchers who have gained several years of research experience after their PhD
- Vici, for senior researchers who have demonstrated an ability to develop their own line of research

Evaluations of the scheme have been positive. The scheme has resulted in a substantial amount of ERC grants.

Talent policies and internationalisation policies are also of concern for the institutes. In 2008 it was concluded that The Netherlands is one of the few OECD countries that does not benefit from international brain drain. Dutch universities and colleges are aware that they are not yet attractive enough to international talent and that this should be improved. The HEIs are fully aware of the impacts of the Bologna processes in the last decade. Dutch universities and colleges have set up cooperation agreements with foreign counterparts and several universities and colleges have set up branches abroad, which does not always go without public debate.

Conclusions

Like the Finnish system, the system in The Netherlands is generally assumed to be performing well. The level of higher education is high, which also goes for the quality and quantity of research in universities. There are in The Netherlands substantial worries however about relative funding decreases in the last couple of years that received little attention due to the fact that they were mainly caused by a very significant increase in student numbers combined with a small budget increase. At this point in time, like in Finland, parts of the system seems underfunded. In The Netherlands the complaints focus on the universities and colleges in general, and in particular on funding in social science and humanities. Like in Finland substantial concern are expressed regarding the future economic prospects for funding of Higher Education in The Netherlands. Related to this concern is the concern about future sustainability of the HEI system in The Netherlands and the ability of the system to change as the environment changes. Most universities and colleges in The Netherlands are not very active in debate on modernisation of teaching.

and learning methods, including digitalisation and OER. Some, like Utrecht University invest in educational innovation, but many do so only to a small extent.

It is generally thought that the number of universities is too large for a system such as the Dutch one. Universities, like the three technical universities, or the three universities in the province of South Holland, might decide to merge. Similar discussions can be heard at the College level. The decades of reorganisations are not over yet, and more Colleges will be forced to combine forces. The Netherlands will also witness some extent of fading away of the border between colleges and universities. There have been a number of attempts to join forces (initiated by the institutes themselves); one of them is considered a success to some extent. These mergers were forced by various factors, including ideological ones (universities and colleges affiliated to similar churches combining forces) strategic ones (the need to cover large parts of the country in a College/University consortium), and efficiency. However, one of the main rationale for such consortiums (minimising difficulties to transfer between colleges and universities for students; solving inflexibility and rigidity) have not been structurally solved. One expects that the incremental changes that we have seen in the past decades will continue, with incidental punctuations for instance regarding changing student loan facilities, or a new Science Agenda. Reforms such as in Finland are not expected.
Appendix E. Benchmark case study: Switzerland

Structure and characteristics of the Swiss HEI system

Barbara Good

E.1 Main characteristics of the HEI system

The Swiss HEI system is characterised by two main elements:

- **Dual system:** Since the mid-1990s, the Swiss HEI system has been dual. The university sector is composed of cantonal universities and federal institutes of technology, while the non-university sector is composed of universities of applied sciences (UAS). The two sectors are ruled by different laws and public regulations and have largely separated funding streams. The seven public UAS were created in 1997 (based on the 1995 Universities of Applied Sciences Act) as a reform and merger of existing professional tertiary education institutions. The process started in a few fields (technology, economics and business administration, construction) but the universities of applied sciences extended to most professional domains (arts, social work, health, teacher training) after 2000.274

- **Federalism:** In Switzerland, political responsibilities for research and higher education are divided between the federal state (confederation) and the regional authorities (the cantons). The confederation is responsible for competitive funding of research through the research council (Swiss National Science Foundation SNSF) and the innovation agency (Commission for Technology and Innovation CTI) and for the coordination of research activities, while the responsibility for higher education is mixed and shared between confederation and cantons as follows: The confederation is responsible for the two federal institutes of technology in Zurich (ETHZ) and in Lausanne (EPFL) and their affiliated research institutes – these organisations make up the so-called ETH domain. The cantons are responsible for their universities (there are ten of them), while a national act regulates federal support to these institutions. The cantons are also responsible for the UAS, but under the framework of a national law.275

E.2 Main actors in the HEI system

E.2.1 Responsible Ministries

At federal level, responsibilities for research, higher education and innovation lie with the Federal Department of Economic Affairs, Education and Research (EAER).276 The EAER

---

276 The Federal Departments are ‘super-ministries’ that encompass a number of so-called Offices and State Secretaries. Offices and State Secretaries are more like ministries in other countries.
has only had sole responsibility for research, higher education and innovation since the beginning of 2013. Inside the Federal Department of Economic Affairs, Education and Research, the most important unit is the State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI). It coordinates the whole policy field, including the preparation of the Federal Bill on Research, Education and Innovation (the so-called ERI Message), support to cantonal universities, funding of basic research through the SNSF and international science activities of Switzerland. It is also responsible for professional education, the coordination of the UAS and innovation funding through the CTI.

At the cantonal level, the cantonal ministers for education are responsible for ‘their’ universities and UAS. They coordinate their activities in the Conference of the Cantonal Ministers of Education.

E.2.2 Universities, universities of applied sciences and public research institutes

There are three types of HEIs in Switzerland:

- The two federal institutes of technology (Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH Zurich) and Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPF Lausanne). The ETHZ and EPFL are specialised in natural sciences and technology
- The ten cantonal universities: of the ten cantonal universities, seven are ‘universal’ universities, covering a broad spectrum of disciplines (including medicine), whereas three are specialised: St. Gallen (economic and social sciences); Lucerne (law, theology, cultural studies and social sciences), established in 2000; and Lugano (architecture, communication sciences, economics and business studies, ICT), established in 1996
- The seven public and two private UAS; in practice, their focus is on teaching although they also have a mission to conduct applied R&D and engage in knowledge transfer. The terminology used to refer to UAS compared to universities normally is “equal but different.” UAS normally span several cantons.

Following the Bologna reform, both universities and UAS offer three year bachelor degrees, while universities also offer master programmes. While the Bachelor degree is the regular degree in UAS, accepted by the labour market, in 2007 they acquired the right to offer professionally oriented master degrees; however, only in selected areas and with limited funding. There are different access requirements for the two sectors, going back to different tracks (academic and vocational) in secondary education. Permeability between the two sectors is low but UAS bachelor graduates can enrol for a university master degree.

277 This reorganisation was decided by the Federal Council (executive) at the end of June 2011. In practice, this means that the State Secretariat for Education and Research (formerly part of the Federal Department of Home Affairs) was merged with the Federal Office for Professional Education and Technology (part of the Federal Department of Economic Affairs), resulting in a new State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation.
278 http://www.edudoc.ch/static/web/edk/port_edk_e.pdf
279 Teacher training institutions are also formally part of the HE system. Some are partly integrated in the UAS system, others are stand-alone institutions.
280 Health policy lies in the authority of the cantons. Therefore, the training of health professionals, including doctors, as well.
281 Of course, differentiation is the first step to hierarchisation.
282 e.g. the University of Applied Sciences of North-Western Switzerland is located in the four cantons Basel-Stadt, Basel-Land, Aargau and Solothurn.
283 Swiss Coordination Centre for Research in Education, Swiss Education Report 2014, Aarau 2014
Advanced research training is a specific task of the universities, and the UAS do not have the right to award PhDs. For the UAS, (applied) research is an additional task, and it is envisaged that in the longer term they would spend 20% of their resources on research. UAS often cooperate with SMEs in the region, often in the framework of cooperative projects funded by the innovation agency CTI.

The distinction made between the university sector and the UAS sector has been remarkably stable over time, creating distinct profiles of universities and UAS. Lepori et al. argue that this is due not only to different regulations for the two sectors but also to the

"strength of the normative distinction by a broader set of audiences […] creating competitive pressures to keep the two populations apart – either through distinct funding rules or through the behaviour of some audiences like the academically orientated Swiss National Science Foundation."²⁸⁴

Switzerland has very few public research organisations. There are four dedicated research organisations (Paul Scherrer Institute, Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology EAWAG, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research (EMPA), and Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research (WSL), but they belong to the ETH domain. There are also a few public service research organisations, in agricultural research and the Swiss Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training (SFIVET). They are part of the Federal Department of Economic Affairs, Education and Research.

Research is conducted almost exclusively in the universities and, to a smaller extent, the UAS. Research conducted in and by independent (non-university) research institutes and by public service labs is marginal. This can be seen in the very low figure for GERD performed by government sector – 60.393 millions of PPS²⁸⁵ in 2008²⁸⁶ (see also Figure 67). This value is comparable with the value of Iceland and Luxembourg, both much smaller countries.

E.2.3 Intermediary organisations

At the intermediary level, the main actors are the two project funding agencies and an advisory body:

- The Swiss National Science Foundation (SNF) is a private foundation funded by the confederation responsible for the support to basic research. Its target audience are the universities (federal and cantonal) although it is open to all types of HEIs.
- The Swiss Innovation Agency (CTI) is the federal support agency for innovation, which supports joint projects between universities (often universities of applied sciences) and private companies as well as innovation activities.
- The Swiss Science and Innovation Council (SSIC) is the advisory body of the national government for science and technology policy.

²⁸⁵ PPS = purchasing power parity.
²⁸⁶ Eurostat, latest available figure.
E.2.4 Main bodies for quality assessment / quality management and accreditation

The Swiss Center of Accreditation and Quality Assurance in Higher Education (OAQ) assures and promotes the quality of teaching and research at universities in Switzerland. It is independent, uses internationally recognised methods and is able to draw upon the knowledge and experience of leading experts.\textsuperscript{287}

The Swiss HEI sector is currently undergoing a major reform. The new Federal Act on Funding and Coordination in the Higher Education Sector (HFKG)\textsuperscript{288} has come into force by decision of the Federal Council (cabinet) in the beginning of 2015. This will give the accreditation of higher educational institutions in Switzerland a new basis. The most important change concerns institutional accreditation, which will become a requirement for eligibility to use the designation “University”, “University of Applied Sciences” or “University of Teacher Education” or any derived name (article 29 HFKG).

Figure 66. Structure of the Swiss HEI governance system
Source: Technopolis, based on Erawatch.

E.3 Acts and regulations

E.3.1 Reform of institutions governing and coordinating Swiss higher education

The distribution of competencies between the federal state and the cantons in the Swiss research and higher education system – who is responsible for what? – has grown historically. This has led to highly complex political decision making structures, legislation and financial mechanisms. Currently, the Swiss higher education system is being reformed,

\textsuperscript{287} w.oaq.ch/pub/en/01_00_00_home.php
\textsuperscript{288} http://www.sbfi.admin.ch/themen/hochschulen/01640/index.html?lang=en
with the aim to create a more coherent and efficient national research and education area. The starting point of the reform was a new constitutional article accepted in a referendum in May 2006 stating that, among others, the confederation and the cantons shall be jointly responsible for the coordination and quality assurance of Swiss higher education. Pertinent legislation has been enacted at both cantonal and federal levels. The Federal Parliament passed the Federal Act on Funding and Coordination of the Higher Education Sector (HFKG)\(^{289}\) on 30\(^{th}\) of September 2011, planned to come into effect at the beginning of 2015.\(^{290}\) The new law will completely overhaul institutions governing and coordinating Swiss higher education. It will also define access requirements to higher education institutions and lay the foundations for an accreditation council responsible for quality assurance in higher education.

**E.3.2 Main aspects of the new HFKG**

- The confederation and the cantons continue to be responsible for operating and funding their HEIs (universities and UAS). The confederation continues to support universities and UAS, but not the universities of teacher education. The Act will not affect the owners’ competences or responsibilities for HEIs.
- The HFKG will specify the necessary principles of coordination and funding, and replace the Federal Act on Financial Aid to Universities and on Cooperation in the Field of University Education (UFG)\(^{291}\) and the Federal Act on Universities of Applied Sciences (FHSG)\(^{292}\). However, the Federal Act on the Federal Institutes of Technology\(^{293}\) remains in force. In addition to the HFKG, there is a need for a new inter-cantonal agreement on cooperation in higher education between the cantons and a new cooperation agreement between the confederation and the cantons.
- The HFKG will regulate the framework conditions for joint coordination of the entire higher education sector (universities, UAS, universities of teacher education and other tertiary-level institutions) by the confederation and the cantons.
- It will define the prerequisites for the allocation of federal funding to cantonal universities and UAS.

**E.3.3 Other important Acts**

At federal level, another important act is the new Federal Act on the Promotion of Research and Education (FIFG).\(^{294}\) Article 64 of the Federal Constitution stipulates the confederation’s obligation to promote and fund research and innovation. The FIFG defines the confederation’s tasks and competences in these areas. It lays down the tasks of the SNSF, the Swiss Academy of Sciences and the CTI, regulates government (sectoral) research and the co-funding of research organisations, and governs international cooperation in the area of science.


\(^{291}\) [http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/19995354/index.html](http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/19995354/index.html) (in German)


\(^{293}\) [http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/19910256/index.html](http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/19910256/index.html) (in German)

\(^{294}\) [http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/20091419/index.html](http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/20091419/index.html) (in German)
Cantonal laws govern the cantonal universities (e.g. the Act on the University of Zurich\textsuperscript{295}).

E.4 Funding of HEI

E.4.1 Basic indicators for R&D

As can be seen from Figure 67, expenditure on R&D is high in Switzerland, both in terms of R&D expenditure (GERD) as % of GDP and GERD per capita. GERD in % of GDP was 2.87 in 2008,\textsuperscript{296} of which 68% was financed by industry, 23% by government, 6% by abroad and 3% by other national sources. As can be seen from these figures, private R&D expenditure, particularly in the pharmaceutical and biotechnological sectors, plays a prominent role in the Swiss research system.

Higher education intramural expenditure on R&D (HERD) was 0.88 in % of GDP in 2012, up from 0.69% of GDP in 2008, and 0.77% of GDP in 2010, reflecting prioritisation of education, research and innovation policy budgets in recent years.

R&D funded by the government (in % of GDP) is only slightly above the EU27 average, meaning that the relative effort of the public sector is not particularly high, while the absolute amount is very high given the high GDP. The share of R&D performed by HEIs is in line with the EU27 average while the share of R&D performed by the government is substantially smaller (see E.2.2).

Figure 67. Key figures describing the Swiss R&D system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>EU27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP growth rate</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>+3.0</td>
<td>+1.9</td>
<td>+1.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERD as % of GDP</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERD (euro per capita)</td>
<td>1,352</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBAORD Total R&amp;D appropriations (€ million)</td>
<td>3,078</td>
<td>3,361</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>90,333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D funded by Government (% of GDP)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.7 (e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D funded by Business Enterprise Sector (% of GDP)</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D performed by HEIs (% of GERD)</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D performed by Government (% of GERD)</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D performed by Business Enterprise Sector (% of GERD)</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>63.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Erawatch

There is a clear division of labour among public and private actors in Switzerland, with the public sector primarily funding basic research and education (and some applied research in the HE sector), and the private sector applied research and experimental development. The reason for the public sector to prioritise the funding of basic research is that market failure is largest in education and basic research, while there is strong belief that applied research and experimental development are best left to the private sector, which has a much better knowledge of the market than the state. This is not the particular opinion of the one or the other political party, but the consensus among the parties in the permanent coalition that has governed Switzerland since 1959.

\textsuperscript{295} http://www2.zhlex.zh.ch/appl/zhlex_r.nsf/WebView/142D74D69CC1DA9AC125723C00463FD335File/415.11_15.3.98.55.pdf (in German)

\textsuperscript{296} No newer figures available.
E.4.2 Structure and governance of the HEI funding system

HEIs in Switzerland are mostly publicly funded.

Institutional funding

The dual structure and the division of competences between the confederation and the cantons have led to a fragmented structure of the funding system. Institutional funding is typically in form of a block grant.

- Cantonal universities are funded by their canton, other cantons and co-financed by the confederation. 80% of funding comes from the cantons, 20% from the confederation. In 2012 the cantons spent CHF 2,874 million (€2,300 million\(^{297}\)), the confederation CHF 701 million (€560 million). In total, funding from the cantons and the confederation together amounted to CHF 3,574 million (€2,860 million).\(^{298}\)

- Co-funding from the other cantons is based on the number of students from these cantons who study at the university. These sums are calculated based on the number of students and the discipline they study. Co-funding by the confederation is also based on a formula, which contains the indicators number of students (for the teaching component) and external funding (SNSF, European Framework Programme, CTI, contract research) (for the research component).\(^{299}\)

- In contrast, the two federal institutes of technology (ETHZ and EPFL) receive their block grant solely from the confederation. The federal government has concluded a performance agreement with the ETH domain; the performance agreement is part of the ERI message and has to be passed by the federal parliament.\(^{300}\) In 2012, funding from the confederation to the ETH domain was CHF 2,174.5 million (€1,810 million).\(^{301}\)

- Overall, institutional grant allocation is weakly competitive but the share of competitive sources is higher for universities in cantons with lower financial capacity.\(^{302}\)

- Institutional funding allocation to universities of applied sciences (block grant) is mostly related to the number of students (based on fixed rates agreed nationally) but additional funds are provided by the cantons for research and other activities.

Competitive funding

Competitive funding comes mostly from the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF), from the European Framework Programmes and from the Swiss Innovation Agency (CTI). While in 2013 the SNF funded researchers and research projects to the amount of CHF 818.8 million (€680 million)\(^{303}\), the CTI spent CHF 124.9 (€104 million)\(^{304}\).

\(^{297}\) Conversions from CHF into EUR were calculated while the CHF was still pegged to the Euro (cap 1 EUR = 1.2 CHF). Since giving up the cap, exchange rates have changed substantially.


\(^{300}\) http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/federal-gazette/2012/3099.pdf (Appendix 10.3).


\(^{303}\) SNF, 2013 – Forschungsförderung in Zahlen, Bern.

\(^{304}\) KTI Tätigkeitsbericht 2013, Bern.
As can be seen from these figures, the focus of Swiss research funding is clearly on basic research.

While universities (cantonal and federal) get most of their competitive funding from the Swiss National Science Foundation and the European Framework Programmes, the UAS win a large share of projects funded by the innovation agency CTI (Figure 68). This is in line with HEIs’ missions.

Figure 68. Funding from SNSF, CTI, FP7 by type of research organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNSF research funding 2013</th>
<th>In million CHF</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>496.0</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETH domain</td>
<td>188.2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities of applied sciences</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>115.2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>818.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CTI project funding 2013</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universities of Applied Sciences</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETH domain</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSEM and other research institutes</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>109.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FP7 (2007–2012)*</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETH domain</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>441.2</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universities of Applied Sciences</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (industry, SMEs, not-for-profit organisations etc.)</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1559.4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Institutional vs. competitive funding

In 2010, cantonal universities’ funding for teaching and research was 80% institutional, while they received 11% of their funding from the three competitive sources SNSF, CTI and EU. For the ETH domain this percentage is slightly higher (13,5%) but it also includes sectoral research. In comparison, universities of sciences’ funding was 76% institutional, while they received a little more than 3% of their funding from the three competitive sources SNSF, CTI and EU.

305 ETH-Rat, Akzente 2012, Budgetbericht des ETH-Rats über den ETH-Bereich. We have refrained from adding the ETH domain to Figure 69 due to the use of different categories of funding streams.

Figure 69. Funding structure of cantonal universities and universities of applied sciences (teaching and research)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cantonal universities</th>
<th>Universities of applied sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In million CHF</td>
<td>In %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institutional funding</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University cantons</td>
<td>2527</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cantons</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confederation</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competitive funding</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNSF/CTI/EU</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other funding (including contract research)</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition fees</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total funding</strong></td>
<td>4591</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Having said that, due to the much smaller size of research funding in their block grant, UAS are more dependent on competitive funding for their research activities. Overall, the UAS funding system is more competitive than that of universities. Competition in education is based on student numbers while in research it is based on the acquisition of competitive grants.307

**E.4.3 Changes and trends in funding of HEI**

Institutional funding by the confederation and the cantons for the cantonal universities has grown steadily since 2004. Hence, the shares of funding by the confederation and the cantons have more or less remained the same. The same trend can be observed with regard to the universities of applied sciences.308.

An increase in institutional funding can also be seen for the ETH domain (for whose funding only the confederation is responsible). The budget appropriation for the period 2013–2016 is CHF 9583.9 million (EUR 7980.7 million), with annual instalments rising steadily.

Figure 70. Institutional funding to the ETH domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In million CHF</th>
<th>In million EUR</th>
<th>Annual increase in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2174.5</td>
<td>1812.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2271.4</td>
<td>1892.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2364.2</td>
<td>1970.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2456.8</td>
<td>2047.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2551.7</td>
<td>2126.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Budgetbericht 2014 des ETH-Rats für den ETH-Bereich, Zürich.

Budgets for the SNSF and the CTI have also increased over the years. For example, the SNSF’s budget increased from CHF 749 million (€624 million) in 2009309 to CHF

---

309 Schweizerischer Nationalfonds, Jahresrechnung 2010, Bern
960 million (€799 million) in 2013\textsuperscript{310}. Similarly, the CTI’s budget for project funding increased from CHF 77 million in 2005 to CHF 111 million in 2013.

### E.5 System of accreditation and quality control

#### E.5.1 Accreditation

The new Act on the Higher Education Sector (HFKG)\textsuperscript{311} coming into effect in the beginning of 2015 will lay the foundation for an accreditation council responsible for quality assurance in higher education.\textsuperscript{312} Institutional accreditation, which currently is on a voluntary basis for universities\textsuperscript{313}, will become a requirement for eligibility to use the designation “University”, “University of Applied Sciences” or “University of Teacher Training” or any derived name (article 29 HFKG).

Based on the current Act on Universities of Applied Sciences (article 17a), UAS and their study programmes have to be accredited.\textsuperscript{314} Since the beginning of 2008 the OAQ has officially been recognised as the agency for the accreditation of UAS.\textsuperscript{315}

#### E.5.2 Quality audits

Based on the current the Federal Act on Financial Aid to Universities (UFG), universities must, in order to receive funding from the confederation, “provide high-quality services that have been evaluated by the organisation responsible for quality assurance”. The organisation for quality assurance is the OAQ. The OAQ performs so-called quality audits which assess the internal quality assurance systems of public universities.

Quality Audits are procedures which focus on the internal quality assurance systems of public universities. They are conducted in a four-year cycle. Quality criteria are used to assess how the internal quality assurance system of a university functions and how it benefits the study programmes.

### E.6 Feedback on the structure and characteristics of the HEI system

- The Swiss HE sector is a complex institutional system. It is not only a dual system with universities and UAS but also has two types of universities – federal and cantonal. Accordingly, responsibilities for HEIs lie in different hands, federal and cantonal, depending on the individual HEI.

- This complex institutional system is reflected in a complex funding system, with various funding streams from cantons and the confederation. Funding for the different types of HEIs is largely separated. While block grants is the normal funding mechanism, formulas (for calculating the block grant) and performance agreements (for steering the use of funding) are also used.

- The governance and coordination of the HE system is going to be changed with the new Act on the Higher Education Sector. However, the confederation’s and cantons’

\textsuperscript{310} Schweizerischer Nationalfonds, Jahresrechnung 2013, Bern.
\textsuperscript{311} http://www.sbfi.admin.ch/themen/hochschulen/en/01640/index.html?lang=en (in English)
\textsuperscript{312} http://www.swissuniversities.ch/en/home/
\textsuperscript{313} http://www.oaq.ch/pub/de/03_01_00_akkredit_hochschul.php
\textsuperscript{314} http://www.sbfi.admin.ch/fh/02145/index.html?lang=en
\textsuperscript{315} http://www.oaq.ch/pub/en/akkredit_fh.php
responsibilities will remain the same. Therefore, while coordination and funding will be better aligned, scope for simplification is limited.

- There have been steady, small increases in HEI funding, both in terms of institutional funding and competitive funding. All types of HEIs have a high degree of institutional funding. At the same time the HE sector is a very performing system, as we will see in the next chapter below, meaning that high performance is not necessarily linked to competition in the funding system.

- Universities are generally well-endowed, with an internal culture and governance mechanisms that support and sustain high-quality research and strong quality drivers.\(^{316}\)

- Tiny by international comparisons, the government research institute sector is embedded in the federal university system. Altogether, the number of universities is comparatively low and funding has therefore been distributed to relatively few (two federal universities and ten cantonal ones, two of which are also fairly small).

- There is clear division of labour between the private and the public sector, with the public sector focusing mainly on the funding of education and basic research, and the private sector funding applied research and experimental development.

Performance of the Swiss HEI system

E.7 Education\(^{317}\)

E.7.1 Access

The dual structure of the Swiss education system – i.e. its division into a sector pursuing general education and a sector pursuing vocational education and training – is also reflected in pathways of access to higher education (tertiary sector A). About three quarters of those who obtain their baccalaureate from a general education upper secondary school (gymnasium, lycée) wish to study at a conventional university, while the great majority of those who obtain a federal vocational baccalaureate\(^{318}\) and enter higher education opt to study at a UAS. Hybrid pathways – i.e. a general education format at upper secondary level followed by a degree at a UAS or basic vocational education followed by a degree at a university – are not so common, but due to the permeability of the education system they are feasible.

The likelihood of studying at tertiary level is strongly influenced by social origin. For all the political efforts to offer all young people equal educational opportunities, the children of parents with academic degrees are still much more likely to obtain a tertiary A qualification. Compared with a situation of absolute equal opportunity, the children of parents with academic degrees are about 1.5 times as likely to study in the tertiary A sector; in neighbouring countries (Germany, Austria, France, Italy), however, this ratio lies between 1.8 (Italy) and 3.2 (Germany).

---

\(^{316}\) Gunnar Òquist, Mats Benner, Fostering breakthrough research: a comparative study, December 2012.

\(^{317}\) This chapter relies heavily on: Swiss Coordination Centre for Research in Education, Swiss Education Report 2014, Aarau 2014.

\(^{318}\) Young people who obtain a federal vocational baccalaureate have normally completed an apprenticeship.
Figure 71. Access to tertiary education and adult learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduation rate from upper secondary programmes designed to prepare students for tertiary education (ISCED 3A)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry rate into tertiary education (type A)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students enrolled in tertiary education (number of students in thousands)</td>
<td>233.5</td>
<td>248.6</td>
<td>257.7</td>
<td>269.6</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary educational attainment (% of population aged 30-34)</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of women among tertiary students</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary education participation (number of students in thousands)</td>
<td>233.5</td>
<td>248.6</td>
<td>257.7</td>
<td>269.6</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation rate in education and training at any level (in the last 4 weeks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Age 25–34</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Age 35–44</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Age 45–54</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Age 55–64</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: OECD EaG 2012–2014; Eurostat.

Differences in social selectivity can furthermore be observed between the different types of tertiary A education. It is particularly striking that young people whose fathers hold an academic degree are about twice as likely to attend a conventional university. By contrast, the children of academic fathers at UAS are only over-represented by about 30%, and at universities of teacher education not at all.

In terms of the total number of students at university, gender distribution is very even. The proportion of female students stood at 51% in 2012. The choice of subjects, however, remains highly gender-specific. Gender-specific study preferences are proving very stable over time. Nevertheless, gender segregation has declined somewhat in the technical sciences and in the exact and natural sciences during the last twenty years.

At the UAS, male students are still slightly in the majority. However, the proportion of female students has risen by about 20 percentage points since 2000, accounting for 47% in 2012 (excluding students in continuing education and training). The big increase in the percentage of women is essentially due to the integration/growth of departments with a female predominance. Like at universities, there are still substantial differences between men and women when it comes to choosing a subject. The gaps are particularly wide in the fields of technology/IT and health.

**E.7.2 Graduation**

With a higher education (tertiary A) rate of 24% among the employable population, Switzerland ranks midfield on an international scale when it comes to the educational qualifications of adults. The same can be said for the tertiary B rate. If the two are added together, however, one person in three in Switzerland holds a tertiary qualification (Figure 72).

The rise of tertiarisation in Switzerland is reflected in the fact that the higher education (tertiary A) rate among the younger generation (25 to 34 years) is almost one third higher than for the population as a whole (Figure 72).

Compared to the other benchmark countries (Denmark, Netherland, Finland, Ireland), the percentage of adults who have attained at least upper secondary education is high, particularly among the older generations (Figure 72). This may be due to the dual education system; many of the people who have attained upper secondary level will have completed an apprenticeship.
The proportion of Bachelor’s degree holders who go on to acquire their Master’s degree at a different type of institute is still low, albeit growing. It is important to bear in mind that for most subjects studied at UAS (and the universities of teacher education), a Bachelor’s degree is the standard qualification and is regarded by the labour market as an indication of ability to work in the profession concerned. Most Master’s courses offered by these institutes are therefore opportunities for specialisation.

Graduation rates can serve as an indicator of the effectiveness of a degree programme or a university.\footnote{However, they rely heavily on both the quality standards applied by the university and the composition of the student population. A low graduation rate may well indicate that a course is subject to stringent requirements, but it could also mean that the course is attracting more students of lower ability or that the quality of education is less good. These questions also arise in Switzerland, where universities cannot choose their students.} For the last 20 years, about 70\% of university students have completed their studies successfully within ten years.\footnote{Equivalent to a Master’s degree. Pre-Bologna students would study for a Lizentiat or Diploma directly.} This means that the graduation rate has remained more or less constant despite the big increase in student numbers over this period (Figure 72). In particular, the greater risk of women failing to complete their studies successfully has fallen over time, in parallel to the growing participation of women. With the Bologna reform, which also brought forward 1st-cycle graduation (Bachelor’s degree), the proportion of students successfully completing their studies has hardly increased overall.

Of those students at UAS who acquired their admission qualification in Switzerland and began a Bachelor’s course at a UAS in 2006, 76\% had completed their Bachelor’s degree five years later. 16\% had dropped out of the course, and the remaining 8\% had not yet finished. The continuation rate is particularly high for courses where studies are pursued in parallel to practical experience, as for example in social work. The pass rates and drop-out rates differ from one field of study to the next. One explanation for the differences, apart from different admission procedures (e.g. aptitude tests) and varying proportions of part-time students, may be the varying percentage of female students. On about half the courses, women display higher pass rates than men.

The Bologna reforms have not significantly affected the drop-out rate at UAS; the student pass rate for Bachelor’s courses is similar to the rate for the former diploma (Diplom) courses. The reason for this is probably that the Bologna reforms have had far less impact on the way studies are organised at UAS than at conventional universities, given that even before the reforms most students usually obtained their degree in three years.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\small
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Graduation} & \textbf{Age band} & \textbf{2010} & \textbf{2011} & \textbf{2012} \\
\hline
Percentage of adults who have attained tertiary education (tertiary A and B) & 25–34 & 40 & 40 & 41 \\
& 35–44 & 38 & 39 & 41 \\
& 45–54 & 33 & 33 & 35 \\
& 55–64 & 28 & 27 & 29 \\
\hline
Percentage of adults who have attained at least upper secondary education & 25–34 & 91 & 89 & 89 \\
& 35–44 & 90 & 87 & 88 \\
& 45–54 & 89 & 85 & 86 \\
& 55–64 & 87 & 81 & 82 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Education status of the adult population}
\end{table}
By international comparison, the proportion of STEM graduates among all tertiary A graduates in Switzerland is a little below the average. Also, the ratio of women to men among STEM graduates is much less balanced (1:4) than in many other countries, where only two or three times as many men graduate as women.

### E.7.3 Mobility of students

National and international mobility of students is a declared aim of the Bologna reforms. Vertical mobility – changing university after completing a Bachelor’s degree – is fairly infrequent (10% of students). More common is horizontal mobility, i.e. changing university during a degree course (exchange semester, work experience). The Bologna target, formulated in Leuven, that by 2020 at least 20% of students should be spending some time studying or gaining work experience abroad, has already been met by 2nd-cycle university students (28%). Among 1st-cycle students at universities the mobility rate is lower, however (16%), suggesting that the rigid structuring of the study programmes might hinder mobility. Reasons for not moving include, especially, additional costs, longer periods of study, organisational effort and incompatibility with the circumstances in which people live or study. Mobility is heavily influenced by the chosen field of study. In certain disciplines, such as pharmacy, the proportion of mobile students is very small, while in the technical sciences more than 40% of students complete an exchange semester.

### E.7.4 Employability

Over the last ten years, the employment rate of higher education graduates one year after graduation was between 85% and 95%, depending on the type of university they had attended and the state of the economy. Those graduating from a university of teacher education display the highest employment rate one year after graduation and those graduating from a conventional university the lowest.

#### Figure 73. Employability – key figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment rate by highest level of education attained (y15–64), %</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary (ISCED 5–6)</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary (ISCED 3–4)</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than primary, primary and lower secondary (ISCED 0–2)</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Median income by education level (Median equivalised income)</strong> in €</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-primary, primary and lower secondary education (ISCED 0–2)</td>
<td>18,259</td>
<td>18,271</td>
<td>18,691</td>
<td>18,641</td>
<td>19,366</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary education (ISCED 3 and 4)</td>
<td>20,671</td>
<td>20,742</td>
<td>20,341</td>
<td>20,66</td>
<td>20,887</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First and second stage of tertiary education (ISCED 5 and 6)</td>
<td>26,031</td>
<td>25,949</td>
<td>26,334</td>
<td>26,019</td>
<td>26,386</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat

The different prospects for entering the labour market as a function of university type are also reflected in the unemployment rate as defined by the ILO. If unemployment is lower for graduates from a UAS than for graduates from a university, that may be due in part to

---

322 An unemployed person is a person who was not employed during the reference week and had actively sought work during the four previous weeks.
the fact that many university degrees are not tailored to a specific profession and in part to
the fact that the average university student has far less vocational experience than the average
graduate of a UAS (because the latter have normally completed an apprenticeship), which
makes it harder to enter the labour market. But if university graduates fare slightly worse in
terms of unemployment rate, this is due in most cases to the difficulties they encounter in
the early years of starting out on a career. Five years after graduation, no more gaps can be
observed in the unemployment rate as defined by the ILO.

Interestingly, salaries do not differ noticeably for the same age group between
qualifications obtained from conventional universities and those obtained from UAS.
This may seem surprising at first sight, as (Master’s) graduates from universities will have
studied for about two years longer than (Bachelor’s) graduates from UAS. One major
factor in the comparatively high pay earned after studying at a UAS is likely to be the
vocational experience that graduates will have acquired both prior and parallel to their
studies. This is especially relevant in technology and business administration and services,
which are traditional domains of the universities of applied sciences.

Given the increase in tertiarisation rates in recent years (see Figure 71), it would be
useful to know whether this tertiarisation is a response to labour market needs or the
result of dynamics inherent within the education system to which the labour market has
to adapt. We can observe in the case of Switzerland that the growth in student numbers
attending higher education has not led to poorer levels of labour market matching.
Most university graduates in employment have jobs that require a university degree or
are at least appropriate to the professional skills gained in the course of their studies.
The proportion of graduates in jobs that match their qualifications rises with each cycle,
standing at 62% for 1st-cycle graduates, 90% for the 2nd cycle and 95% for 3rd-cycle
(PhD graduates) one year after the degree is achieved.

For graduates of UAS, an analysis of the Graduate Survey of 2011 shows that, both one year
and five years after graduation, about 30% of employed graduates were in a job that did not
require a university degree. The increase in appropriate employment between these two points
in time is extremely small (2–3 percentage points), which means that the problem is not just
about getting started. Further analysis shows that of those who, one year after graduating,
are in jobs that do not require a university degree, at least a third report that there is a good
match between their vocational qualifications and the work they are doing. This reduces
the average rate of inappropriate jobs among those in employment to just under 20%. The
lower rate of graduates from UAS who have found jobs to match their training may, in part,
result from the fact that access to vacancies in certain fields is also possible via basic vocational
training (with continuing education and training) or tertiary level B professional education
and training (PET), so that a tertiary A degree is not an essential requirement.

In Switzerland, the wage benefit associated with an additional year of education over
the past twenty years has been between 5.5% and 6.5%. At 6%, this means that, after
qualifying, an individual with five years of study up to Master’s degree level can expect
a 30% higher wage on average than someone who took up work directly after obtaining
their baccalaureate without pursuing any further training. This return to education has
been subject to cyclic fluctuations over the past two decades and is showing a slight
upward trend. In other words, the general increase in the level of education of the
working population has not led to an excessive supply of education which would have
served to erode the individual’s return on this investment.323

---

323 Swiss Education Report 2014.
Private return on investments (compared to the next lower educational achievement) are particularly high for graduates of UAS (10.6% for men, 8.7% for women) while rates of return for graduates of universities are lower (5.4% for men, 2.2% for women).324

E.8 Research

E.8.1 Research output

Since the beginning of the 1980s the number of publications worldwide has increased dramatically; nowadays, it is 2.7 times higher than 40 years ago. This increase is due to the industrialised countries publishing more; however, the newly industrialised countries (in particular China, South Korea, Brazil, Turkey) have become more active too.325 Despite strong competition Switzerland could slightly increase its share of worldwide publications, from 1.0% in the 1980s to currently 1.2% (Figure 74).

Figure 74. Swiss share of worldwide publications, by field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of publications</td>
<td>41,000</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of publications per 1000 inhabitants</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of publications per 1000 researchers</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of worldwide publications</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Technical and engineering sciences, computer sciences</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Physics, chemistry, geosciences</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Agriculture, biology and environmental sciences</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Life sciences</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Clinical medicine</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Social and behavioural sciences</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Humanities and arts</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In the three areas of physics, chemistry, geosciences; life sciences; and clinical medicine, the Swiss share of worldwide publications has remained practically the same. At the same time, the number of publications in these areas is above the Swiss average. This points to the strengths of these areas.

If the number of publications is normalised by country size, Switzerland – together with Finland – is the most productive country (3.2 publications per 1000 inhabitants) (Figure 75). If the number of publications is normalised by size of the R&D system, Switzerland is the second most productive country, after Italy and before the Netherlands.326 As can be seen in Figure 75, at the beginning of the 1980s the impact of Swiss publications, as measured by relative citations, was slightly above the worldwide mean. Since then, it has increased by 15 points (from 101 to 116) and was 16% above the mean in the period 2005–2009. Relative citation was highest in the technical and engineering sciences/computer science and physics, chemistry, geosciences, followed by life sciences.

Figure 75. Impact of Swiss publications (relative citations), by field (100=worldwide mean)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical and engineering sciences, computer sciences</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics, chemistry, geosciences</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, biology and environmental sciences</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life sciences</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical medicine</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and behavioural sciences</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities and arts</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Comparing Swiss impact with other nations’ impact, Switzerland ranks first in technical and engineering sciences, computer sciences; physics, chemistry, geosciences; and life sciences (Figure 76). Compared to Swiss publications, Finnish publications have a comparable impact in clinical medicine and a higher impact in the humanities and arts.

Figure 76. Impact ranking of countries, by field (2005–2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Technical and engineering sciences, computer sciences</th>
<th>Physics, chemistry, geosciences</th>
<th>Agriculture, biology and environmental sciences</th>
<th>Life Sciences</th>
<th>Clinical medicine</th>
<th>Social and behavioural sciences</th>
<th>Humanities and arts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Our analysis so far shows that Switzerland is both a productive and successful research nation, in terms of number of publications and the frequency with which they are cited. This result is confirmed by Figure 77, which presents slightly newer figures. Switzerland has the highest rate of high-quality publications among OECD countries.

Figure 77. Quantity and quality of scientific production in Switzerland, 2003–2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2003–2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of publications</td>
<td>246,879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of excellence*</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The "top-cited publications" are the 10% most cited papers in each scientific field

Source: OECD STIS 2013
E.8.2 Relative share in EU and ERC funding

In the context of FP7, Swiss researchers are mostly active in the programmes “Idea” (ERC) (28% of funding), in ICT (19%) and Health (12%). By 15 June 2012 327 Swiss researchers were awarded a total of CHF 1 559 billion, which corresponds to 4.3% of all FP7 funding. 328 The preliminary rate of return is 1.52, meaning that Swiss researchers could secure about 1.5 times the amount of funding that they would have received if funding had been allocated based on the contributions made by EU member states and associated countries to FP7.329

Although the European Research Council (ERC) has only been in existence since 2007, its grants have become a sign of excellence in research. As can be seen in Figure 78, many grants ERC grants have gone to researchers in Switzerland. The numbers are considerably higher than for Finland. ERC grants are mostly awarded to Swiss researchers in the physical sciences and the life sciences, less so in the social sciences and humanities.330

Figure 78. Swiss ERC grants, by year and type of grant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERC funding per year of calls (number of grantees)</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starting Grant</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidator Grants</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Grant</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof of Concept</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synergy Grants</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


E.8.3 Internationalisation

The Swiss research system is highly internationalised. Compared with the other benchmark countries and Finland, international mobility of scientific authors is high; in particular the percentage of ‘stayers’ who are not mobile is noticeably lower. The percentage of new inflows is the highest in the whole of the OECD. This testifies to the attractiveness of the Swiss research system for researchers, offering them favourable conditions for research (e.g. availability of funding through the Swiss National Science Foundation). However, this also implies that demand for researchers (and more generally knowledge intensive workers) is not fully met by the educational system, with universities and firms relying on large inflow of foreign researchers. While this is a sign of openness and attractiveness, it also suggests that the system may become vulnerable if these conditions change.331

327 No newer figures available.
Co-publications is another indicator to gauge internationalisation of research. In the period between 2003 and 2011, international collaborations as a percentage of scientific publications was 51.91%, on a par with Denmark.

Most of the co-publications in which Swiss researchers are involved in are international co-publications rather than national co-publications. International co-publications (as a percentage of total co-publications) increased from 52.1% in the early 1980s (1991–1985) to 69.3% in the period 2005–2009, implying a 17% increase in international collaborations. Co-publications are mostly with authors from the United States, followed by authors from the neighbouring countries.\footnote{Staatsekretariat für Bildung und Forschung, Bibliometrische Untersuchung zur Forschung in der Schweiz 1981-2009, 2011.}

### E.8.4 University rankings

As can be seen in Figure 80, five of the twelve Swiss universities are well represented in the international university rankings. This not only concerns the two federal institutes of technology but also cantonal universities. In the Shanghai Ranking 2014, the ETH Zurich (ranked 19th), University of Zurich (56th), University of Geneva (66th), University of Basel (90th) and the EPFL (96th) were ranked among the 100 best universities worldwide. The QS ranking and the Times Higher Education Ranking show similar results. While the QS ranks the ETHZ 12th, followed by EPFL (17th), the University of Zurich (57th) and the University of Geneva (85th), the Times Higher Education Ranking only lists three Swiss universities, with ETHZ ranked 14th, EPFL 37th and the University of Basel 74th. In all three rankings, the ETHZ is the best ranked university in continental Europe.

### E.9 Third mission

There is a long tradition of collaboration between research institutes, universities and private companies favoured by informal contacts and transfer of people. Traditionally, cooperation between public and private R&D performers and the transfer of research

---

**Figure 79. Internationalisation of the Swiss research system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internationalisation</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International mobility of scientific authors, 1996–2011 (as a percentage of authors with two or more publications, by last reported affiliation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stayers (no mobility)</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returnees</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New inflows</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International collaborations as a percentage of scientific publications, 2003–2011</td>
<td>51.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD STIS 2013
results has been left to bilateral contacts between universities and companies with little intervention from the state.\textsuperscript{333}

However, the focus on interaction between HEIs and the surrounding communities has increased significantly in recent decades. When the UAS were established in the 1990s, they were given an explicit mission to engage in knowledge transfer. Knowledge and technology transfer is one of the strategic priorities in the performance agreement between the confederation and the ETH domain. The ETH domain is called upon to further develop its knowledge and technology transfer strategy and to implement it.\textsuperscript{334} In cantonal universities the third mission appears to be less explicit. For example, in the law governing the University of Zurich, research and teaching are mentioned as missions while the university is also tasked to provide services in these contexts.\textsuperscript{335} Having said that, the University of Zurich maintains a technology transfer office, in cooperation with the universities of Berne and Basel.\textsuperscript{336} Most other HEIs run a transfer office too; for example, the ETH Zurich runs ETH transfer.\textsuperscript{337}

While the CTI, Switzerland’s innovation agency, has always dedicated most of its budgets to funding cooperation projects between SMEs and HEIs, in 2013 it launched a new knowledge and technology transfer strategy to support the innovation activities of Swiss companies.\textsuperscript{338} The strategy comprises three new initiatives:

- National thematic networks
- Support to SME through innovation mentors
- Information and networking through physical and web-based platforms

The knowledge and technology transfer strategy aims to bring together SMEs and HEIs where this does not happen automatically and to initiate collaborations that act as drivers for innovation for the whole of Switzerland (rather than just generating new CTI-funded projects).

Generally, indicators paint a positive picture of science industry linkages in Switzerland. Public private scientific co-publications are 80 percentage points higher than the EU average.\textsuperscript{339} With regard to patent applications, patent applications\textsuperscript{340} per billion GDP (in PPS\(\text{€}\)) are 42 percentage points and patent applications\textsuperscript{341} per billion GDP (in PPS\(\text{€}\)) in societal challenges, that is in environment-related technologies and health, 60 percentage points higher the EU average. Switzerland’s relative weakness is in having below EU average shares in SMEs collaborating with other firms (9.4% compared to 11.7% for the EU).\textsuperscript{342}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{333} Marco Seeber, Erawatch Country Reports 2013: Switzerland, Luxembourg 2014.
\textsuperscript{334} BFI-Botschaft.
\textsuperscript{335} Gesetz über die Universität Zürich (Universitätsgesetz) vom 15. März 1998, article 2.
\textsuperscript{336} http://www.unitecra.ch/en
\textsuperscript{337} https://www.ethz.ch/en/the-eth-zurich/organisation/staff-units/eth-transfer.html
\textsuperscript{338} http://www.kti.admin.ch/netzwerke/00194/index.html?lang=de
\textsuperscript{339} European Commission, Innovation Union Scoreboard 2014, Brussels.
\textsuperscript{340} Patent applications under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). By filing one international patent application under the PCT, applicants can simultaneously seek protection for an invention in 148 countries throughout the world.
\textsuperscript{341} Patent applications under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT).
\textsuperscript{342} European Commission, Innovation Union Scoreboard 2014, Brussels.
\end{flushleft}
E.10 Cost effectiveness

Educational expenditure for teaching and research at tertiary level A is high in Switzerland by international comparison. A significant reason for this lies in the heavy emphasis on research activities at Swiss universities, which is also reflected in the high proportion of doctorates. If teaching costs (in terms of GDP per capita) are taken on their own, then Switzerland is one of the countries where expenditure is at present relatively low. In part, however, this finding could stem from the fact that Switzerland has witnessed above-average economic per-capita growth in recent years, whereas reference countries have been experiencing stagnating or receding economies. Studies assessing the comparative efficiency of tertiary education systems in different countries typically find a very high level of efficiency in Swiss universities.

R&D funded by the government (in % of GDP) is only slightly above the EU27 average, meaning that the relative effort of the public sector is not particularly high (Figure 67). However, as shown above, the performance of the research system is excellent. This points to a very good cost benefit ratio.

E.11 Conclusions

- Switzerland has a strong HE system, with five out of twelve universities among the top 100 universities in the world. An important asset of the education system is the employability of its graduates.

- In the case of Switzerland we can observe that the growth in student numbers attending higher education has not led to poorer levels of labour market matching. Most university graduates in employment have jobs that require a university degree or are at least appropriate to the professional skills gained in the course of their studies. Also, the general increase in the level of education of the working population has not led to an excessive supply of education which would have served to erode the individual's return on this investment.

- On the contrary, demand for knowledge intensive workers (including researchers) is not met fully by the education system, with universities and firms relying on large inflows of foreign workers.

- There is a fairly high social selectivity in access to higher education although not as high as in the neighbouring countries. The higher the social status, the higher the probability to study at a university (rather than at a UAS or a university of teacher training).

- Switzerland also has an open, excellent and attractive research system. The Swiss research system is particularly strong in the natural, engineering and life sciences, and has been so for decades, as bibliometric data show. Against this background the slightly below average proportion of graduates in STEM subjects is perhaps not ideal. The research system is less strong in the social sciences and in particular the humanities.

- Different indicators suggest that the HEI system quite an efficient system, perhaps despite the complex institutional and funding structures.

---

343 Switzerland has the largest graduation rate at doctoral level of all OECD countries, reaching 3.4% in 2009.
344 Swiss Education Report 2014.
HEI policies and trends

E.12 National policies

For the first time, education, research and innovation has been defined as a priority in the federal government’s programme for the legislative period 2011–2015 (as one of seven priority areas), formulating the following policy aims:346

- Consolidate the high quality and good international reputation of the Swiss HE system and Swiss research
- Promote the development of skilled labour for science and the economy and increase the educability and employability of young people (in particular migrants)
- Optimise framework conditions for lifelong learning

Research, innovation and education policies generally have a very strong position and benefit from wide political support. The Swiss commitment to research dates far back in history and reflects the country’s lack of raw materials and the concomitant drive to develop a knowledge-based economic growth strategy, led by federal and cantonal universities.

At federal level, Swiss education, research and innovation policy is governed by the White Paper on Education, Research and Innovation (the ERI message) that defines strategic priorities and forms the basis for the Federal Parliament to grant funds. It provides information on the national science, higher education and innovation system and its challenges, and measures to address them, providing the Federal Parliament with the rationale for changes in law and budget decisions. The ERI message does not specify thematic priorities, the rationale being that researchers and HEIs should decide for themselves in what areas they would like to invest and conduct research.347 However, other types of priority choices are made. For example, in the ERI message 2013–2015 research infrastructures and the promotion of young researchers have been explicitly prioritised. Having said that, the Swiss HEI system is a highly decentralised system, characterised by decentralised decision making. Being a very decentralised system, strategic decisions are generally left to the individual institutions, the rationale being that they know best how and what to prioritise.

The decentralisation of the science system goes hand in hand with a bottom-up multi-stakeholder approach to policy making. The Swiss political system ensures that all relevant stakeholders are included in decision-making. It is characterised by a consensus-driven development of public policies, where regulations by and large follow the creation of consensus among relevant actors.348

347 An exception to the rule is energy research, which has recently been prioritised by the federal government. Following the Fukushima incident, the Federal Council (executive) and the Federal Parliament decided in 2011 to phase out nuclear energy over the coming decades. The new “Energy Strategy 2050” foresees a massive reduction in energy use and an increased use of renewable energy. In order to underpin the restructuring of the Swiss energy system and ensure energy supply, the Federal Council and the Federal Parliament argue that energy research in Switzerland needs to be strengthened. The efficient and sustainable use of energy is also one of the seven priority areas of the government in the legislative period 2011–2015.
As mentioned above, the institutions governing and coordinating Swiss higher education are currently being reformed. This is a truly major reform. The process started out in 2006 with a constitutional referendum and is still ongoing. An important milestone in the reform is the new Federal Act on Funding and Coordination of the Higher Education Sector (HFKG)\(^{349}\), passed by Federal Parliament in September 2011. It will come into effect at the beginning of 2015.\(^{350}\) The new law will overhaul institutions governing and coordinating Swiss higher education. It will also define access requirements to higher education institutions and lay the foundations for an accreditation council responsible for quality assurance in higher education. However, it will not touch the responsibilities of cantons and the confederation for ‘their’ HEIs, meaning that funding streams will continue to come from different state levels (confederation and cantons). But the HEIs system as a whole will be better aligned and coordinated.

A major issue for the HEIs are the consequences of the constitutional referendum from February 2014 in which Swiss voters decided to re-introduce fixed quotas for immigrants, thus putting the Swiss-EU Bilateral Agreement on Free Movement of Persons in question. The acceptance of the mass immigration initiative has resulted in Switzerland being excluded from European research funding and led to non-association in the European research programme Horizon 2020. In the meantime, Switzerland and the EU have agreed on a partial association to the first pillar of Horizon 2020 (“Excellent Science”), which encompasses the ERC. Given the high number of ERC grants that researchers in Switzerland win and given the reputation they carry, this is important as it could have negative impact on Swiss research. More generally, if the free movement of persons between Switzerland and the EU is suspended, the openness of the Swiss HEI system is endangered, with HEIs presumably having more difficulty in filling vacant positions with suitable candidates.

E.13 Institutional policies

E.13.1 Level of autonomy of institutions

The first university in Switzerland to become autonomous was the University of Basel in 1996. Since then, all other universities in Switzerland have become autonomous. The regulations are different from one university to another (because they have different owners), but the impact of regulations have been more or less the same, at least in German-speaking Switzerland, where direct steering by the owners has been minimised.\(^{351}\) Universities receive a block grant approved by parliament and can decide for themselves how to spend the money.

In the Swiss HE system, there has always been a strong tradition of autonomy for professorial chair holders; this has been slightly modified over time, with the introduction of external evaluations and internal leadership discretion (and great variation among universities). Traditionally, academic leadership was largely symbolic and real power resided with the collegiate bodies, but gradually this has been altered and academic leaders now control larger shares of resources and recruitment. The primary function

\(^{350}\) http://www.swissuniversities.ch/en/home/
of the academic leadership has been to control appointments, especially for the federal universities. The two federal universities, and in particular ETH Zurich, are renowned for their rigorous recruitment strategy.

A tenure track model has only recently been established, and only in some universities. This is one of weak spots in the Swiss HE system. ETHZ, for instance, has devolved the responsibility to the departments, only half of which have established tenure track; EPFL, in contrast, has introduced it throughout the university. Hence, conditions for junior scholars are uneven in Switzerland, although the rise of EPFL (see below) and its aggressive global recruitment of young faculty members seem to have triggered responses throughout the system.352

However, a study by the European University Association (EUA) from 2012 shows that Swiss universities are not very autonomous compared to its counterparts in other European countries.353 Figure 81 shows the four dimensions of autonomy (organisational, financial, staffing, academic) and the indicators used to measure them.

Figure 81. Definition of autonomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisational autonomy</th>
<th>Financial autonomy</th>
<th>Staffing autonomy</th>
<th>Academic autonomy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selection procedure for the executive head</td>
<td>Length and type of public funding</td>
<td>Capacity to decide on recruitment procedures (senior academic/senior administrative staff)</td>
<td>Capacity to decide on overall student numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection criteria for the executive head</td>
<td>Ability to keep surplus</td>
<td>Capacity to decide on salaries (senior academic/senior administrative staff)</td>
<td>Capacity to select students (BA, MA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection criteria for the executive head</td>
<td>Ability to borrow money</td>
<td>Capacity to decide on dismissals (senior academic/senior administrative staff)</td>
<td>Capacity to introduce programmes (BA, MA, PhD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term of office of the executive head</td>
<td>Ability to own buildings</td>
<td>Capacity to decide on promotions (senior academic/senior administrative staff)</td>
<td>Capacity to terminate programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion and selection of external members in governing bodies</td>
<td>Ability to charge tuition fees for national/EU students (BA, MA, PhD)</td>
<td>Capacity to choose the language of instruction (BA, MA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity to decide on academic structures</td>
<td>Ability to charge tuition fees for non-EU students (BA, MA, PhD)</td>
<td>Capacity to select quality assurance mechanisms and providers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity to create legal entities</td>
<td></td>
<td>Capacity to design content of degree programmes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: European University Association

The study found that Swiss universities are not very autonomous compared to its European counterparts. This pertains mostly to the election of rectors and members of university councils, funding and the selection of students. In contrast, Swiss universities are very autonomous in the recruitment of faculty – which is reflected in careful international recruitment strategies. Figure 82 compares the autonomy of Swiss HEIs with Finnish HEIs and shows that, with the exception of staffing autonomy, Finnish HEIs are consistently more autonomous than Swiss HEIs.

352 Gunnar Öquist, Mats Benner, Fostering breakthrough research: a comparative study, December 2012.
353 Thomas Estermann, Terhi Nokkala, Monika Steinel, University Autonomy in Europe II. The Scorecard, a study by the European University Association, Brussels, 2012.
**E.13.2 EPFL as an example of institutional transformation**

EPFL is one of the universities that are highly ranked in the various university rankings. While for a long time considered the ‘little sister’ of the ETHZ, it has changed tremendously, transforming into a very entrepreneurial university making it an outstanding example of institutional innovation. EPFL went through an organisational reform at the beginning of this millennium. It began with the arrival EPFL’s new president in March 2000 who was very much a driver behind this reform. Goals of the reform were:

- Reorganisation of EPFL into 5 schools led by deans with extended competences
- Creation of a new School of Life Sciences
- Creation of two colleges (social sciences and humanities, management of technology)
- Implementation of a tenure track system
- Implementation of a doctoral school
- Reinforcement of technology transfer activities
- Development of strategic partnerships with large corporations
- Building a lively and sustainable campus

The reform reduced the number of departments from twelve to four schools. At the same time, because life sciences was considered to become the most promising research area in the next 20 years, a new school was founded – the School of Life Sciences. Moreover, two colleges were established – the College of Management and Technology and the College of Human Sciences. The main difference between colleges and schools is that the former are smaller and do not offer bachelor education.

The reform process was most active in 2001, when a great deal of consultation and reorganisation was going on. The reform was completed in January 2002 – that is within 18 months. The idea was to pull through the reform as quickly as possible because too much talking would only dilute it. Another reason for the quick implementation was that the reform interfered with scientific work; scientific production at EPFL dipped in 2001, because professors were busy with the reorganisation.

Recently, as the first university in continental Europe, EPFL has put a strategic focus on Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). In order to consolidate the competences and know-how in MOOCs-related matters and to develop MOOC technologies and practices, EPFL opened EPFL Center for Digital Education on April 1st 2013. The Center aims to foster the adoption of MOOCs both within EPFL and by partners of EPFL. It produces MOOCs for EPFL and its partners (both in English and French, the latter directed to an African audience), operates MOOC-based educational programmes and carries out research activities on the use of digital technologies in education and training.354

---

354 [http://moocs.epfl.ch/about-us](http://moocs.epfl.ch/about-us)
Conclusions

Switzerland’s knowledge production by higher education (and private firms) is among the best in the world, in terms of productivity as well as quality and societal and economic impact. Switzerland’s sustained excellence in higher education reflects its strong political commitment to well-resourced research universities and academic self-governance. This commitment has not declined significantly over time.

The funding streams for HEIs have historically grown and, embedded in a federal system, are complex. But there has been continuity in investment in the HE sector, with a high share of institutional funding. There is an emphasis on a culture of excellence and measures to enhance and sustain focused research efforts. At the policy-making level, priorities are long-term and generally avoid opportunist interventions, concentrating more on the framework conditions.

“The Swiss political dedication to university autonomy, long-term funding and a select number of well-endowed universities stands out by European standards and can probably be matched only by the USA and some Asian countries. [...] Switzerland is thus a quiet and stable corner of [the] continent.” 355

HEIs are autonomous if not as autonomous as its Finnish counterparts, as measured by the EUA. Their autonomy is highest in staffing, which is reflected in careful international recruitment strategies. At same time, being a very decentralised system, there is a strong belief that strategic decisions are generally best left to the individual institutions, the rationale being that they know best how and what to prioritise. Spectacular examples of institutional innovations (EPFL) have been introduced and disseminated, which have had effects on research conditions throughout the country.

Some weakness can be identified in the lack of a consistent career and tenure track system across universities and in the capability to meet the demand of highly skilled workers with internal supply. Emphasis of educational policy has been and remains on excellence and variety of training. Targets in terms of quantity regards the participation rates at upper secondary level rather than increasing the number of graduates. 356

Another potential weakness, or possibly a threat, is the constraints that might follow as a consequence of the Swiss voters’ decision to re-introduce fixed quotas for immigrants, thus putting the Swiss-EU Bilateral Agreement on Free Movement of Persons in question. This has led to non-association in the European research programme Horizon 2020 although, in the meantime, Switzerland and the EU have agreed on a partial association to the first pillar of Horizon 2020 (“Excellent Science”), which encompasses the ERC. More generally, if the free movement of persons between Switzerland and the EU is suspended, the openness of the Swiss HEI system is curtailed, with HEIs presumably having more difficulty in filling vacant positions with suitable candidates. This development goes against fundamental ideas of scientific practise, where international mobility and international recruitment of staff are key to top scientific achievements.

Appendix F. List of interviewed organisations

Aalto University
Academy of Finland
AKAVA
Arcada Polytechnic
Confederation of Finnish Industries
Haaga-Helia
Kajaani University of Applied Sciences
Lapland University of Applied Sciences
Lappeenranta University of Technology
Ministry of Employment and the Economy
National Institute for Health and Welfare, THL
National Union of University Students in Finland, SYL
Oulo University of Applied Sciences
Tampere University
Tampere University of Applied Sciences
Tampere University of Technology
Technical Research Centre of Finland, VTT
Tekes
The Finnish Education Evaluation Centre (FINEEC), Karvi
Union of Students in Finnish Universities of Applied Sciences, SAMOK
University of Eastern Finland
University of Helsinki
University of Jyväskylä
University of Oulu
University of the Arts Helsinki
University of Turku
University of Vaasa
1 Liikuntatoimi tilastojen valossa; Perustilastot vuodelta 2013
2 Toiminta- ja taloussuunnitelma 2016–2019
3 Baltic Sea Region Cultural Routes; Eastern Viking Forum II
4 Kansainvälisen opetuksen ja oppimisen tutkimus TALIS 2013. Tarkastelun kohteena alakoulun ja toisen asteen oppilaitosten opettajat ja rehtorit
5 Suomalaisen yliopistotutkimuksen tuottavuus ja vaikuttavuus. Opetus- ja kulttuuriministeriön profiiliryhmän raportti
6 Korkeakoulujen ja tutkimuslaitosten yhteistyö ja yhteistyön esteet
7 Tulevaisuuden peruskoulu
8 Liikuntapalveluiden ulkoistaminen ja palveluiden turvallisuus; Nykytilanne ja kuntien kokemukset – Loppuraportti
9 Osaamisen kehittämisen polkuille. Opetustoimen henkilöstökoulutuksen haasteet ja tulevaisuus
